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Introduction: Where Do We Go From Here?
David J. Bateson
In June of 1990, the Second Canadian Conference on Glassman Testing was

held at the University of British Columbia, the first having been hekl at the
University of Victoria in 1989. Many of the papers from that first confereoce

were published in a special issue of the Alberta Journal of Educational
Research. This present document is a compilation of most of the papers which
were presented at the second conference.

The conference was held at a time when educational measurement, and
classroom testing in particular, was undergoing a radical change in both theory
and practice. The introduction of the concept of "authentic" measuremmit in
Beyond Standardized Testing (Archbald & Newmann, 1988) has provided the
stimulus for an enormous shift in the conduct of educatiaral measurement as it
is practiced in classrooms. This shift has been demonstrated in everything from
the content of the annual meeting program of the National Council for Measurement in Education to the documents surrounding the Y ear 2000 initiatives in
British Columbia.

In order to facilitate discussion, participants in this conference were sent
copies of Year 2000: A Curriculum and Assessment Framework for the Future
(Ministry of Education, 1989a) and The Primary Program (Ministry of Educa-

tion, 1989b), the draft proposal for the anncenced changes to the primary
program in British Columbia, as a stimulus for conference papers. These
documents include recommendations and even demands that teachers work
toward "authentic" assessment procedures (1989a, p.17). They include quota-

tions such as "assessment and evaluation techniqua must mirror the actual
learning experiences of the child..." (1989b, p.13), "for most assessment
purposes in school, traditional forms of standardized tests arc not very useful,
and they are inappropriate in the Primary Program..." (1989a, p.17), "there is a
shift from examination to demonstration..." (19896, p.13), "comparison with
other students, or the assignment and use of letter-grade or pseudo letter-grade

symbols is also inappropriate for primary children...", (1989b, p.13) and
"although checklists are useful for teachers as a way of organizing information,
they are not appropriate as reporting devices..." (1989b, p.166).

The statements from the Year 2000 initiatives =representative of much of
the discussion regarding classroom-based educational measurement in Canada
at the present time. Many of these evaluation issues which are proliferating the
present educational scene attack the mots of traditional measurement theory and
practice. For at least the last two decades, most measurement specialists have
concentrated their efforts on large-scale, standardized, selection-type assessment techniques; large-scale, "high-stakes" testing programs; and methods that

employ the massive number-crunching capabilities that the rapidly expanding
crammer technologies have made available. This situation is understandable
since these are the areas where funding and other resources have been available
from technology-based companies who are interested in marketing products and
from politkians and governments who are obsessed with problems of accountability and publk perception of declining standards. However, as edwators,
particubrly clan:mon teacluffs, have become more and more disillusioned and
disgruntled with what they perceive to be a warped picture of students and
education in general which has resulted from the exclusive use of the type of
informatim pmvided by these large-scale, standardized, selection-type tests,
the need for a radical shift in thinking and practice has emerged.
Measurement specialists in Canada, rather than opposing many of the ideas
of the "authentic" movement that attack past practice, have rapidly confffmed

and endorsed the basic philosophy of these idea& However, these same
specialists are working to ensure that new practices utilize what is already an
extensive theory and knowledge base of educational measurement, rather than

ignoring all that has gone before and starting anew. It is essential that a
destructive revolution in educational measurement be avoided. What is necessary is a ratimal, but fairly rapid evolution. Within this context, the Second
Canadian Conference on Classroom Testing was convened, and it is hoped that
this collection of papers can contribute to the present evolution in measurement
theory and practice.

References:
Archbald, D.A. & Newmann, F.M. (1988). Beyond Standardized testing: Assessing
authentic academk achievement in the secondary School. Reston, VA: National Association

of Secondary School Principals.
Ministry of Education. (1989a). Year 2000: A cunicultini and ensessment framework
for the future. Victoria: Author.

Ministry of Education. (1989b). The Primary Program. Victoria: Author.

Dr. David J. Bateson, the organizer and chairperson for the conference, is an
Associate Pmfessor in the Department of Mathematics and Science Education at the
University of British Columbia and a Research Associate with both the Educational
Measurement Research Group (EM RC) and the Centre for Applied Studies in Evaluation
(CASE).
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THE CONTEXT OFCLASS ROOM PROCEDURES IN
EVALUATING STUDENTS
Robert J. Wilson
Queen's University

Much of the attention devoted to classroom-based assessment practke
concesunates on the teach= what the teacher does, what the teacher might need,
and what the teacher should do.

Various alnegirsis have been made to teachers. In recent curriculum
documents teachers are advised to use a wide range of assessment tools,
concentrating on observation and process measures, and to store the records of

individual treomplishments in audent development files (B.C. Ministry of
Education, 1990). Texts far courses in educational measmement generally
feature adaptations of psychometrics and rsofessional practice to classrooms
(Brown, 1981; Cunningham, 1986). Other writers, convinced that the adaptive

method has not adapted well enough, have used a comparative analysis of
classroom practice and measurement standards to recommend where and how
a new melding of theory and practice might profitably occur (Frisbie and
Friedman, 1987).
Two assumptions about classroom-based assessments are usually made in
these efforts. First, the classroom teacher is performing the evaluation activity
primarily to inform judgements about student progress so that instruction and
learning can proceed more effectively. Secondly, the teacher is virtually a free
agent in determining which particular evaluation activities and purposes will be
adopted in the classroom.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate these two assumptions by
referring to work we have done and are presently doing that is aimedat exploring
the bloader environment in which student assessment occurs.

What do Teachers Want to Do?
That teachers wish to fulfill the first assumption about the value of evaluation has not been validated by much research. We are presently examining the
attitudes of 101 Bachelor of Education students during their year of teacher

preparation. As part of their participation in this study, these prospective
teachers were individually interviewed halfway through this year with an
instrument designed to explore the reasons fix the attitudes they hold toward
evaluating students. (They also completed a Liken-type atatude scale on three
separate occasions during the year.)

This work, supported by the Social Sciences and Mathematics Research Council,
includes among its members, Ruth Rees, Marilyn Cannock, Lyn Shunts, Alison Taylor,
besides the author.
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One of the items in the interview asks them to rate the importance of varim
purposes for administrai% evaluation instnnnents to children. The student
teachas' malts (transformed intoranks from most imponant to least importani)
inovided in Mtge 1 displayed by level of intended practice. Students
preparing to teach from Kindergarten to Gm* 6 me labelled PI (PrimaryJtmior). Those preparing to teach from Oradea 4 through 10 are labelled J1
(Junior-Intermediate), and those preparing to teach frorn Grade 9 through
Ontario Academic Cram (formerly Grade 13) am labelled IS (Intermediate
Senior).

Table I.
A Comparison Among Student Teachers Concerning Importance of Various
Reasons for Evaluating Students.

(Data Giln in Ranked Order)
Reasons'

JI's

IS's
1(tie)

To check students' progress against
course objectives

2

1

To compare students' achievement
to others

10

10

10

To generate marks for reporting
pwposes

9

9

9

To ensure that students do assigned
work

7

8

7

To prepare students for this kind of
evaluation in the future

8

7

8

To have students practice or apply
what has been learned

6

4

5

To diagnose students' weaknesses
with the material

3(tie)

3

3

To enable students to monitor their
own progress

5

2

1(tie)

1

6

6

5

4

To help me decide what to teach next
To allow me to see how well I taught
the material

3(tie)

4

The data indicate that these stialent teachers tend to mree with each otha rat
the reheive imports= of various purposes of evaluation no matter at which
level within the system dmy intend to work. Key differences seem to exist
between the PI Inudansand the other two groups on the use of evaluation results

"kr help um decide what to teach next" and "to enable studeats to monitcur their

own twogress," but on most of the suggested purposes, little disagreement
emerges.

The highest ranked purpmes for all three groups can be interpreted as a
general tendency to see evaluation activity as infccming the teaching-karning
process. Plata= with this overall function in mind (objectives-reference,
applying learning, diagnosis, self-monitoring) are more highly weighted than
dyne whose functions is more administrative in nature (generate mmts. prepare
for futum exams, norm-reference).

In this respect, these student teachers agree with their colleagues on
curriculum-writing teams, evaluation text authors, and instnEtors in measurement courses concerning the major purpose of evaluation in classrooms: to
inform the teaching-learning process.

What Do Teachers Actually Do?
The group they do not agree with so well are their more experienced
colleagues. Virtually the same item was used in aprevious study (Wilson, 1990)
in which 51 practising teachers in British Columbia and Ontario fdled in the

same scale (presented as a check-list of purposes) for each instrument they
administered to their classes during a reporting period. The 24 teachers
comprising the Ontario sub-sample were divided into two groups of 8 elementary (Kindergarten through Grade 6) and 16 secondary (Grade 9 through Grade
13) teachers. Table 2 shows the comparisons of the ranked frequency of purpose
of the practising teachers with those of the relevant student teacher comparison
/trout's.

Compared to all the student teachers, the practicing teachers rate "the

generation of marks for reporting purposes" much higher. Indeed, this purpose

dominates the entire exercise for the experienced teachers, it having been
checked as a purpose on four out of every five instruments. Other disparities
between the practicing teachers and the student teachers grow larger as the level

of intended practice increams. The differences are most pronounced at the
secondary level where the highest ranked purposes for evaluation given by the
practicing teachers refer to administrative and external aims, all of which are the
lowest ranked imposes for the prospective teachers.
Our study of these 101 teachers is continuing. We will interview as many
of them as become employed in the province of Ontario twice more during the

coming school year. In this way we hope to determine how they adapt thei
present views on assessment to the reality of their own classroom life and also
try to determine why their views alter if they do.

Table 2
A Comparison of Practising Teaches (Prs) and Student Teachers (ST's)
Concerning Importance of Various Reasons for Evaluating Students.

(Data (liven in Ranked Order)

ST's

PT's

Reasons

SEC

PI

11

IS

4

2

2

1

1(tie)

To compare students'
achievement to others

10

6

10

10

10

To generate marks for
reporting purposes

3

1

9

9

9

To ensure that students
do assigned walk

9

4

7

8

To prepare students for
this kind of evaluation
in the future

8

5

8

7

8

To have students
practice or apply what
has been learned

2

3

6

4

5

8

3(tie)

3

3

ELEM

To check students'
Progress against
count objectives

To diagnose students'
weaknesses with the
material
To enable students to
monitor their own progress

5

7

5

2

I (tie)

To help me decide what
to teach next

7

10

1

6

6

To allow me to see how
well I taught the material

6

9

3(tie)

5

4

6

what Accounts for the D#Prenees?
Through other work we are (king (Rees, 1989; Wilson and Rees, 1990), we
expect that their views will alter. We have hypothesized that the policies and
procedures concerning student achievement devolved upon teachers from
levels "above" them in the achninistrative hierarchy will force their evaluation
activities imp relatively narmw areas.

Ta We 3

Content of Polkics and Procedures hi Student Achievement by Lever of Origin.

Level
Content

Ministry

District

School

Dept

Classmom

Scholarships

X

Consultatkm le
Evaluation

X

Appeals

X

Reporting, Grading

X

X

X

X

X

Individual Assessment

X

X

X

X

X

Examinations

X

X

X

X

X

Promotion

X

X

Attendance

X

X

X

Communication to
Students

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Weighting of
Evabation Types
Timing and Types of
Evaluation

Table 3 shows the policy content and the level at which this content becomes
part of the student assessment environment for teachers in two districts and
several elementary and secondary schools in British Columbia. (Our analysis

of the Ontario environment is not yet compkaxl.) There is a very heavy
emphasis in the policy and procedural framework on examinations, repeating
formats, promotion, and evaluation weights. Much of the content of these

policies aeates a standardization of mmmach (common examinations, set
timelines for reporting, and mandated reporting symbols) that farces the
assessment activities of teachers onto rdatively restricted and narrow paths.
Our study of the policy area of studem achievement concludes that there is
a mismatch among (a) the few policy statements that provide philosoOrical
direction totem:hers: (b) the actual procedures that terchas and others (particularly beyond the primary grades) must implement; and (c) overall educational
goal statements for public education in the province (Wilson and Rees, 1990).
Forexample, during the 1987/88 school year, the B.C. Moistly ofEducation
had a policy which advocated the following goal: "It is essential that parents be
kora informed of progress achieved toward expectatices held in common by the

tarcher, student, parents, and canmunity." In the actual implementation of
reporting to parents, however, all the schoels in our sample beyond the primary
level provided relative judgements, usually in letter grade format, that defined

expeaations in percentage range equivalents. (In fact, such a definition is
completely circular as neither letter grada; nor percentages are defined in terms
other than each other.)
The specificity and standardization of most of the procedures at the school
level, and the linking of these procedurai to specific calendar dates, ensures an

attention to a school-year rhythm based on the reporting eyrie. It might be
assumed, then, that teachers could fulfil the reporting requirement with instruments that were easy to prepare and mark but which may or may not be related
to the actual learning going on in the classroom, particularly if there were no

other clear expectations for the evaluative process. What is more serious,
however, might be the possibility theta low expectation level far the evaluation
gradually comes to replace a more ambitious expectation for the actual learning.
Other investigators (Carter, 1984: Stiggins, Griswold, & Wikelund, 1989)
have shown that the level of assessment typically employed by teachers at all
levels is quite low in terms of cognitive complexity. In our data, it is clear that

the cognitive demand of single-word completions and short-answer items
(questions which appeared on 44% oldie instruments we collected) is not likely
to be high if for no other reason than that the format does not allow any higher

level than mall of specific bits.
The same case for multiple-choice questions, and for other supply and
performance items, is not so easily made. Here, for example, is a multiplechoice item taken from a Grade 12 examination:
1. What is the distance between the points (1, -8) and (-4, 4)?
A.
B.
C.
D.

5
7
13
17

It may be that the student faced with this item selects a formula from

12
8

memory, farbstittdes the relevant data from the stem, and sekas the answer
closest to his calculation. It may also be the case, however, that a student without

that formula, but with a knowledge of the Pythagorean theorem, applies that
knowlatte to the same request and respcmds in exactly the same way as lux
fellow :Malan. The =elusion to be made is that it is difficult to &winkle from
questions phoned in this mar na anything reliable about the operations actually
used by students to respond to the item.
Two =elusions seem fair for the types of evaluation instruments we fourwi
in our earlier work. Fast, many items allow students to demonstrate only a tow
level of cognitive operations. Second, those that do allow for more complex
operntions may not provide unambigimus data about thafre operations.
While it weld seem obvious that recommendations to develop items that do
encourage better interpretation would be welcome (the work of Biggs and CoMs
(1982) is especially noteworthy here), such recommendations assume that the
present model is not meeting teachers' needs. But if the tawhers' real needs are

to meet reporting demands for single label judgements of students' relative
standing, and to accomplish that task with a minimum of time spent on it, then
recommendations for more involved development, scoring, and interpretation
of complex items will seem, at best, irritating and irrelevant. Perhaps the reason
why the cognitive level exhibited in classroom assessment instruments does not
alter much through the school cycle is that such growth is neither required nor
expected by the evaluation policy of the school.

Conclusion

These results, admittedly fragmentary and preliminary, may nevertheless
provide a cautionary note: Before those of us interested
the evaluation

activities of teachers in classrooms proceed too far down a road toward
implementation of newer approaches, we might first attend to the broader
environment in which these activities occur.
It may be that teachers use the results of classroom assessments for reasons
other than those posited by documents, experts, and naive practitioners. Unless
the environment of classrooms can be altered so that certain Administrative
functions concerning reporting, attendance, and communication with outsiders

am less overwhelmingly intrusive, it will be non-productive to work with
teachers alone to change their present practice. The teachers, at least those we
have worked with, are not free agents to make the types of changes outsiders
deem dadrable.
It was a major breakthrough to understand that the classroom itself has a life

that shapes many of the activities that go on there, including evaluation of
student learning. Now it seems that a classroom can be seen as a unit in a larger

structure which also creates a community, a community with very intrusive
expectations. Attending to that larger unit, and altering what it considers
necessary and desirable, may well be a prerequisite to successful change in
student assessment practices at the classroom level.

9
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Student Evaluation in the Ungradee r?rimary School:
The SCRP Principle
Les McLean
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Ungraled schools follow naturally from other developments that have been
shafdrig gimary schools in 'went yews. Continuous progress has always been
a fact of school life, but lately it has been given official status and sanction. The
idea of currkulum keyed to school yeais is inconsistoit with the approach to the
teaching of leading, writing, listening and speaking known as whole language

pedagogy, and all sit within a still evolving concept called activity based
learning. Implement these with a policy that students with handicaps of various
kinds will be taught in regular classrooms as much as possible (mainstreaming),
awl schooling organized by school year must finally be abanckeed.
With the departure of grade levels, many traditional ways of defining and

evaluating student achievement go as well. The most obvious is the grade
equivalent score. Grade equivalents in reading have been criticized by language

theorists and curriculum speckalists for a decade, so their demise is to be
welcomed. Their shaky statistical properties and poor substantive rationale
make them wspect in every subject. A major problem is that their existence and

use for so many years has created the belief that achievement in the primary
school can be captured by numbers accumte to two or three significant figures.
"Jane's reading level is 5.4, and she is only in Grade Three!" A similar belief in
precise numbers has led to the oration of other test scores using the so-called.
"item response them". When the Americans came up with the name, "Rit" for
their scale unit, far western Canada was ready with its "Brir. Alas, school
achievement is much more complex than that and considerably less precise.
Grade equivalents will persist (with Brits and other fictions) as tools to bring
order out of chaos until we can offer teachers and officials something good and
practical to replace them. The purpose of this paper is to suggest a principle and
some implications for good and practical replacements.

The SCRP Principle
Measaronent specialists have long advocated testing as the main tool for
student evaluation, and teachers do construct and administer many tests. In the
primary school, however, tests have never been teachers' evaluation method of
choice. Observation and informal evaluation of student work arc listed as the
dominant methods (Wahlstmm, 1977, Fair et al., 1980). At their best, these
methods provide authentic assessment of achievement. Unfortunately, they are
not always at their best, and neither classical nor modern test theory has had

anything to offer in suggesting improvements. The challenges of informal
evaluation are not best describul in terms of reliability and valiclity; better
concepts are fairness and thoroughness. It is very difficult to otverve and
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evaluate informally in an active Ornery school clamant) and still ensure that
students are treated evenhandedly and that every student's wcak is evahuned.

Tim =aplenty and difficulty of primary classrooms rule out simple,
uniform procedures of any kind, including evaluation methods. No one
approach will work in all classrooms. In such a situation, we usually turn to an
ormizing winciple that can guide decision making while preserving flexibility. Teachers have to make thousands of choices per day under only loosely
controlled conditions. Whole language teaching is based on such a principle,
with some detailed procedures worked out in advance and many decisions made

cm the spot. The guiding principle is that Imiguage is not diviskle, that is,
reading, writing, listening and speaking are interconnected and dependent in
some known and some still mysterious ways. Such a principle has profound
implications for pedagogy, requiring radically different teaching and testing
methods than were the consensus choice only a &auk ago (McLean, 19: :
Whole language teaching and testing emphasizes the communication of
meaning in context. Assessment tasks must therefore present a context, making
them longer and more complex. Students bring different backgrounds to the
tasks, and this natural variation reduces traditional reliability indices (such as
internal consistency). In second language testing, it seems that the better the test
(the more it reflects communicative language theory) the lower will be the value
of Cronbach's Alpha (Swain, 1990). Assessment that faithfully reflects student

performance in meaningful contexts is referred to as "authentic", a quality
concept closely related to validity but better suited to achievement testing
(Archbald & Newmann, 19 ). Most test development effort in North America
and Europe is now going into tasks requiring students to demonstrate abilities

and skills directly, in other words, by petformance. Directly interpretable
evidence is proving to be more useful and attractive to educators than indirect
and abstract test scores.
Activity based learning introduces another aspect that should be mentioned
before considering assessment principles, in order for activity based learning
to succeed, the teacher has to establish an atmosphere of respect and trust in the
classroom. Students have to agree to listen tomb other, to prai se and tocriticize
with respect One particularly successful teacher spends much of the first two
weeks of the school year building such an atmosphere by setting out some rules,
getting students to impose others and by starting activities that illustrate the
need for such a spirit (McLean, Aitken, Van Duzer awl Peterson, 1990). In the
beginning, the Mader will assign students to work together on a common task
in small groups. These are not the familiar redbirds, bluebirds and other reading
groups, which are a form of ability grouping. Each group should reflect the
ability range in the classroom as closely as possible. Soon, students are working
in different groupings as tasks change, or working alone on an assignment.
Classroom atmosphere is a topic in itself, but here we have to move on with this
brief mention.
The assessment principle suggested to go with these changes is that evaluation should be based on a Systematic Cumulative Record of Performance,

12

SCRP. Each of the wcads has been carefully chosen in light of the more abstract
aml general principles of fairness and Mannishness, so each will be discussed
in turn. The discussion is smoother if we take them in reverse order. The setting
forthe discussion is assumed to be Ornery schools the first three or four years
of schooling after age 6.

Record of Performance
Evaluation can and should be based on actual samples of students' weak
on their performance of meaningful tasks. Teachers in the early years do much
of this now, with precious little guidance how it might be structured and fairly
done. Six-year-olds draw pictures and dictate tiar meaning to their teacher or
other adult, kw example, and the adult writes the "story" on the picture (or co
the baek). Words slwuld always be associated with a story, and stories told are

valued as much as stories read. One theorist argues that stories told are
especially goodbonnes a penser, food for the mind, and that stories am the
building bhacks of a complete elementary school curriculum. For evaluation,
"one might particularly focus on ... something written, dramatized, drawn, that
gives evirknce of the effective effect of the unit while drawing on supporting
knowledge, skills, and so on" (Egan, 1988, p. 247).
Performance on meaningful tasks should be captured in portfolios, records
of achievement retained and managed by each student. Note that it may be a
record of performance that is retained by the student, rather than the perfotmance itself. When something is "dramatized", for example, the performance
may not be retained at all. Video cameras are becoming more and more comma;
in elementary schools, so even the dramatizations can be captured, but the video
cassette need not be kept in the portfolio. Tlw existence af the cassette, and
perhaps its location, is recorded In the portfolio, becar se the portfolio is the basis

for both formative and summative evaluation. Students will have two classes
of portfolios active and cumulative. Current projects, warks in progress, are

kept in the active portfolio, and samples to be retained in the record are
transferred to the cumulative portfolio when ready to move on to another topic.
When working in a group, each student makes a copy of her or his performance
for incluskm in their record. Performance is often a group effort, but individual
accountability is associated with better learning (Slavin, 1987).
Such great reliance on portfolios dictates that there be some backup. What
if a student loses her or his cumulative portfolio near the end of a term or school
year? As discussed in detail below, evaluation of portfolios is a periodic joint
effort of teacher and student. At evaluation time, the teacher should make and
retain summary notes, the main purpose of which is backup in case the actual
record is lost. The teacher's notes would be a poor approximation, but with the

student's help, they could be used to reconstruct a reasonable summary of
achievement up to the time of latest review. A teacher's note might look
something like this, the student having seen (or heard) and agreed to it.
RoA reviewed with
on (date)
The record was up-to-date in math
and science. Quality was uneven, with a few excellent and a majority good
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conpleted tasks. One or two were poor, and plans to improve them by the next
review. Reading list was N .1 filled, but writing samples were ahnost lacking.
Mark at present was agreed to be marginal to good.
Most of the =arch and develepment on records of achievement has been

done in the United Kinglom, starling more thm 10 years ago in Scotland.
Records became educational policy a few years ago, but the name] curriculum

and national testing have thrown doubt on their future. A compiehensive
evaluation was carried out in local authorities across England and Wales, and the

report of that evaluation gives both Mum awl practical information about
strengths and weaknesses (Broadfoot, 1988). All may not be lost, however,
because evidence just appeared that records have wider application than first
thought. The department of education at the University of Cambricke has
introduced records of achievement far about 60 of their' Postgraduate Certificate
in Education students as part of their preseivice !mining. The same benefits are

seen for these graduates preparing to enter teaching as for elementary and
secondary school studaits.
We hope that these profiles will help students to set goals for themselves, to
see what they have learned and to identify the areas in which they can develop
further. We also expect that by compiling a profile, a student will get an idea
of what it is like for children to complete records of achievements. It will also
give students a flavour of what teacher appraisal may entail when it eventually

arrives (Beadon & Reiss, 1990).
In the U.S., 50-75 colleges and universities are using them to evaluate the
teaching perfeammce of professors (Watkins, 1990).
What we see emerging is that evaluation can fmally become an integral part
of teaching and learning, and that evaluatico, teaching and learning can all be
usefully conceived within theoretical frameworks based on language as meaning. Theordical frameworks not only tell us how to organize the teachirkg but
also how to suucture and score the tasks. Teaching may yet get beyond craft and
become a profession (McLean, 1985).

Cumulative Records
Research in cognitive science has illuminated many aspects of meaningful
learning, and one aspect that stands out is the emphasis on the cumulative nature
of learning. New material must be integrated with what we already know if it

is to be remembered and applied. Indeed, since the need to relate to prior
learning is so strong, it is a paradox that learning gets alined at all. The whole
concept of meaning is that we make sense of novel information by relating it to
what we already know. How does learning get started? It is especially clear that

language competence is an outcome of a slow cumulative process, much of
which is still mysterious.

This work, supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Cornell,
includes among its members Ruth Rees. Marilyn Connock, Lyn Shulha, and Alison
Taylor besides the author.
1
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An unconnected and chaotic pile of perk/mance tecords amnot, thaefore,
provide an mahende whieveavnt meanie, even if the tasks individually are
authentic. Much of the learning that has taken place will be missed micas the
madam identify and explicitly record the links among their performance
samples. This may be a case of reactive measurement, in that the conscious
searchfor ligs may identify connections whichwould otherwise go unnoticed.

If so, then so much the better, sit= learning is the objective, not some sett of
ideal measurement Cognitive scientists have also mnpliasized the crwial role
reflection can play in learning. Stopping and "look ig back", that is, thinkirvi
back, is an important step in consolidation of learning. Building their cumulative pottfoliocan giveprimary school pupilsearly practical practice in mflection
and taxonomy-building.
Until students get used to keeping portfolios, teachers will have to spend
some time explaining and illustrating their use. The mechanics of the active and

cumulative folders are simple enough, bta considerable discussion will be
required about the cumulative folder. The teacher explains that when work on
a topic or project is finished (or stopped, at least), a few samples of the student's

best mat should be saved. The work saved should show what has been
acconplished, what solutions were obtained and what it means. Primary
teachers will need a repertoire of examples to get the process started.
Students illustrate the meaning of a performance sample during a review by
slmwing how tiv sample is linked to work already in the portfolio. Obviously,
this evolves slowly for six-yeat -olds. Sometimes when new work is started,
links will be few and difficult to show, and this work will be noted as needing
more explanation later. The word "novel" can be introduced after a year or two,
in the sense of "new; of a new kind or nature; hitherto unknown". Students learn
that what is novel to one person may be well-known to others. It follows that
every new sample added to a portfolio is an occasion for reflection.

The Importance of Being Systematic
Systems are required to deal with the complexity of primary classrooms, and

teachas are good at figuring out systems. They have their reard books,
notebooks, folders and the like. What few teachers have is a schedule for
evaluation and a system of recording that C4111 ensure even and thorough
coverage of their class(es). Teachers already have to assume more of a
managerial role in activity based learning, and they quickly learn that when
managers have too much to do, they delegate. In this case, teachers delegate the
first level of iecord keeping to the stucksts by means of portfolios. Two types
of systems are needed for evaluation, (a) a way of describing content expectations, and (b) a schedule. We assume for the moment that students are already
familiar with the palpate and operation of portfolios, and that the teacher has
been able to establish en atimasphere of respect and cooperation.
Content expectations. The essence of ungraded schools is that students start
at different stages and proceed at different rates; there arc no fixed expectations
by school year. The teacher must have expectations, of course, and ideally these

should be tailored to each student. Operationally, this is a nightmare, and it
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becomes worse as shulents diverge in du* paformance over several years.
Here is where portfolios and dui SCRP principle can be applied to good effect.
Expectathms ani set in terms of cumulative growth.

Teed= communicate expectations aa puOls and parents via general lists
of the typo ofperformance samples they wish to see in the portfolios. Examples
are stories told, written and read (because some students are reading when they

come to school), number exercises, science experiences and the like. The
taibrin is dew between teacher and student at review times, when specific
targets are set for the time of the next review. Systanatic, cumulative progress
is the goal, and students readily understand it in piticiple. Understanding h hi

practice comes with thne and with the opportunity to observe numerous
examples. The challenge (nothing new) is for tlw teacher to set reasonable
standards.

Standards are set in terms of starting points and benchmarks. They are
communicated by means of narraiive descriptions and sample pcsifolios.
Teachers must be able to consult a collection of pmtfollos in the school ea- district
office. Collections will inclutk six and nine month portfolios (or other to match

marking periods) for starting points such as these:
- Students who could read when they came to school, had English (or
French, that is, the language of instruction of the school) as their first language
and encountered no major obstacles adjusting to school. Included would be
examples of slow, average and rapid progress. These are top benchmarks. Call
them T1, T2 and T3.
- Students who did not read when they came to school but who were
otherwise like the first group. Some will equal the top benchmarks in quality of
performance at the end of die period. Call these M1 , M2 and M3, the middle
bechmarks.
- Students whose first language is not English or who have other

problems getting started in schor41. Call these 01, 02 and 03, the "other"
benchmarks.

The Board of Education kw the City of Toronto has just published a
comprehensive series of benchmarks for language and mathematics performs= tasks after three and six years of schooling. The range of performance is
huge, as you would expect, and show what happens even in "graded" schools.
If they had portfolios, all three of the groups would be well represented. They
illustrate how performance tasks can be used to suggest reasonable targets for
students.
Review schedule, lt is easy to work out that if a portfolio review takes 10
minutes, and there are 24 students in the class, four hours will be spent on each
round of reviews. A teacher in primary can count on at inost five hours per day
of time suitable for reviewing, only 15 hours in three weeks. A quarter of class
time will be spent reviewing portfolios. If there are 30 students, five hours will
be required, accounting for one-third of class time. This can only be considered
seriously if the time is also seen as prime instructional time, and that is precisely
tlw claim that is made for it. The point here is that teachers have to plan and
schedule reviewing at least carefully as they do any other activity.
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Overview of SCRP

The SCRP principle sits in the mainstream of current developments in
student evaluation - performance testing. The evidence is shifting decisively
away from test scores to directly interpretable evidence in the fcan of performance on meaningful tasks. This is not a huge shift for primary school tetaiters,
of course, because they have always &waded on observadons of perfonnance

in their evaluations. What is new is the recognition that evidence from
performance testing can be organized and recorded to serve all the purpose that
test scores served, but better. That said, it has to be mod that a Unditional test

can also be meaningful and that answers to the questions are a form of
performance. Test papers that have been marked, perhaps annotated, are
candidates for inclusion in records. Word tecognition, spelling awl arithmtic

tests are not good candidates, however. They do not qualify as authentic
measurement, and the time required to complete them is better spent in other
ways.
Student evaluatkm serves multiple purposes. Its primary purpose is to
supply feedback to students, teacher and parents, but increasingly it has to

provide accotmtability to the wider community who pay the large cost of
education. In order to meet all these demands, there must be a careful record a
student performance and a way to int&pret that record. The popularity of test

scores can be explained in large part by the ease with which they could be
recorded and stored and by the range of interpretaion schemes devised for tivm

by the testing profession. Only gradually did it become clear that the amen-

ience and surface credibility of test scores were brought at the price of
authenticity. Records of performance in the form of portfolios can provide
authentic documentation of achievement and also provide summaries for
purposes of accountability.
The key to pedagogical success is to ensure that the portfolios are cumulative, in the intellectual as well as the physical sense. This means that students
and teachers work together to give meaning to the cumulative pcatfolio, asking
where each new envy fits with the others awl gradually constructing a content
map of the record. Constructing the content map brings into play the powerful

learning tool of reflection and easures that the evaluation task is also a
knowledge production task. The process can and should begin in the primary

school, so that it becomes second nature to all students. Some of the most
important teaching and learning will happen as students review their portfolios
with the wacher and with other students.
Rich cumulative portfolios cannot emerge in large classes unless attended

to systematically by teacher and students. The teacher has to establish an
atmosphere of trust and sharing in which students work independently and in
small groups without constant supervision. This means that the teacher is a
manager, setting tasks and delegating most of the record keeping to the students.

The teacher keeps a brief outline record from the review occasions, as a
convenient reminder how far the process is with each student and as a backup
in case a student's portfolio is lost. Only by systematic reviewing and record
keeping can the teacher ensure that student evaluation is fair and thorough.

A five-category scale is used for individual tasks, for example, Superior,
Excellent, Good, Marginal, Unsatisfactory. Such outcomes can obviously be

given numerical values and then weighted and summed cw svcraged if a
quantitative summary is required for accountability purposes. Such a summary
would Inver be vely useful as feedback to students or in reporting to parents.
Normative huerprostions should be done in terms of number and kind of tasks
completed in comparison to the rest of the class or to sclwol expectations.
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The Assessment of Group Discussions and Complex Problem
Solving:
Potential Contributions of Schema Theory
Philip Nagy
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Introduction
The imposes of this repon centre em the issue of how to assess Ome of the
more complex ouwomes ofeducation. The theoretical framework is based in the
literature on the solving of ill-structured problems, in particular the application
of schema themy to framing and comparing different solutions to such problems. I cansider two examples: one, individual solutions of school principals
to an administration problem piesented as a case study (Nagy, 1990a): and two,
discussions among groups of elementary school children concerning a family
conflict situation, also presented as a case study (Nagy, 199(b). Tlw concerns

addressed are generalizable to the assessment of many complex educational
ouWomes, including expository essays, group discussions, and any problem
solving situation where the notion of a simple masking scheme with one correct
soluticm is inappmpriate.
The shape of the paper is as follows, First, using the administrative problem
example, I discuss one variant of a method for devekving a theoretically-based
framework for comparing problem solutions, and the possibilities and difficulties inherent in the process. Then, using the family problem example, I briefly

examine another variant. Finally, I report the results of an attempt to have a
group of experienced teachers apply the coding system developed in the family
problem example.
Them are two threads in the paper, not enthrly separable: rust, the develop-

ment of a coding system which will reveal differences across individuals or
groups in pmblem solutions: second, application of that system by teachers.
Background
The literature related to this study comes from several fields of rescarzh:
first, storage in memory, in which interest has grown from memory for nonsense
syllables to that for more complex phenomena (Kintsch, 1974); second, problem

solving, in which interest has grown beyond simple problems with clear-cut
solutions to ill-structured problems with complex solutions (Frederiksen, 1984);

and third, assessment, in which it is increasingly recognized that the more
complex goals of education lack appropriate assessment methods (Archbald and
Newman, 1988). The summary that follows is an abbreviated version of a fuller
discussion in Nagy (1990b).
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Schema Theory
Researchers have posited entities nanwrl schemata (schema in the singular),
whose role it is to act as orgerizing princOles for complex memories. Schemata
(Anderson, Spiro mid Anderson, 1978) sass mental structures that incinerate

general knowledge,and are more abstract than the puticulars of a even
situation. Interpretation of an individual's memories in terms of a schema
involves matching elements in the data from the individual with generic slots or
placeholders in tlw schema. For example, taken from the administrative study

summarized below, in a slot labelled "running a staff meeting", different
individuals will have different views or strategies to avoid confrontation,
generate discussion, or build team participation.
Cognitive theorists have debated the psyetr.Argical status of schemata.
Abelson (1981) argues that schemata have psychological reality, rather than
merely being organizers for the convenience of researchers. On the other hand,
Alba and Hasher (1983) argue that stored memories are richer than the highly
selected subset indicted by schema theory. Their perspective, that it might be
approwiate to view scholia theory as a method of imposing order on complexity, not necessarily involving any stmng assumptions concerning the nature of
human memory, is adapted for the present research.
As a device for imposing order and examining differences, schema theory
holds promise. For example, Schallert (1982) nota that schemata become mom
elaborate and specific with experience. This suggests that an examination of the
details of story-lines across individuals might be used to highlight differences
in specificity or sophistication, differences which in turn might be linked to
experiewe and/or expertise, as in the administrative problem discussed below,
or to age or education, as in the family problem.
Sclwmata can be generated at varying levels of specificity. Returning to the
example above, a schema placeholder at a very general level might be "staff
relations". Within that level might be several more specific slots, including
"running a staff Meeting". Within the category, and even more specific, might

be "avoiding confrontation", "generating discussion", or "building team
participation". Then, within each of those categories mien be several possibilities, themselves differing in quality. Differentiations can go on indefinitely
until, in the extreme, every datum has its own category. The point at which such
specificity produces useful views of the data depends on the purpose of the
examination.
One of the many difficulties with such a perspective is how to decide what
constitutes a more complete version of a schema, i.e., making judgments of
quality. Horton and Mills (1984) concluded that the schema approach is plagued
by the lack of an independent definition of depth of processing or sophistication.
Thus, a present limitation to the technique is reliance on subjective decisions
concerning the value (i.e., level of sophistication, wrath) of particular pieces of
data. The connection between memory research and problem solving consists
in viewing solving of a problem as retrieving story elements from memory.
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Problem Solving
The focus of this struly is on "ill-struchued" problems (Froderiksen, 1984),
which =characterized by greater complexky, less (White criteria for deciding
ifs solution has been retched, lack ofcompkie information, absence of a legal
move generatte, and nocturvenient list oficcepted procedures. They also have

higher verbal content and aro mon context dependent.

Most "real-life"

Fabians would be classified as ill-structured. Voss and Post (1988) noted that

the method chosen for the analysis of ill-suuctured pmblems reflects the
theoretical cements of the investigators. Three examples demonstrate the
vatity of theoretical concerns awl apposches used.
Larkin (1980), primarily concecned wii . teaching, has wcwired in physics
and algebra, areas which exhibit some characteristics of both well-structured

and ill-structured problems. She has found that large-scale units such as
Schank's (1974) scripts, similar to schemata, are useful in the analysis of
problem solving in such domains. Voss, Greene, Post & Penner (1983) set for
tick subjects the problem of the lack of productivity of the Soviet agricultural
system. Their main concern was understanding the problem solving process
(Voss and Post, 1988). They categorized statements as goal statements, which
deal with relatively global moves, such as identification of major issues and
subproblems, or reasoning statements, which deal with the analysis within the
structure of these subproblems. Fmally, Lawrence (1988), also concerned with
tmderstandhrg of the problem solving process (Voss and Post, 1988), worked in
the context of judicial decision making. Her basic model consists of elaborate
if... then statements. She spends amsiderable effort on the need kw rat analysis
system to capture a priori perspectives rframes of reference"), which corre-

spond, according to Voss and Post (1988), to the magistrates' courtroom
schemata.
Voss and Post's (1988) linking of methodology to theoretical framework is
germane. The motivating concern for the present study is to expand the arsenal
of assessment devices available at the school level. Thus, when faced with the
choice between richness of detail and operational simplification, the latter must
be chosen.

Assessment
There is considerable dissatisfaction with the impact of traditional (i.c.,
multiple-choice) standardized testing programs co school curricula. Nagy.
Traub and MacRury (1986), in a review of this literature, point out the danger
that what is most easily assessed tends to become most important. At the same
time, there is a movement toward the teaching of "higher-order" thinking
(Resnick and Klopfer, 1989). Despite progruss in assessment methods (e.g.,
Nickerson, 1989), there is some antagonism between the teaching and assessment of higher-order performance and traditional standardized testing. Calls for

improvement in assessment (Haertel, 1986; Archbald and Newman, 1988;
Stiggins, 1988) tend to be calls for development of technologies beyond the
multiple-choice item. In addition, there is a wealth of evidence that much
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theoretical progress on assessment of mewl= outcomes has not reached the
teacher level. Many of the articles in Anderson (1990) document this problem.
The iinnitt of this paper is both to contribute to theoretical understanding dhow
structured domains, and to examine how teachers deal with this
to assess in
task.

The Administrative Problem
Introduction
The following is im abbreviated report of a study repated in Nevi (19904
The methodology, adapted from Voss, Greene, Post aid Penner (1983), has
developed over several telated studies of how principals solve problems. Full
details of the evolutkm of the methodology are available in Nagy, Allison,
Allison, & Moorhead (1990).
The study was an analysis of the responses of 31 practising elementary
school principals to a case study involving conflict between a school staff and
the school librariam The situation involves elements of supervishm, curricuhun, policy, interpersonal relatlens, physkal plant, budget and supply, and staff
ettitudes. The situation was presented to the subject for solution in the role of
a principal new to the school.
Subjects were trained in the think aloud process and were asked to read the
case aloud, interjecting tuck thou3hts as they read. Then th-y were asked to
think aloud about how they would solve the problem, and finally to recall their
thought processes. We aimed for eight subjects from erwh of four experience
gmups, Aspirant (0 years), Novice (1-2 years), Seasoned (10-15 years) and
Veteran (20 plus years); due to equipment malfunction, we ended up with data
from only seven Seasoned principals.

Analysis and Results
The essence of the procedure used to analyze the data was to build a
collective story-line, across subjects, capturing the variety of responses to the
problem, including values exhibited, perspectives taken, and actions planned.
Within this collective framework, then, individual responws to the problem
were highlighted and comr ord. Table 1 gives a simplified version of the
schema built from the collective responses of the 31 subjects, along with the
percentage of the statements that fell into each category. Briefly, subjects dealt
with the problem largely as one involving the librarian, the library, and the staff
(Categories 5, 6, and 7). They talked about the problem solving process itself
(Category 1) largely because they were specifically asked to, and talked about
context (Categories 2, 3. and 4) relatively little. The reasons for ordering the
categories as in Table I are discussed below.
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Table I
Simplified Schema for Portrayal of Solutions to Administrative Problem

I. PROBLEM SOLVING (17%)
1.1 Dermition of the problem
12 Problem solving process
2. COMMUNITY (1%)
2.1 Seek community and student input

3. SYSTEM(2%)
3.1 Ask about board policy at procedure
3.2 Consult with colleague
33 Bring in library resource
3.4 Bring in personnel resource
4. SCHOOL (3%)
4.1 School goals
42 Atmosphere of school

43 Timetabling
4.4 Vice-Principal
5. THE LIBRARY (25%)
5.1 Role of the ibrary
5.2 Present practice
5.3 Improvement
6. PERSONNEL (22%)
6.1 Entry, data gathering and mpport
6.2 Conflict, trust
6.3 Staff meetings
6.4 Staff development and supervision
7. LIBRARIAN (30%)
7.1 Diagnosis
7.2 Data collection
7.3 Transfer resolution
7.4 Support

The full category system is more detailed (see Nagy, 1990a). It contains 7
slots for data at the second decimal level, 20 at the third, 47 at the fourth, and 12
at the fifth. It is possible to, in effect, start at the top of the full category system
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and read a story giving a mummery of what everyone chose to discuss in their
responses to the case. Such a story-line appeals in the original report.
Using this system to organize and tabulam subPcts' protocols, three types

of results were found. First, it was possble to isolate differences related to
experience. For example, while Awirants and Rivkin were quick to make
statements concerning the importance of building trust and avokling conflict,
only experienced principals owe us evlicit strategies for doing so. In contrast
(whaps), time less experienced Welt more inclined to discuss the imponance
of provincial library policy in the case. Second, we presented summarks el
actions taken by the subjects to a panel of three hidepentkint experts, professms
of educaikmal administration. These cowls gave quite consistent ratings on a
10-point scale, with which we isolated the five most high toted (two Novices and
three Seasoned) and the five most low rated (three Novices and two Veterans)
solutiens. Again, we found specific differences. For exampk, the high scoring
subjects consistently solicited the personal feelings of the librarian and helped
her to develop ownership of her pmblems. Finally, we were able to compare the
differences between experienced and inexperienced people with those between

high and low scoring people. We found same characteristics of highly rated
solutions that ccwrelated with experience, and others with youth, or at least lack
of experience. For example, both those with high experience and high ratings

talked of planning beforehand for staff meeting, and having information
available. In contrast, those with high ratings and those with low experience
talked of setting priorities (i.e., subproblems within the larger problem) and of
providing professional development for the librarian in both library and inter-

perms! skills.
Commentaiy
Several conceptual and methodological problems which arose in the data
analysis are central to the prewnt discussion. If we are to regularize such a
process kw tic systematic analysis of complex verbal or written output, then the
procedures need to be simple, agreed upon, and consistent. If we are to further
put the technique in teachers' hands, it must be time-eflicient. It must also be
rewarding to the individual teacher, in the sense of producing information useful

for the instructional process. Given the realities of present student grading
systems, it must also be in some sense quantifiable; this Irst point, however, is
not touched upon in this paper.
The initially encountered issue was wgmentation of the protocol into units
for analysis. The goal is to isolate "thought units" from each other. However,
determination of when one thought unit ends and another begins (in effect, when

the subject changes topics) depends on striking a balance between capturing
detail and producing a manageable category system. The problem is made more
complex by the ill-structured nature of the field: the category system of necessity
evolves as you work. Technically, by using a word processing system with an
automatic paragraph numbering feature, it was possible to adjust the protocol
segmentation to the evolving category system. However, an inherent difficulty
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in the segmentation process concerns individual speakkg and thinking styles.
Same subjects spoke at length on a particular topic, staying within single
category. Others crossed between the analysis categories several times within
the same Imigth utterance. The choico faced by the analyst are to code a large
verbal output as one unit, or to artificially segmait it. If segmentation is chosen
aml swamis labelled differently from each other, then this is accomplished
only by introducing increasingly finer but less useful levels of detail into the
category system. If segmentation is avoided, then speech units of vastly
different lengths and complexity end up with the same code. Either choice
results in both gains and losses.
The second isme was organization of the category system. Initially, an

attempa was made to use "actions taken" as the (*puking minciple. There
were, however, too many slightly different actions for this to be feasible. Such
a system would have resulted in huge Jumbos of categories at the fwst level of
specificity. Instead the twinciple used was major areas broken into sub-areas,
followed by detailed actitms within the sub-areas. As Table 1 displays, seven
major areas fell out of the data. Many categorizations, even into these seven

large areas, were difficult decisions. To minimize this problem, analysis
proceeded from the more global to the more specific areas, that is, in the order
in Table 1. First, statements on the problem solving process were labelled and
categorized, then on the community, and finally on the librarian. ft was a more
precise and less taxing task to postpone categmization only when a statement
clearly fit a smaller category than to postpone when the statement only fits larger
category. Once within the seven larger categories, development of the subcategory structure was a relatively straightforward task.
The third issue is that of level of detail. The analysis produced of differences
moss principals in approach to the case reveals some interesting diffetences
related to experience and rated quality. Many of these offer food for thought.
However, despite the fine-grained analysis, mote detail from the transcripts
would be wekome, in numerous instances. Further work is required (and
scheduled) to complete the analysis of the transcript data. To illustrate the type
of analysis required, consider one clement of the schema at a more detailed level
than Table I , Category 6.1.2, entry and familiarization strategies. In this initial
analysis, 48 statements in this category were made by 20 differeat individuals.
We have broken these statements into two smaller categories, 6.1.2.1, personal
knowledge and 6.1.2.2, professional knowledge, but we have made no attempt

to assess the variety or quality of treatments and suggestions within these
breakdowns. To do this without producing an unmanageable coding system is
a major undertaking.

In summary, the analysis is clearly successful. The collective schema
approach to protocol analysis is manageable, even with very large data sets and
very complex problems. The results show interpretable differences between

inexperienced and experienced principals. As well, they cad be related in a
sensible manner to independent judgments of response quality. Further, it has
been possible to identify elements of good problem solving which are related to
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experience and others which those less experienced seem to possess. The
Instructional implkatims of such a result require much further wotk, but la
priwiple k appears that the analysis is operating at an appropriate level of detail.
However, much remains to be done. We have no data on the reliability of
&ha' our category system or rtmdtod of separating tnmscripts into segments.
We do not knew how or whether we ought to take htto account the sequence of

statements given by respondents. Perhaps most difficult to overcome, the
repotted analysis has consumed over 100 lbws. If anything is to come of this
that is both theotetically based and useful within the constraints of classroom
life, more work is required.

The Family Problem

Introduction
The following is an abbreviated version of a study reported in more detail in

Nagy (1990b). The purpose of the study was to capita an analysis of discussions, among groups of elementary school children, of a social problem. As in
the administrative problem above, the analysis method used was an talaptation
of schema theory set against a background of recent research on the solving of
ill-structured problems. The particular data analyzed came from an ongoing and
much larger curriculum project comparing methods of teaching thinking skills
in the classroom. The context serves as a vehicle for discussion of methodobgical issues rather than a definitive test of the curricula under study: fina, the dtaa
came frau the end of year one of a three-year project; and second, the treatments
were subject to a great many design vagaries.
The subjects came from eight rural elementary schools in three school board

jurisdictions in Southwestern Ontario. Nine schools were pan of the largo'
study; scheduling problems prevented data collection in one school. The nine
schools were assigned to one of three treatments, and within each school one
Grade 3 and one Grade 6 class were chosar for participation. To collect the
discussion data, students were taken from class in groups of about five and asked

to discuss the problem for ten minutes. Across the two grades and three
treatments, 76 stxh discussions were recorded. For present purposes, details of

the treatments are not required; they will be referred to as Experimental,
Supported, and Control.
The focus of this study was an "ill-structured" problem. Groups of students

were taken from class and presented, both orally and in writing, with the
following situation (note that neitlwr age nor gender is specified): "There are
two children in the Puzzlewieh family. One child is called Pat and the other is
B.J. Both of the children receive the same allowance. Pat is involved in many
after school activities such as music lessons, ringette, church choir, and youth
grouP. Bi., however, just auends youth group once a week. Mrs. Puzzlewich
is always asking WI. to do extra chores around the house. She NEV1311 asks Pat
to help out. B.J. complains to the mother that it is unfair to have to do all of the

chores and yet receive the same allowance as Pat. 'I want an increase in
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alkiwance.' The Mother says, 'You aren't paid for chores. Your allowance is
juin for being part of this family. You may not have an *mast in allowance.'
What do you think?

Analysis and Results
Before outlining the analy, !a and results, a twief comment on the difference
between this study and that involving the principals is in order. Development of

a catmtuy system for the children's responses was a much mme difficult and

less satisfying task. There weir two main problems. One was a grateral
reluctance to nine in scone of the discussions the interviewer, who was instructed
to remain as passive as possible, talked as much as all the chikken cennbined.
Secoml, much of the discussion was unfocused; children offered ideas with little
reference to previous speakers, and in a substantial proportion of eases, it was
difficult to be certain of the point they were trying to make.

The methodology evolved &wing the analysis, eventually producing two
products. The first was a method of trackhig the degire of cohesion in the
discussion the extent to which it was a conversation swag the group nther
than five children taking turns talking to the one adult. Briefly, this was partially
successful and ptomising, but will not be mentioned again. The second product
was a two-level category system for the statements made, organized to reveal the
basic collective schema with respect to family fairness. Unlike the principals'
situation, it was not possible to create a story-line. Eiwh category developed is
a loosely held together collection of sub-categcsies that desl with roughly the
same perspective on the issue.

The categoiy ikvelopment process is interesting. The analysis began with
ad hoc development of an elaborate category system for the statements made.
Once complete, it was cleaned by removal of several categories that served no

purpose, usually due to lack of frequency. These included connectives,
statements of facts and assumptions about the case, humour and fantasy,
incoherence or self- contradiction, and comments on the progress of the
discussion. Next, some very general categories were created to keep the data

simple. These included prompt firm the interviewer, general agreement,
specific agreement, personal anecdotes, and details, which were usually expanding on a point beyond a level judged useful for the intended analysis.
At this stage, we had about 100 categories in five large groups: unfairness
statements, proposed solutions, cautions about proposed solutions, comments
on the relevance of age, and value positions. Severnl problems became
apparent: the system was unwieldy, many of the categories were used only once
or twice, many captured very subtle distinctions in meaning, and boundaries
among the categories were tmclear. Considerable collapsing and reaminging
was both necessary and relatively easy. A second sorting, with some amalgamation and deletion, yielded six Position categories and seven Action categories
as listed in Table 2.
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Table 2
Category system for the family problem

(1) Position Statements
Position-1

statements showing acceptance of responsibility for tasks,
and awareness of the Wader family context;

Position-2

statements showing a disregard for nesponsibilities, including statements that Pat ought to help only when convenient:

Position-3

statements that the family ought to operate on a monetary
basis;

Position-4

statements showing awareness of age, and its impact

Position-5

statements about the feelings of anyone in the family;

Position-6

statements that both chores and extracurricular activities
have value for the individual engaged in them;

(II) Action Statements
Action-1

solutions which involve differential allocation of allowance
or balance between the story chatacters of activities, chores,
and rewards;

Action-2

solutions which involve achieving, by a variety of means, a
balance between the story characters of activities, chores, and
rewards:

Action-3

wacer solutions involving fairness when convenient;

Action-4

solutions involving unilateral action by BJ.;

Action-5

solutions which involve emphasis on a process, such as
discussion or keeping records, or setting up a schedule;

Action-6

more responsible solutions involving family cooperation and
sharing costs;

Action-7

a catch-all for unlikely or irrelevant proposals.
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DiiTerences in quality ofthe responses are evklent in the definitions ofTable

2. Two paths for subsequent analysis seemed possible; one, categcsize all
discussions as enrielmd, typical, or impoverished, on the basis of all thine=
caultories, and examine patterns across grades and treaunents; or two, identify
enriched, typical, and impovezithed treatments on dm basis of wit category,
and examine pauems across grades and treatmans. Even a cursory examination
of the data demonnrnted that the first path would be impractical; the evidence
across the thkteen categaies was rot consistent enough within a single
discussice. Therefore, the latter path was chosen.
For kritial purposes, the thirteen statement categories were subjectively
tined for quality as follcwre
Action
Position
1, 2
1
TyPical
3, 7
2, 3
Impoverished
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
Enriched

Apinoximately 72% of the Grade 3 responses and 61% of the Gra& 6
responses were captured in the Typical Schemata. The corresponding figures
for the Impoverished Schemata were 11% (Grade 3) and 13% (Graded); and fa

the Enriched Schemata, 17% (Grade 3) and 26% (Grade 6). One obvious
..fifficulty arose concerning the subjectivity of the system. Two of die views
dubbed Impoverished were mom common among Grade 6 than Grade 3
students, and on reliance are best explained by increased self-centredms
resulting from the approach of adolescence. The tentative and subjective nature
of these categorizations ought not be overlooked.
Since Typical statements were so much more frequent than Impoverished cc
Enriched statements, different analyses were required. For the Typical state-

ments, both freqtrAcy and variety within the three large categories were
examined for each discussion. Note that the 13 categories in Table 2 were
produced from more than 100 smaller categories. For the Enriched and
Impoverished Categories, simple occurrence as a funcdon of grade and treatment (Experimental, Supported, and Control) was examined.
There were differences across groups in the extent to which they expressed
sentiments dubbed part of the Typical view of family fairness. These differences, however, did not fall into a simple pattern; given the circumstances,
systematic differences were not expected. In the Enriched and Impoverished
categories, grade differences were quite compelling. The Grade 6 students

made proportionally more than twice as many of the Enriched Schemata
statements, as would be expected, but, as mentioned, they also made more of the

Impoverished Schemata statements. Them were as well some discernible,
although unsystematic, treatment effects.

Cammentar7
This analysis rests on some assumpdons concerning the nature of the data
which need to be discussed. In particular, we need to address the relationship
between individual and group data. Schrag (1988) has argued that there is no
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way of assershig the thinking required for a task unless we know what tools the
thinker has available. Since thkdring processes ate not directly observable, limy
must be inferred from observation of the relationships bet% yen input mid Mina,
in this case between RI and Pat's family problem and the recorded discussitms.
This inferential difficulty is a commonplam one needs to accept a reasonable

ammmt of inference in cognitive research. In the present case, Me needs W
accept that generally the typical student's steements are an adeqinste representation of the typkal studera's thinking.
Pechics more contentious is the acceptimce that in particular each student's
speech adequately represented hisiher dwught processes. That is, what effect
did the grew have on the ability of each individual to think out the issue and
express an opinion? Thme is no evidence available on the question of whether

some individuals felt compelled to either remain silent or voice passive
agreement when faced with the expressed opinions of more assertive classmates. This is a real limitation to the data available. In the original report, the
argumem was put forward that with five students per gimp, a discussion length
of 10 (that is, ten changes of speaker excluding the interviewer) means that the
average student took advantage of the oppatunity to speak twice. Seven (1 the
76 discussions were shorter than 10, while 57 were lonws than 20. "While there
are no data cm individual behaviour within the group, it seems safe to corklude

that, while some students might have been unduly reticent, a substantial
mikfority probably took the opportunity to express their views" (Nagy, 1990b).
One difficulty of the method, identified in the literature (Horton and Nils,
1984), is that the categorization of statements is at root subjective. What we

would like to consider as a deeper level of processing could as easily be
constrired simply as more like the sentiments adults would hie to see children
express. The problem with this feature of the method is dem onsuated by the fact
that the Grade 3 students appeared less selfish, in aspects of their protocols, than
the Grade 6 students. One might choose to define growth in perception of the
situation empirically by accepting what might be a natural outcome of adoles-

cence. Or, one might choose to consider what is desirable from the adult
perspective as a valid curricular goal, and take the Grade 6 results as undesirable.

The ptoblem remains, however, of having to distinguish level of moral development (however defined) from level of cognitive processing.
A second difficulty of the method is that, if we are going to examine very illstructured problems with no inherendy obvious "correct answers", the category
system must evolve from the data. Where one starts in the data analysis is
important. When to open a new category is an arbitrary decision, based on a
subjective view of the history of the analysis. Whatever"category width" might
mew in this context, effort needs to be spent in holding it somewhat constant.
Tied in with the obvious issue of simple inter-rater reliability, already mentioned, it would seem important for different analysts to analyze the data in
different orders. The issue is somewhat simplified by the possibility that an
already-created category system, from an earlier investigation with different
children, might be imposed on the data, but there still remains the difficulty of
valid and reliable creation of that first set.
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Comments (a), (c) and (d) were certainly a problem in the initial categorization. Ornmera (b) could have been avoided by providing more previous
statements as context. Comment (e) was sesnewhat disconwrting while many
of the original statements had been coded as dealing with more than one
categoty these examples had been deliberately excluded in the selection
process.
The resuhs were spectacularly disappointing. For only 7 of the 40 statements
did a majority of the teachers agree with the original categorization.% in I I cases,

none agreed. Table 3a displays the nature of the disagreements. The most
serious difficulties were with Action Categories 2, 3, 6, and 7. Position
Categories 5 and 6 and Action-4 gave the least difficulty. In general, the most
common czoblems were in changing position statements to actions statements,
mai in coding action statements as different actions.

Table 3
Summary of Agreements

L With Initial Categorizations
(a) Using 13 Categories
Agreement with original
Disagreement within Positions
Code Position es Action
Disagreement within Actions
Code Action u Positions
Code as "does not fit"
(b) Using 3 Categories
Agreement with original
Switching Typical and Impoverished
Switching Typical and Enriched
Switching Enriched and Impoverished
Code as "does not fit"

29%

- 5%
- 19%

- 28%
- 13%

- 5%
45%
14%

- - 19%
- 15%
5%

II. With Majority Opinion
(c) Using 13 Categories
Agreement with original
Disagreement within Positions
Code Position as Action
Disagreement within Actions
Code Action as Position
Code as "does not fit"
(d) Using 3 Categories
Agreement with original
Switching Typical and Impoverished
Switching Enriched and Impoverished
Code as "does not fit"

- - 45%
- 4%
- - 12%
- 20%
- 13%
6%
- - 58%
- - 13%
- - 12%
6%

There are less discomaging ways Oa examine the data. First, I collapsed the
Positions and Actions into three broadercategorieseach, Typical,Eariched, and
Impoverished. This raised overall agreement frmn 29% to only 32%. Thus,
little oldie disagreement was between categories M the same level of perceived
quality. Second, since a ma* problem was distinguishing actions from
positions, (as one teacher siated, "'should' is not a good linguistic markm"), I
collapsed dris distinction, laving only the three categories ofTypical, Enriched,
and Impoverished. This improved overall agreement (Table 3b)1o45%,
1415% ofthe responses with disagreement between the two extreme categories
of EnTiched and Inwoverislied.
The next step was to remove from dm orighud camgorizations their pieeminent status, and to consider them as merely one of ICA judgments. Adopting
such a stance resulted in a change of category for 16 of the 40 items: one Position
statement was recoded "does not fit", three Positions statements were change to
Action and one Action to Position, and eleven Action statements were reas-

sigml to other Action Categories. Category Action-6 disappeared entirely,
absorbed into Action-1. As can be seen in Table 3c, this improved agreement
mmsiderably, from unacceptable to less unacceptable. When we group by
Typical. Impoverished and Enriched, but still maintain the Position - Action
distinction, agreement rises to 49%; when we abandon the Position - Action
distinction, it becomes 58% (Table 3d). This would have to be classed as barely
acceptable, but the problem of switches between the extremes of Enriched and
Impoverished still remains at 12%.

Commentmy

On an optimistic note, it can safely be assumed that errors of statement
classification are randomly distributed. The data on frequency of occurrence of
various statement types, as in Nagy (19901,), are likely pointing in the right
direction, albeit with rather wide confidence bands. Category defm itions can be

tightened, more examples given, and training, or at least discussion of the
instructions, provided. One teacher in the sample provided an alternative set of
categories: awareness of others, self-interested, values work, shows responsibility, values money. Broader, more abstracted categories might be easier to apply
with consistency than those used in this study.
The difficulty of lack of context is a fault of the questionnaire instrumentation, and %mild not be a problem in a situation involving full transcripts or live
observation. Little can be done about the vagueness with which children express
themselves, especially when the extent of this vagueness might be an object of
investigation.
All of the difficulties encountered are exacerbated by contexts with Iess
structure. Indeed, reflection on the differences between the two reporied eases
suggest that the term "ill-structured" might be LOO broad a category as work of
this natme moves from the cognitive science laboratory into the classroom.
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Discussion
One imponarn difference between tha principal performance on their
problem and the dtildrea on theirs was that a mukiple-level milegory syrnem
could be duived from the principals' data. This allowed development of a real
framework for systematic comparison of individual respcarses. In contrast, the
family situaiion did not have that structure. Children saw the situation as fair or
imfair(snastly the latter), and offered various suggestions for charqing it. These
suggestions can be caulorized in several ways, but mostly at a single level of

detail. This appears to be as much a function of the task as the ages and
sophistication of the samples.
The segmentation of protocols into units is at one level simply a methodological problem, but at another level, it lies close to the heart of the issues raised
by Schrag (1988). If a subject makes an utterance of sevend statements' length,
then presumably each irks is linked in some manner with the previous statements. This is an inference, but the degree of ease or confidence with which we

make the inference depends on how the category system deals with the
statements, and on how el sely they lie in the transcript (i.e., whether they are
separated by several statements on another issue). The system as developed for

the principal? case does not deal with the linkages between categorized
statements.
In retrospect, the category system that emerged from the family problem

discussions was allowed to grow unchecked. The level of categorization
attempted was too detailed, and was eventually abandoned in the hovitable
collapsing of categories required to make the data manageable. This problem
did not arise in the school problem. Tim decision on level of detail, taken fairly
early in the development of the category system, held up as "just about right".
Whether this too is a fimmicm of the topics and ages of subjects, or is more
dependenton the experience of the analyst (the principal study was done second)
is an open question.
The attempt to have teachers apply a category system was instructive if not
entirely successful. The indications are fairly clear that a smaller number of
more global categories would have been more workable. However, the point of

this line of research is to develop a theoretical basis for grading complex
educational outcomes. There is some unresolved tension between what will
work in real situations and what can be grounded in theory. Such issues need
to be resolved if the product of this line of re search is to be more than the common

sense of experienced teachers.
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Construction of Curriculum Relevant Tests by Tetwbers and
Experts
Bikkar S. Randhawa
University of Saskatchewan

Tests rue an important part of the educational enterprise. Miller aid
Erickson (1985), in their introduction to a guide for planning, constructing,
administering, and interpreting teacher-made tests, underscored the importance
of student testing and the fact that proper attention was not paid to this aspect.
They stated:
Probably no aspect of education is more talked about and less attended to
than student testing. There are several reasons for both the insufficient attention

and the poor test constrwtion time pressures, inarkquate tern construction
skills, and incorrect judgment about students' ability levels. (p. 5)
It is mainly through testing, both foimal and informal, that teachers can
detamine the status of the students in their care. Effective teaching requires that
instruction be at the level at which students can benefit. How do we determine
the optimal level of instructional focus? To address this tpmstion it must be
realized that testing and evaluation are especially impcdant since most instruc-

tional situations are such that a class, not an individual, of heterogeneous
knovviedge-base, abilities, motivations, and processing skills is the target of
instructional intervention.

Ref= aldressing the above question let us consider the components of
instruction. Instruction is the process of presenting academic content in the form
of knowledge, concepts, principles, generalizations, and applications for achieving the curricular goals. Instruction would entail analyzing the curriculum, an

organizational plan for presentation, decisions mgarding modes of delivery
taking into account the enuy behaviors of students, and assessment of student
progress at various stages of instruction. Randhawa (1971) presented a view of
instructional system specifically for individualization. This system incorporated an information processing unit. TOTE, first xoposed by Killer, Galanter,
and Pribram (1960). A brief outline of this system is given in Fig. 1.

Gagne and Briggs (1979) proposed a systems approach for instructional
design. This system represents a series of fourteen stages that begins with
analysis of needs and goaLs toward eventual demonstration that a proposed
system of instruction is successful in meeting the stated curricular goals. The
most important element in instruction is decision-making. It is through a series
of decisions that an instructional plan is drawn and implemented. Decisions
ciumot be made in vacuum. The context of instructional decisions is varied and
multi-faceted. Defensible decisions can only be made with reliable and valid
information on students, resources, and facilities. Gathering such information
in an efficient manner is the responsibility of instructional designers. Teachers

become key players in the instructional design for their classes. Thus, it is
imperative that teachers have the know-how for gathering the relevant informs-
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tiou far instructional decisions. The focus of this paper is on the construction,
use, and effectiveness of teacher-mark curriculum relevant tests. For comparative purposes teacher-made tests are compared and comrasted with standardized
tests. Also, strategies for improving teacher-mart tests are presorted, and it is
argued that dune am highly dependent upon mandatory and improved instructional opportunities in the pre-service teacher education programs.
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(Behavioral
and specific

Instructional

3
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Selection)
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Pre-Test)

4
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(skills, drills,
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Figure 1. An instructional model for group or individualized instruction.

Teacher-made Tests
Extent of Testing

A typical teacher spends between 10 to 15% of the instructional time on the
assessment ofstndent progress and on diagnostic information gathering (Carlherg
1981; Newman & Stallings, 1982). Gullickson (1982) found that 95% of the

teachers he surveyed tested at least biweekly. A recent survey conducted in
Alberta indicated that evaluation activities of a teacher took up approximately
25% of the instructional time allocated to a subject (W. T. Rogers, personal
communication, May 10, 1990). Instruments used for this assessment by
teachers are usually home-made. In contrast, the results of standardized tests,
which are administered annually and at most grade levels in the U. S. schools,
arc used infrequently for instructional decisions by classroom teachers (Beck &
Stetz, 1979; Fennessey; 1982; Stager & Green, 1984).
Surveys of teachers have indicated that on the average between 40 to 50%
(with a range of - 100%) of the MUM grades of students are dependent on test
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scores (On Hickson, 19841,; Mckee & Manning-Curtis, 1982; Newman &
Stallings, 1982).

Qmparative Personnel Support
Teachers in Canadian schools do not have as much assistanee and testing
=maces available as in most U.S. schools. Most U.S. school digricts have
professional measurement and evaluatke perronnel in their employ. It is only
in a few larger school districts in our country that we have such personnel
providing assisumce and support to the teachers. This is not because teachers
in Canadian schools have necessarily better ve-senrice pmparadon in measurement, evaluation, and statistics. Furthennore, the in-service training provided
our teachers in these areas may not be taken as ihe reason for not having
afkquately trained resoume personnel available at the school district level in
many jurisdietions. Theattitude seems to be that teachers will somehow manage
to do dm job of assessment and hated they have. But the quality of dm job done
has not been questioned in many quarters. This may be because we in Canada
are too polite or that the academic comnumity is afraid of being caught in a
vicious debate as to the respcosibility for any perceived deficiencies in our
teachers in this or any other area. I too will skid this issue. However, I wma to
bring to your attention one impatient fact frnm my own faculty. Only in one of
the four major pre-service teacher education programs in our college do students
take three credit units in measurement and evaluation. In au the other programs
students spend only about one-thinl of the time on measurement and evaluation
in a three credit class on learning and instruction. Only about five percent of the

pre-service teachers who graduate from our college would have taken an
elective statistics class.

Teacher Knowledge of testing and Measurement
Fennessey (1982), Gultickam (1984), and Newman and Stallings (1982)
suggested that trutchas' knowledge of testing techniques and their skill in
classnxxn testing practices was less than adequate. Sinee teachers spend a
significant propottion of their instructional time on testing or gathering infonna-

tion for instructional decisions, sub-optimal practices may be detrimental to
promoting excellence in learning and instruction. There seems to be consensus
in research on the reasons behind this situation. Some of these are: inadequate
pre-service and in-service education of teachers; negative attitudes toward
testing on the part of administrators, teachers, and students; lack of motivation
to learn and use appropriate measurement teehniques; environmental context of
many schools and districts; time constraints; choosing instructional options
which do not rely much on measurement dam and so on.
The number of purposes for which teachers administered tests and the
number of item types they employed were related to the knowledge of measurement and evaluation (Newman & Stallings. 1982). Teachers with higher level
of professed competence tended to use tests for more and appropriate purposes
and to use more item types. However, Fennessey (1982) found no relationship
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between training, and pattarns of test use or types of Ms achninistered.
Knowledge of testing and mammon principles and concepts was not related
either to the amotmt of time teachers allocated to testing or ur the percentage of
tests teachers constructed themselves. However, Yeh (1980) found that training
in testing and measurement was significantly related to the use, not necessarily
pima use, of standardized test results. But, he found that training in testing and
measurement of the group surveyed was annewhat limited. A recent study
(Green & Stager, 1986-87) reported that the number of courses teachers had
taken in testin and measurement had little relationanip to the frequency of test
use but was significantly related to the use of contemporary measurement
practices. They also found male teachers to have more positive attitudes sward
all aspects of testing than did females. Furthermore, teachers who considered
their own test results to be of value and who viewed tests as generally effective
and fair seemed to use tests more extensively. Teachers in general reported
themselves to be comfortable with their knowledge of suiting and use of tests.
However, Green and Stager (1986-87), and others (Gullickson, 1984; Leiter,
1976; Newman & Stalthrgs, 1982), pointed out a lack of sophistication,
"possibly even a lack of competence, in testing techniques, particularly in
statistical analysis of test resultz- (p. 53), Newman and Stallings (1982) foutut
little change in competency in mmumment and evaluation of teachers since
Mayo's (1967) study.
Conant (1963) in his book entitled,"The Education of American Teachers",
pointed out deficiencies in the preparation of teachers and made specific
reference to the importawe of testing and measurement for teachers in order to
properly test and evaluate their students. This book drew a response from the
National Council on Measurement in Education in the form of a sponsored
symposium. "The Implications for NCME Policy of Conant's Book" (Mayo,
1964). Three papers delivered at the symposium were publiahed in the first
volume of the Journal of Educational Measurement
Mayo's (1964) paper was one of the three delivered at the symposium at the
NCME annual meeting in Chicago. This paper reported the results of a survey
of teachers, principals, superintendents, college and university profasors, and
testing and research specialists. The survey solicited the ratings of these
respondents to 70 competencies derived from the Outline of NeededCompetencies from the NCME Committee on Pm-service Preparation of Teachers in
Educational Measurement. A majority of the competencies were deemed to be
important by these experts. Only two of the 70 statements describing competencies were rated to be "Of Little Imnortance" on the average. The rest were
judged to be "Desirable" or "Essential" by a majority of the raters.
Mayo (1964) indicated that competenciesrated by the judges comprised four
content categories in measurement and evaluation: construction and evaluation
of classroom tests; siandardized tests; uses of measurement and evaluation; and
statistical concepts. In fact, the textbooks in testing and measurement which
were subsequently written attempted to cover these content categories and the
underlying specific competencies. In fact, the contemporary measurement and
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evaluation textbooks "still strongly reflect the stated imbues ft= that study
and a subsequent one (Mayo, 1967)" (Gullicksmi, 1986, p. 347).
As rwted earlier, teachers do not consktr stmistical analysis of tests or items
important and they put more emphasis on non-e3st data in their evaluation of
students. In order to determine the relative perspectives of teachers and

professors on measulunent mid evaluation Gullickson (1986) (=ducted a
questkmnaire study of 24 pofessors and 360 teachers from elementary and
secondary schools. The mspective teacher mid wofessor questionnaires weseated a list of 67 topics from eight measurement content categmies to be rated.
The professors were asked to indicate the instructional emphasis they put cc the
topks in their pre-service measurement courses and the teachers were asked to

indicate the relative emphasis they believe should be Owed on each topic.
Ratings on dm topics were summed for each =tem category. The results of a
muldvariate test showed significant discrepancies between teachers and profes-

sors mean ratings for the eight content categories. However, on five of the
content categories univariate results sere reliable. The beat agreement aml the
highest assigned priority by both groups was on "the precaution of examinations". The other two categories the groups agreed on were: administering and
scoring tests; and general assessment information. The categories on which

professors and teachers disagreed on the emphasis in pre-service education
were: non-test evaluation activities; formative evaluation; summative evahnidon; legal issues; and stutistics. Professme mean ratings were significantly
higher on statistics arid lower on the other four categories than those of the
teachers'. This is not surprising. Beck and Star (1979) suggested that
measurement specialists had relatively inaccurate perreptions of teacher testing
behaviors and needs. The situation has not changed since then. But the problem
is not of perceptions, whether accurate m inaccurate; it is to determine what is

relevfint and realistic far classroom taichers to acquire during pre-service
education and in what they will aspire to develop further competence because
it is important for their professional competence.

Test Use
Gullickson (1985) reported that elementary teachers rely for their student
evaluations more on non-test data than test data. On the other hand, secondary
teachers put more emphasis on test than non-test data for student evaluatice
purposes. He found that both elementary and secondary teachers do not put
heavy emphasis on commercially prepared tests; however, secondary trtachers
put stronger emphasis on these than elementary teachers.

In an earlier study, Gullickson (1984b) sought to determine teachers'
perspectives of their instrumiomd use of tests. lie reported that teachers believed

that they were on their own as far as testing for instructional purposes was
concerned. Furthermore, teachers "appear(ed) to be comfortable in their
knowledge and use of tests, perhaps too comfortable" (p. 247). While teachers
felt they were pressed for time, they preferred to give tests frequently and
believed that their preference was shared by both administrators and students.
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Gu Hickson also found dud leachers belkved that tests were helpful fcr instruction mid for evaluation of student progress. Teachers also believed thane= bad
a potent affect beyond their mutated role, viz., assessment. Teachers viewed
tests more positively As measuring hawer cognitive outcomes and virtually all
tbe resposients, teachers, agreed that tests should not serve as the only basis for
the detemilnation of student progress or grades.
Gronlund (1981), emphasize that item analyMeasurement specialims,
sis data provide a basis for useful class discussion of teat results, for remedial
work, for general improvement of class instructkm, and improved skill ha test
cmtstraction. However, elementary and secondary teachers believe pre-service

courses in measurement and evaluation Amid emphasize the topic of test
preparation, bat they do not conskler statistical analysis of test results of such

an importance to be relevant at the pre-setvice level (Gullickson, 1984a).
Without resorting to statistical analysis, teachecs believe their tests to possess
sound psychometric properties (Farr & Griffm, 1973). Furthermore, teachers do
not perceive item analysis as practical in the classroom setting (Gullickson,
1984b). Hence, "without systematic analysis of these tests, teacki3 do not have
assurance that their tests function as desired. At best this means teachers realize
less than the full potential of their tests. At worst, many tests may misdirect
teachers and their students" (Gullickson & Ellwein, 1985, p. 17).

Practical Problems with Teacher-Made Tests
It should be clear that the errors or problems commonly found in teachermade tests could be generalized to instructors at the post-secondary level. As
mentioned earlier, the problems to be enumerated below stem from three basic

reasons: time immures; inadequate skills in testing and measurement and
incorrect estimate of stucknts' ability levels (Miller & Erickson, 1985). The
errors that teachers commonly make in testing students have been summarized
by Ebel (1980) and the following list is derived from this source.
I. Teachers tend to rely primarily on their own subjective, but presumably absolute, standards in evaluating achievement.
2. Teachers tend to put off test preparation to the last minute, then they
do it on a "catch-as-catch-can" basis.
3. Many teachers administer tests that are too poorly planned, too short,
or too inefficient in form to sample adequately the intended content and abilities
in the subject.
4. Teachers often put too much emphasis on trivial or unnecessary
details in their tests but neglect to include basic principles, understandings, and
applications of the subject.
5. Teachers often write tea questions, both essay and objective, whose

effectiveness is reduced by ambiguity or by irrelevant clues to the correct
answer.
6. Many teachers underestimate or overlook the influence of sampling
errors on test SWIM
7. Most, if not all, teachers fail to examine the effectiveness of their
tests by even a simple statistical analysis of the items or the results of their tests.
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Besirks the identified problems of teacher-made tests, another pernichms
problem is the interprtaaticer of scores frmn these tests. It is not uncommon for
many to regard the score as the grade. A 70% score on a test is taken, in many
instams, as the grade without taking the trouble to trishaw it in the context of
the purpose for which the teSt was given. In instances where a numbra- of tests
ate administered with varying welgtus, the saxes ate weighted without regard
to the unk of measmement involved at each measurement occasion. These
situations remit in imippropriate tordng emphases being given to the different
sections of the subject being evaluated.
livert-Made or Standardized Tests

Standardized tests are usually premed by teams of experts. A typical team
involved in the construction of a standardized test would consist of a measurement expert, subject area specialist (s), teachers or consultants of a subject,
edits's, and associates. The number and type of expenise repesented on a team
for developing a standardized test varies from test to test This is because the
resources available and the coverage intended by the test are not the same from
test to test.

A standardized test is interukd for use over a diverse range of ability et
students and encompasses a variety of curricula across a large number of
jurisdictions. 'Therefore, a standardized test usually covers the general and
common knowledge domain among several curricula. Such tests are not as
sensitive to different instructional content and processes emphasized during
instruction by a teaclwr as are the teacher-made tests. Standardized tests
emphasize only generic skills and knowledge components which are assumed
to be expecWd at the specified age or grade levels.

For testing the common and generic knowledge domain a painstaking
attention to detail is paid in the development and field trials of a standardized
test. First of all, a detailed table of specifications or a blue print of the test is
prepared. For doing this all relevant curricula are consulted and once the test
specifications are wepared these are sent to a number of consultants for reaction.
Second, items are written. Third, items are administered to small samples from
the target population. Fourth, responses to the items are analyzed and those

elements of the usable items, are revised which have been identified to be
ambiguous or non-functional. At this stage, unsalvageable items are discarded.
Fifth, two or more preliminary forms of the test are assembled. Sixth, each of
these form are administered to small representative samples of the population.
Seventh, results of these administrations are analyzed and instructions, items,
item arrangement, etc. are revised as necessary. Eighth, each of these forms are
administered to representative samples of reasonable size according to a well
defmed validation plan. Ninth, mulls of validation administration are summa-

rized in a manual. Some tests provide extensive details in a supplementary
manual for expens and for use beyond the classroom.
Of course, the details sketched above are for an ideal standardized test.
Many standardized tests do not meet all of these requirements. In order that test
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makers aial consumers are provided with some guidelines, the National Council
on Measurement in Edwation, the American Psychological Association, and
the Awaken Educational Research Association have produced jointly Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests (1985). In spite of these
guidelines, many unscrupulous test makers publish standardized tests which do

not meet even minimally these talutdarda. Theefore, consumers ought to
beware cl the fact that the sheer availability of a test under the title of a
gandardized test does not necessarily make it a test that meets the standaids.
"Mat is why the published and counnetcially available standardized tests are
reviewed by experts and these reviews are found in many journals and in a
compiehensive and authentic source, "Bums Mental Measunnent Yearbook",
which is published about every four years.
Hum the available array of standardized achievement tests it is possible to
select a test which can serve a variety of uses. Among these are: instructional,
guidance, sultninistrative, and research. In the case of instructional uses,
standardized tests have been found to be effective for the evaluation of learning
outcomes, evaluation of teaching, evaluation of curriculum, learning diagnosis,
and differential assignments within class. However, standardized tests may not
be quite effective for grading and motivaticmal purposes in instructional
situations (Mehrens & Lehmann, 1987).

Standardized achievement tests can be effective for occupational and
educational guidance. Among the variety of administrative uses of standardized achievement tests are for selection, classification, placement, public

relations (informational). and curriculum planning and evaluation (Mehrens &
Lehmann, 1987).
In contrast, the teacher-made tests are most effective for the evaluation of
learning outcomes, grading, and motivation. In a study of 445 first-year
teachers, Hall, Villeme, and Phillippy (1985) found that these teachers considered teacher-made tests most useful fru their self-evaluation and for motivating
student learning. These teachers, it seems, attached the greatest weight to state
assessment results for judging the adequacy of teaching and the adequacy of

instrwtional materials. Within each of the three test types, teacher-made,
district-wide standardized tests, and state-wide minimum competency tests, the
beginning teachers considered test results imponant for decisions regarding
students' academic progress and for decisions about the diagnosis of student
weaknesses.
Whereas onc; or more forms of a standardized test can be reused, the teachermade tests are seldom appropriate for reuse as a totality, a few items may be
reusable. While teacher-made tests are sensitive to instructional processes as

well as to the taught cuniculum domain, standardized tests cover only the
common knowledge found in several curricula across the target population.
Teacher-made tests allow inferences of student achievement only in terms of
absolute standards, standardized tests allow inferences relative to other students.
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Compromises and Sautians
Instructional and testing environments ate progressively becoming more
complex and challenging. Schools no longer cater to students from a mainly
single cultural backpound. Classrooms no longer reiresent a nanow range of
ability, apinules, awl zeadiness levels. With the new curricular philosophy of
a locally responsive and yetbalanced currieulum,offering hnegrated instruction
both hi processes and comat, &mewls cm teachers' ingenuity and creativity
have mounted. Stwients are expected, the:refine, to acquire substantive or
declarative knowledge (content) as well as procedural (how) and strategic
(when or plarming Mils) knowledge. These changes to many may not signal a
departure from what schools were doing or wafted to be doing. However,
with explicit statement of objectives of schools encompinsing three knowledge
types, pzessures for assessing them have been or would be direct.
As an example of the increasing complexity of the contempcsary curriculum
Saskatchewan is a case in point. Following an intoisive study of yak= sectors
of the Saskatchewan population, of the curricula in use, and of professional
imzut, a Kmister's Advisory Canunittee on Curriculum and Instruction Review
issued a repcst entitled, "Directirms", in 1984. This mica provittcd a general

framework fix the Uwe Saskatchewan curriculum. Following this roport, a
Coro Curricrlum Advisory Committee was appointed by the Minister of
Education in the fall of 1984 to identify and recommend policies with regard to

the core curriculum. This committee issued its report, "Program Policy
Proposals", in January, 1986 which provided a framework for K to 12 curricu-

lum in the province. The two major components of this curriculum, being
implemented in Saskatchewan in a planned and systematic way, are the seven

required areas of study and the six common essential learning:. The seven
requited areas of study are the conventional subject area groups: language arts;

mathematics; science; social =die.% health education; arts education; and
physical education. The common essential !earnings, a designation not usual in
the literature but somewhat of an enigma on first sight, are nothing more than

general skills, attitudes, values, and appreciations. These are also similar to
various intelligences identified by Gardner (1983). Specifically, these general
skills are: communication; numeracy; critical and =Live thinking; technological Mem"; independent learning; and personal and social values and skills. The
common essential learnings are intended to be incorporated into the required
turas or subjects in the school curriculum.
With this kind of cuniculum emphasis, it is clear that teachers arc required
to test not only the three types of knowledge within each subject but also the
generic skills, attitudes, and dispositions. When the testing demands of these

contemporary curricula and the teacher preparation curricula of programs
across the nation am juxtaposed, the obvious conclusion is that the training
programs are not in keeping with the assessment proficiency needed by the
present and the future teaching foire. The first solution is to include more but
appropriate testing and measuroment components in the pre-service teacher
education programs. Only the inclusion and mandating of such curriculum in

t
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the pre-serviee teacher education program would notbe enough. Those teaching

the measurement and evaluation comments or courses must use myroaches
which motivate students to seek llirther upgrading and study beyond what can
be tauglu during the foaml education phase.
Alio, it should be recognized that these undergraduate students, if properly
motivated and stimulated during their early expos= to nftasurement and
evaluation, would be our rutin graduaa3 sUalents and colleagues. We need ni
bolster the measurement and evaluation expatise of the personnel at the school
district and the pmvincial department of education levels. Only through
advanced training in these areas can we hope that teachers will have ready access
to the expertise for exploiting the future developments in computerized adaptive
testing and the commercial item banks.

Anothes possibility is that curriculum guidelines for various subjects be
grade- and age-specific and provide for use by teachers item banks linked to
various instructional procarsts and contents such as those produced by the
Instructional Objectives Exchange at UCLA under the direction ofJim Popham.
This fcimat provides a convenient access through a sophisticated identificatim

of items desired kr a measurement event. I understand that attempts at
developing item banks in Ontario have been made but I am not quite aware of
the extent and quality of use of this source. However, if computerized or hard-

copy format item banks are developed, then a periodic evaluation of the
effectiveness of utilization and satisfaction with it ought to be carried out.
During dm development of such banks, it is important that teachers who have
taught a particular subject at a specific grade level be involved in the ckvelop-

ment of them. Alternatively, curriculum specialists who are in touch with
teachers and have access to instructional activities of teachers be involved.
A pernicious problem often identified in the literature (e.g., Oulliekson,
1984) is the teachers' lack of use of even rudimentary statistical analysis and
their ability to intespiet test results and item analysis. This problem is inherent
in the lack of confidence and competence of many teachers in their use and

manipulation of numerical informatim. This is symptomatic of a corollary
problem of innumeracy among many of our adults in general (Poulos, 1988).
The only solution to this problem is the ritual improvement of instruction in
and attitude towaids mathematics. Unless that happens we will continue to
witness unwillingness on the part of many undergraduate and graduate students
to beimfa from and enrol in measurement, evaluation, and statistics classes and
programs. If we make the measurement, evaluation, and statistics components
compulsory, without ensuring that students are properly motivated to learn and
without making these students realize the importance of the knowledge in this
area for their teaching function, pm-service teachers may just go through the

paces to satisfy the requirement for certification. Our interest, to improve
assessment practices of teachers, would not be served by this approach. We have
to seek interesting and innovative ways of teaching and motivating students in
this domain. It will be ideal if students seek these components even if these are

available as electives. That is a formidable challenge in the near future.
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In-service has been used in many instances to bolncx the skill and knowledge

repertoire of practising gofessionds. It should be used only to bring forth
newest and innovative approaches to the teaching function but not as a substitute

to a pre-service education in an area as important as evaluation on which
Machias spend a considerable amount of their contact time with the students.
Inservice should supplement and complement pre-service background in

any important teaching function teachers are expeced to perform. A well
educated and inftnmed teaching force should initiate in-service in their perceived need area where more than the basic backgsound in the area is needed.
Inset-W.1;e by no means is a subsdtute for a formal course or program in an
importot knowledge domain. We are too often lured into doing in-service at
times atxl to the clients quite inappropriate for it to be effective.
Conclusion
The paper surveyed the use and effectiveness of teacher-made teas. It has
been pointed out that evaluation plays a prominent role in the teaching function
of a classroom teacher. Teacher-made tests are the primary means of grading

students and poviding feedback to the students and teachers. In spite of this
crucial role of teacher-made tests, many teachers do not receive adequate presesvice education in measurement, evaluation, and statistics. It is argued that
education in this area be mandatory and effective.
Teacher-made tests have been compared and contrasted with the expertmade or standardized tests. Finally, a set of proposals for improving teacher
competence in measurement and evaluation have been made.
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Considerations for the Implementation of an Ungraded
Primary Program
Katherine A. MacRtuy
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
In 1989, the Ministry of Education for the Province of British Columbia took

the decision to implement an ungraded primary program for children in their
first four years of formal schooling, on a province-wide basis. While a Ministry
document entitled The Primary Program (1989) did present an overview of
classroom practices for teachers in the ungraded setting, the Ministry did not
release a set of policies that would have guided the implementation of the new
program. Within this context, the present raper considers live issues that are
related to the implementation of the ungraded primary program and that may
require specification in provincial policy guidelines.
The five issues for the implementation of this ungraded primary program
are:
1. Documenting the features of the ungraded program at the level of the
school,
2. Designing the program within the context of teaching rexturces,

3. Developing student assessment policies with respect to monitoring
progress and diagnosing developmental problems,
4. Providing equal opportunity for each child to progress, and
5. Facilitating the child's tntnsition from the ungraded program to a graded
program.
1: Documenting the program features at the school level. It cannot be
assumed that the ungraded program should be implemented with the' same
features across schools or school districts, for reasons that could include (i) the
perceptions of the concept of "ungraded minify program" held by decisionmakers from different districts, (ii) the special needs of children within panicular whool catchment areas, and (iii) the resources that are allocated for school
or district level implementation. Thus, documentation of the programs implemented by schools would be essential to providing an accurate description of the
province-wide program and a meaningful understanding of program effectiveness.
By necessity, it would appear that implementation of a provincial program
will have features that differ at the local (school) level. In the research on the
effectiveness of the open educatice movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s,
differences across sites were see, as problematic. Several studies which
attempted to synthesize the research on the effectiveness of open education
programs reported on the difficulty of comparing results of different studies
because f the variability of the operational definition of "open education" with,
for example, the concept of openness emphasized as a physical space in some
studies and as an educational structure in others (e.g., Horwitz, 1979; Peterson,
1979; Marshall, 1981; Giaconia & Hedges, 1982). In fact, Marshall (1981)
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sweated that the cotwept of open education be eliminated altogether, in favour
of being more wecise about the differences in the component features of the
implemented programs (p. 181).

There were also diffetences in the way in which the features of open
education programs were categorized across different studies; for example,
iaconin and Hedges (1982) compared the categories of features used by Traub,
Weiss, Fisher and Musella (1972) and Walbewg and Thomas (1972) to their own.

Of their seven categories, Giaconia and Hedges considered four program
features to be educational treatmenuc (i) role of the child in learning, (ii)
diagnostic evahuition, (iii) materials to manipulate and (iv) individualized
instniction, wid the other three, administrative or organizational features: (v)
multiage grouping of students, (vi) open space and (vii) team teaching.
For the ungraded primary program in British Columbia, it is not yet known
to what extent the provincial guidelines will wovide the flexibility for school
principals and teachers need to adapt the program to meet the needs of the school
or school district. However, it is anticipated that the documentation of program
features at the school level will be necessary to accurately describe the program
from a provincial perspective.
2. Designing the program within the context of teaching resources.

The allocation of teaching resources to the ungraded propum may be a
factor in the extent to which program features can be implemented. From recent
reports of personal experiences with innovative primary programs, the fundamental resource that seems to have determined the success of these programs is

the classroom teacher. (see e.g.. Charlesworth, 1989; Oberlanrkr, 1989;
Rothenberg, 1989.) Two of these sources are quoted below because they
illustrate from the insider's point of view the ckpendence of the innovative
program on the training and commitment of teachers:
From his experience as a fonner teak .,er and researcher in open classrooms,
Rothenberg wmte that "Teaching in an open classroom, even in the best of
circumstances, is very demanding, perhaps far more so than in a traditkInal
classroom. Effective teaching in an open classroom requires constant planning,
continuous innovation, a sensitive system of monitoring students' perfcmance,
and well-developed skills in maintaining order without being authoritarian.
Maintaining tile energy and commitment to do all this well is difficult for trained
and experienced teachers. It is impossible to say what the toll might be on
teachers who are inexperienced or not well trained, or who face resistance from
administrators, parents, or children" (1989, p. 78).
Charlesworth (1989),a primary school specialist, &scribed the drawback to
programs of continuous progress and multiage grouping in terms of the requisite
skills of the teachers involved: "Individualized instruction and regular monitoring of piogress are essential to its success. Teachers in this type of program must
be skilled diagnosticians and planners... Many primary specialists, among them
myself, believe that open education faded in this country not only because of the
back-to-basics movement, but also because teachers were not in on the initial
planning, were not thoroughly trained, and did not receive needed support once
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Continuous progress with multiage groncring demands
exceptionally skillful and creative teaching in onler to wort successfully" (p.

they got started

10).
From these descriptions, teachers in successful open or ungyaded pmgrams
must be skilled at planning, monitoring perfornsance, being diagnosticians arW
maintaining order. The extent to which teachers are trained and experienced at
these skills and techniques may determine the level at which a school can adopt
the concept of the ungraded program. The teachers are also described as having
a strong level ofcommitment on a continuing basis. To be successful over time.

a program may also need to came that the school has a strong level of
commitment to the teachas involved, providing a swport system of matures
that may include teacher assistants and computerized facilities to assist in the
organization of student data for reel:sang, synthesizing and reporting on student
progress.
3. Developing student assessment policies.
From the draft 1989 document, evaluation of individual =dent progress is
to be based on "multiple observations (p. 154)" and "a variety of observation

techniques to ensure reliability and reduce the possibility of human error in
judgment (p. 11.10)". The document did not discuss the varican purposes an
assessment can have; at least two assessment purposes, monitoring progress and
diagnosing learning difficulties, might be considered by Ministry policy.
Restricting the monitoring of student progress to observational teclmiques

raises issues about the validity and reliability of the interpretation of student
reports. It is not known to what extent teachers make descriptive and/or
evaluative obseivations with common standards, and the reliability of observational descriptions across teachers cmnot be estimated without further study.
When the teaclwr and students remain constant, it is easier to assume that

descriptions over time are meaningful because there has been a common
reference group. However, when the teacher or the students change, it is not
clear that observations over time are reliable Thus, the generalized assessment
of a child's progress over time may be limited by the standards of reporting by
the child's different teachers.
The importance of early diagnosis in the first ram of schooling might be

illustrated by research on reading in which poor performance in the early
primary grades has been found to lead to poor performance in later years (see,
e.g., Hen and Packard, 1985; Butler, Marsh, Sheppard and Sheppard, 1985; and
TheI, 1988). On the basis of a four-year longitudinal study of 54 students in a
low SES school, Juel made this foreboding observations:
"A vicious cycle seemed evident. Children who did not develop good wonirecognition skill in first grade began to dislike reading and read considerably
less than good readers, both in and out of school. They thus lost the avenue to
develop vocabulary, concepts, ideas, and so on that is fostered by wide reading.
This in turn may have contributed to the steAdily widening gul f between the good

and poor readers in reading comprehension and written stosies." (Jrel, 1988, p.
445)
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If success in reading is vhal from the first year of schooling, the earliest
diagnoses of reading diffmulties would seem to be an importata purpose of
student assessment If thservational techniques are the only accepwd method
of &gum* die underlying assumption is that every teacher will have the
observational skills with which to maldng accurate diagnostic judgements. The
draft 1989 document states dug the use of standardized ents is inappropriate for

primary children (p. 13); if this policy applies to diagtmstic purpows of
assessment, it might be similar to throwing the baby out with the bathwater. The
potential uses of standardized tests may warrant further consideraticat by the

Ministry, particularly if the early diagnosis and ttratment of developmental
problems are crucial to the child's later success and if standardized tests can
assist tim teackr in identifying these problem&
4. Providing equal opportunity for each child to plogress.
The fourth issue for consideration is whether the ungraded program does
provide all children with the equal opportunity to progreet. If inequities can
arise because of diffrxences in the leaning needs of individual students or
special groups of students, should the primary progiam guidelines acknowledge

that learning needs should be met by alternative teaching ptactices? As an
example, consider the research which found that chikhen from a low SES
(socio-economic status) background benefit most from teaching practices that
involve direct instruction.

One type of research study involved the re-analysis data from various
Follow Through programs from the early 1970s in which approaches fa
teaching economically disadvantaged primary chikhen were developed. A re-

analysis of one such program led Gersten, Darch and Gleason (1988) to
conclude that Direct Instruction was the most effective appoach to teaching
low-income students in kindergarten. Ciccelli (1983) summarized the characteristics of Direct Instnxtion in whkh the teacher is described as being the center
"as dominant leader and causal authority, establishes and
of attention
enforces rules for group behaviour (p. 425-426)". This is in sharp contrast to
Rothenberg's detcription of the teacher in the open classroom (which might
as both a director,
apply to thu tk-z,...her in the ungraded setting as well)
organizing the envinmment to meet the needs of the students, and an instructor,
leading discussions for small and large groups and occasionally teaching lessons
to a large group (1989, p. 73-74).
Direction and structure were also found to be characteristic of effective
elementary schools in low SES urban areas. For example, Clark, Lotto and
McCarthy (1980) reviewed 97 studies on exceptional elementary urban schools

in which successful schools had "clearly stated goals and objectives" and
"structured learning environments" directed toward improving studentachievement in reading and mathematics (p. 469); and Levine (1982) identified two
approaches in successful inner-city elementary schools in Los Angeles and
Chicago: (1) group-based, mastery-learning reading instruction, and (ii)cuniculum alignment. One of the limitations to the generalizability of the effectiveness
research is that outcome measures of success are typically based on the results
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.74,10,4

of stamlaulized whievemern test 1 which are likely to be mare sensitive to
measuring growth in schools where tiva goals have been narrowly defined and,
possibly, easier to measure using the multiple choice test item format.
far
If it were assumed that the same instructional practices are not equitthle
need
to
all groups of inimary students, then the implementation guidelines may
ensure that schoci principals and autchas have the flexibility to implement
certain aspects of the ungraded program and still retain the particular structune
and mimics§ that are supportive of their students* learning needs. If such

differences in learning needs are not catsideed and accomodated in the

ungraded program, the inequities may become apparent when these children are
placed in their first year of graded schooling.
5. Facilitating the child's transition to a graded program.
The Ministry of Education's decision in 1989 was to implement a program
that-v/0W be ungraded for the first four years of formal schooling. It is assumed
for this paper that, at the end of their fourth year, most children will exit from

the ungraded program and enter a graded program. At this transition point,
important decisions could be made that would affect the child's Piture schaol
for example, deciding to what extent the child can handle an
experience
achievement-oriented program and assigning the child to a level et graded
Program-

It is anticipated that transition to a graded program may prove to be

earticularly stressful for students, their parents and terwhers. One deterininent
will assume a role in easing
may be whether the teachers in the primary program
the transition for students. For example, will teachers begin to administer to
their Year Three and Four students the kinds of tests they will encounter in the
graded Year Five (Grade 4)7 One dilemma is that, if teachers do familiarize their
students for what lies ahead, they are incorporating a graded dimension to the
ungraded program. Another stess factor might be the measures that are used to
assess the child's readiness for the graded program. At one extreme, each child
could be assessed cm his or her individual merits, by interpreting the teachers'
observational accounts collected in the student's portfolio over the four year
period: at the other extreme, student assessment could be based on standardized
test results if a test battery such as the British Columbia Achievement Tests for
Grade 4 were administered to all students in their fourth year of the ungraded
program.
By the time the first cohort has completed the first four years of the ungraded
primary program, it is conceivable that another ungraded program will be in
place for years five and up. Even so, it is likely that this cohort, with each student
proceeding at his or her own pace for four, six or eight years, will eventually
encounter a graded program in which each student will be assessed relative to
the rest of the cohort or according to norms set by the behaviour or performance
of students outside the cohort. It. is not evident how well-prepared this cohort
will be to survive in a competitive learning environment.
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Conclusion
It is suggested that five issues be consklered in developing policies on the
tmgaded primary program throughout British Columbia.
I. Docusnendng the program features at the level of the school.
School-level features are likely to vary because of diversity in local perceptions, tauchtnt weds, and available resourees. Thus, accurate descriptions of
programs at this level of implementation are necessmy in order to have an
overall perspeedve on the provincial prcgram, delermine features that are
column and idiosyncratic across schools, tmd identify the explanatory variables in an assessment of program effectiveness. To label the primary program
in general tenns such as 'ungraded' as opposed to `grarkd' or 'developmental'
versus *traditiotud' is to overlook the complex features that contribute to the
unique implementations of the provincial progam at the local kvel.
2. Designing the program within the context of teaching resources.
Fran recent wcounts of authors with personal experience in innovative
primary programs, the success of these programs is dependent upon the ddlls

and commitment of the teachers who are involved. At the school level,
consideration of the teachers' skills and opportunities for professional skill
development might lead to a more feasible implementation plan. Also, teachers
should not be expected to provide all of the commitment; the school and school

district should be equally commited to their teachers in tams of providing
assbnance such as computerized resotures to assist with monitoring and
reporting student progress.
3. Developing student assessment policies.
Reganling teacher assessment pactices, the Ministry's original 1989 docu-

ment emphasized the use of a variety of observational techniques and denounced the use of standardized achievement tests. Missing from the document
was a discussion of the range of purposes of assessment and the relationship of
assessment to teaching practices in the ungraded program. Two major purposes
of assessment, monitonng student progress and diagnosing learning difficulties,
need to be elaborated.
4. Providing equal opportunity for each child to progress.

It is not clear how the ungraded program can provide equitable learning
experiences for every child if, as research has indicated, some children may
benefit from having more structured instruction than other children. Acknowledgement and support of individual or group differenca would require a very
flexible implementation policy. Unfortunately, the potential negative effects of
the ungraded program on children who are believed to benefit from increased
structure will not be known until after those effects have developed.
5. Facilitating the child's transition to a graded program.
The transition from an ungraded to a graded prep= may be tbe point at
which important decisions ate made regarding the child's futute direction in
school. Two issues related to transition are: (i) whether features of the graded
program will gradually be introduced in the years prior to the child's exit front
the ungraded program and (ii) deteneining the method(s) of assessment to be
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used to detamine a child's readiness for and placement in the firft year of the
graded Program.
A final comment
The five issues for consideratice raise these broader questions abcat the
implementation of the ungraded primary program in British Columbia:
1. To what extent will schools and school districts have the control to ulapt
the Provincial ungraded laimarY Pogrom to meet local needs and resources?
2. Does the Ministry of Education acknowledge and suppca the variations
in implamted programs a) meet the special needs of individual students?
3. What measures can now be put in place to monitor the implanentation of
the primary program?
4. What are the necessary components of a research program that would
develop valid, reliable and feasible methods fcc the assessment of individual
students?
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What Should a Classroom Testing Program Look Like?
The Functional Factors of an Assessment Program in Primary
Classrooms
John O. Anderson and Dan G. Bachor
University of Victoria
The predominant paradigm in educational measurement literature is based
on standardized paper-pencil tests (Stiggins, Conklin & Bridgefcad, 1986).
Classroom assessment procedures are often viewed as analogues of standardized tests in that the assessment procedures used by teachers can be treated as
single instances of test administration, discrete from other kinds of classroom
activities. The manner in which classroom assessment is to be completed has
been the focus of debate for a considerable period of time (Bechar, 1978, 1979a,
1990). For example, measurement specialists have struggled with the norm-

referenced and criterion-referenced interpretive frameworks (Ebel, 1978;
Popham, 1978), standards for testing (Educational Testing Service, 1987), how
to modify information collection procedures to capture the potential to learn
(Bachor, 1979b; Feurstein, Rand & Hoffman, 1979), the use of technology in

data capture (Colburn & McLeod, 1983), and the frequency and scope of
measurement (Fuchs, Deno & Mirkin, 1984). However, the suitability of this
paradigm itself merits attention.
Teachers have to measure the extent to which instructional intent has been
achieved by each student in the class. This task is complex particularly in the
dynamic environment of the classroom (Anderson, 1990). Considered in this
paper are two broad issues: what does classroom assessment look like and what
should it be? To address the first issue we describe some findings of a study in
progress investigating the classroom assessment practices in primary classrooms in two schools. The second issue is addressed more speculatively by
offering reflections on what characteristics an assessment program should have
given the context of the primary classrooms previously described.

Classroom Assessment in the Primary School
Tho classrooms considered in this paper were in elementary schools which
are beginning to implement what is known in British Columbia as the Primary
Program. The Primary Program document (Ministry of Education, 1989) is a
draft description of the educational program to be implemented in the first four
years of public schooling in British Columbia. This initiative was developed in

response to The Report of the Royal Commission on Education (Sullivan,
1988). The B.C. Ministry of Education has expressed a defmite view on the
primary classroom and the assessment practices to be implemented within it:
We envision that classroom assessment will be continuous, formative, and
reflective of what children can do, and that assessment techniques will mirror
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instructistal practices, thus bringing together curriculum and assessment into
one seamless process. (B.C. Miristry of Educaticar, 1988)
In addition, the emphasis of tive Primary Pmgram is on a wide variety of goal

wear intellectual, physical, aesthetic, social and emotional development. Each
student is to be evaluated in relatice to each of these goals.

The guidelines for the implementation of the new Primary Program in
British Columbia schools, provide an overview of the assessment objectives to
be achieved in classrooms and examples of how this mien be done in tams of
data collection procedures (anecdotal records, work samples, and observation
guides). Implicit in these guidelines is a call for the implementation of a
substantial, complex assessment program individually crafted for each primary
classroom in the province and for each student in the classroom. However, the
programmatic aspects of assessment are not addressed, more specifically, the
following question is not answered: how do the various components operationally fit together to result in a functional assessment program of data collection,
collation, interpretation and reporting?

Purposes and Procedures
In 1989, we initiated a study into the classroom assessment practices of
teachers who were currently implementing the new Primary Program. These
teachers worked in schools that had been designated "lead schools," as they were
among the first in the province to introduce the Primary Program on a voluntary
basis. Thus, we approached the staffs of these two schools with the request far

eight experienced teachers who would be willing to collaborate with us in
examining their current assessment practices. These primary teachers agreed to
cooperate with us in describing their assessment practices conceptually and
operational! y, allowing their classes to be observed, and critically reviewing the
descriptions and generalizations developed by the authors. The intent was to
describe practices that are typical of those used in the assessment of student

attainment. In addition, four teachers from a third "lead school" have been
interviewed to further verify the generality of the procedures observed and
described in the first two schools. The three schools are located in two school
districts on Vancouver Island. The four participating tewhers from each school
had parallel teaching assignments: one regular teacher of early primary program, one regular teacher of older primary children, one m usic teacher, and one
learning assistance teacher.
Although this study is still in progress, the operational characteristics and
procedures of student assessment in the classrooms we are investigating can be
described.

What Classroom Assessment Looks Like in the Primary Program
The assessment of student progress is a characteristic element of the primary

classroom. Assessment is essentially on-going part of the school activity.
Although the assessment activities of the teacher are not hidden from view in the
classroom, the students are not made particularly conscious of assessment as a

separate element of the classroom. Raker evaluation takes place as"informal"
edlections of information about studau performance in the classroom context.
The only exceptions are in the case of "at risk" students where additional steps
may be taken that inclu& discrete testing or assessment such as paper-pencil
tests of varkais types.
The general operational characteristics of classroom assessment of the
primary schools involved in this study are tabulated below:
Assessment is a normal component of classroom activities, it is not usually
a discrete activity - it is not separate from other classroom activities, nor is it a
one-time event.
Assessment can be discrete when the purpose is to determine or confirm that
a child needs additional assistance or special programming.
Constantinfonnation flow the teacher is continually collecting information
on student performance that can be related to the educational goals. There is
some decrease in the amount of data gathering subsequent to a report card being
issued.

Group testing is not part of the assessment procedure in classrooms.
Aswasment procedures are based on individual student observation and product
evaluation.

Assessment is conducted in a wide variety of educational goal areas:
intellectual, physical, social, emotional and aesthetic development.
Assessment activities am targeted on individual students and on particular
aspects of the instructional program (tasks and performances that are expected
of the student). The instnictional targets might in. ccoceived of as the path(s)
students are to follow in attainment of the goals. This path is more familiar few
academic areas (generally related to the goal of intellectual development), and
so the academic targets for assessmentpurposes are better articulated. Although
assessment requires that targets be identified and student status in relation to
these targets be reported, in the view of teachers, this is not to suggest that there

are discrete end-points for a student to achieve and then terminate further
learning and development. There is an implicit open-endedness to learning so
the developmentof the child is open-ended in the sense of continual, unbounded
progress.
The purposes of assessment are twofold: to direct instniction and to provide
solid information to report on student progress.

Aswssment is used to identify outliers in relation to two aspects of the
classroom: i) the performance of individual students; and ii) the goals of
education. In the first case, students are identified who are either exceeding or
not meeting one or more educational goals. However, this identification is not
simply whether or not a child is achieving goals, but also whether the child is
performing up to ability, whether he or she is expending appropriate effort, and
die extent to which progress is being made. In die second case, teachers examine
the general progress made by all students in meeting various educational goals
to determine whether all the goals are being given reasonable and fair coverage.
Assessment is multi-modal in that achievement can be demonstrated in a
number of different ways. For example, for the same goal area one student may
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choose to write a report which is a relevant demongration of goal Intainmait,
another student may deal with the information through anode:r medium such as
a play or visual an. All mocks could be considered equivalent, or at least
sufficient, for the demonsinaion attainment of the same goal.
The procedures used generate descriptive information, generally of a textual
nature. The information is reduced in that surnmarizations and notes are made
by the teacher as she is recording the descriptions. In spite of this reduction there

are large volumes of informatim collected for each student.
Procedures: Infomunion collection

1. Observation is probably the most widely and frequently employed
procedure few the collection of information for student assessment. The
observation generally occurs as the suxlents are working mi projects, assignments or other school-related tasks. The focus of obsemation is upon emergent
skills, abilities, work habits, emotional ckvelopment, and appropriate social
interaction (cooperation, for example). The use of observaion in the assessment of student achievement assumes an intemalized knowledge of age/grade
expectations by the teacher.
Two different types of observation are conducted, in part, varying as a
function of age of the children being instructed. First, teachers observe activities
as they are displayed by various children in class. The targets of observation are
the ongoing, normal classroom activities of the students. Thus, a reconl of
emerging skills, abilities, behaviour, patterns of social interaction, et cetera is
obtained. Recognizing that an exarapic. of "new" behaviour has occurred serves
as a prompt for the second type of observation. Second, teachers select a single
child or group of children prior to the beginning of a class to look for specific
patterns. In this case, the observation techniques are regularized. Targeted

children are observed about twice a day for a period of approximately 15
minutes, so that each child in the class is observed within a two day span.
Teachers with younger children (approximately ages 5 to 6) tend to use both
procedures, those instructing older children (approximately ages 7 to 9) tend to
use only the latter procedure.

The main form of obserntion is periodic, targeted observation of a child
during regular classroom zetivities and mording salient features of the situation. Observation is conducted using one of two major perspectives: Fust, it is
used to monitor students as they carq out daily classroom activities associated

with the primary goals. The purposes arc to note the emergence of a first
occurrence of a behaviour relevant to educational goals, something that a child
has just displayed in class (may be able to do) and to note what a child is able
to do (can do). Second, specific children may be targeted when there is some
doubt that a goal has been met and where it is quite evident a child is having
difficulty (can't do).
Another form of observation could be termed "structured" observation - the
observation of the classroom elements the student interacts with and the static
features of the classroom which provide context for interpreting obseivation of
student performance. Examples of the targets of this type of observation include

"
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the peers the Nude= chooses to work with, the hooks selected fir recreatkmal
reading cu for researching a topic, the area of the classroom or school the student

prefers to work or to play. The inhumation collected in this fashion provides
(=text for the inierpretation of other assessment data.
2. Collection of work samples: approximately 1 or 2 each month per child,
placed in portfolios or individual student file folders and retained as permanent
records. The work samples are evaluated by comparing student work to the goals

(intentions) a instruction.
The work sampled is predominantly written pie:es, such as special projects
on animals or journal pages; although art work, math woblems, audio tapes of
reading, and video tapes of characteristic behaviour patterns are also included.
The mat can vary one child to the next in the sense that for a given task (such
as reporting on a story read), one child may complete a written report whereas
another may generate a visual (art) display.
3. Checklists: We essentially a listing of the performances or tasks related
to an intended outcome that a child is able to do. Used to note the presence or
absence of skill development. Checklists tend to be used primarily by regular
classroom terwhers. In physical education, a checklist of physical skills is used
to describe the skills a student is able to do - these include both physical and
social skills, for example patterns of movement. Checklists are also used in
other areas such as noting the accuracy of thyttunic clapping patterns or the
ability sequencing activities. They are used to assist in the monitoring of attitude
and effort expended by students.
4. Interviewing: asking students questions on an individual basis on topics
of relevance to teaching - e.g.: what books a student chooses and why, in order
to estimate ability and interest of the student. Provides some perspective on the

student's view of activities and progress and also provides a focus of the
processes a student uses in accomplishing tasks.
S. Student self-evaluation: This can take a variety of forms. Once or twice
a month students are requested to provide (write or state during an interview) a
description of their own strengths, their experiences and ability of working with
other students. These are retained in the individual student folders. Student selfevaluation can also include students declaring when they are ready to read a
particular text or students verbally estimating progress in a particular area. This
is an area of considerable interest to a number of participating teachers. They

want to promote the use of self-evaluation by students to the extent that it
becomes the main form of student evaluation. The procedures would include the
reporting of the student's own progress (and presumably lack of progress) to the

parents. The processes of high-order cognitive processing involved in selfevaluation are viewed as being high priority outcomes related to the goal of
intellectual development.
6. Editing common writing samples: each student is given a sample of a
student's writing, and then each student in the class is asked to read and edit the
work. A copy of each student's editing is retained about one piece each month.
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Procedurest Information reduction or selectbn On yieki reports.
The reduction and interptetation of information collected is conacted in
order to ckvelop reports on each student's progress. The reports are written
descriptkms (ranging from amoximately 3 to 6 pages) of student abilities and
*ills accompanied by comments on student status in relation to the goals of
education and plogress towards these goals. The reports do not contain
lettergrades nor comparative descriptions in the normative sense. The reports
are essentially descriptions of representative current performance. Amssment
information is selected that has been determined as being typical of a youngster's activities (processes and products) for any repcsting period. The
information is derived from the implementation of the processes described
above.
The amount of information collected is considerable, so, selection and
reduction has to take place. The goals of the Primary Program are used to guide
the selectica of information. A child's progress within each of the goals is the
main focus. Descriptions of development within a goal area are supported by

information collected through the processes described above. For example,
written work samples will be selected from journals that reflect changes in skills

or abilities, stories or other written products in which a child demonstrated a
change from invented to conventional spelling.
The student abilities and skills are described in terms of what the child can
do. The term "can do" is used frequently in the Primary Program and by those
involved with it. This emphasis on "can do" can also lead to some problems

when there is some concern on the part of the teacher over the child's
performance in some arms to which attention should be paid (to an extent, "the
cannot do's"). To an extent, reporting of problem areas appears to go somewhat
against-the-min in regard to the ethic of the Primary Program.

The writing of the reports revealed a difficulty in condensing all the
information available on each child. Participating teachers pointed out that one

has to be aware that it is "noticeable" events that are getting observed and
generally these events will involve only certain students, so, conscious attention

must be paid to the "quiet kids" in order to collect representative samples of
information. This holds not only for student coverage, but also for goals - some
goals involve more noticeable, accessible and understandable student perform-

ance (for example, student performance in reading can be viewed as more
accessible than that misted to emotional development). Further, in keeping with
the emphasis on describing what the studerit can do, the comments could not be

simply a non-committal "satisfactory" or "not up to expectation", but rather
more descriptive of student status supported by collected information.

Questions regarding practice observed
Our research is still in progress and many questions remain unanswered
(more are yet to be asked and many more yet to be conceived). Many of the
questions are directly related to fundamental aspects of the assessment of
student achievement. We are currently pursuing these questions with our

th
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tewhts collaborators but have not yet established sufficient resolutkin to mport.

Before resenting our speculations on the desirable traits of a classroom
assessment prognun, a sampling of some of the gaps in our knowledge base may

provide some useful context for considering these traits. Some of these
questions are:
a. How are the instmctional elements (the goals, learning outcomes,
tasks, objective indicators and the like) identified? How does the teacher know
what to focus on in observing students?
b. When conducting observations, how does the teacher determine
which students to °Wave?
c. What concerns exist regarding the sampling of information and
students? Is the same kind of information collected on each student for each
goal?

d. How much information is generated and collected for each stacknt?
e. To what extent are student behaviours comparable in the sense that
the students could be responding to or intaming with different components of
their educational environment yet the teacha could be viewing the behaviour as
of "the same sort". In actuality one student could be exhibiting reading-type
behaviour, another student" social" behaviour, and the teacher could be viewing
both students as displaying aesthetic behaviour.
f. How representative of the child's repertoire are the performances

collected?
The above questions are fundamental to assessment of achievement of
educational goals regardless of the xocedures used to collect, collate, interpret
and report assessment information. The characteristics presented below are, to
an extent, the answers we hope to find to these questions.
Assessment Programs in Primary Classrooms: What Should bc Considered.
Assessment in the primary classroom, as described above, is continuous,
individual and integrated into classroom activities. The procedures seldom take
the form of responsive, group testing, nor do they yield data in a form that is
e*it. manipulated by humans or machines. The assessment program of
oriu i ;' classrooms should have the following characteristics:

levant

assessment program should be relevant in that the assessment itself
s5kr...d have a purpoz7e that serves the attainment of the goals of schooling. The
cdirctlyrelatedtoiucLioflalaetiVitiCS-eSSefltialtY
-ocedurestued s
at i. termed by sc. as authentic measurement (McLean, 1990).
.
2, Fair
The assessment should insure that every student has a good opportunity to
display target behaviours which are indicative of goal attainment. Contextual
constraints such as test anxiety, punitive overtones, and unpreparedness should
be eliminated. To the extent possible, students should see the assessment
1

procedures as fair. .

3. Accurate
The assessment should result in accurate informeon, in that the data are
derived from representative sampling of the indicators of the goals of education
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being assessed, and of the behaviours of tixt shulents being assessed The
indicators are to be solid representations of goal attainment.
The matting Aiould be based on interpretation that is founded on a solid
information base. The information upco which evaluinions are based should be
available mid interpretable to stakehoklers - the parents, the students (to the
extent feasible) and teachers.
4. Feasible

The procedures have to be feasible within the context of the primary
classroom. The whole set of procedures must be viewed as "do-able" by users,
and must maintain the characteristics of relevance, fairness, and accuracy.
5. Systematic
The procedures should be used systematically in the sense that each student
is evaluated on the same basis as any other student. In other words, given the
same underlying level(s) of goal attainment, the same kinds of evaluation will
be produced.

There should be consistency of procedures for information collection,
interpretation and reporting from one educational area to another; and from one
student to another.

Each area of schooling should be evaluated with similar standards a
information collection and interpretation. For example, the quality and consistency of information collectel to evaluate reading attainment should be similar
to the quality and consistency of the information collected to evaluate attainment in mathematics, or the goal area of physical development.
6. Condensable
The information collected has to be of a nature that procedures are available
to reduce it to a communicable size without a significant reduction or change in
meaning.

Summary
A paradigm of classroom assessment based on standardized tests does not
fit the classrooms involved in this study. The information collection conducted
by the primary teachers participating in this study was not a classroom activity

discrete from others. The information collected was not based on student
responses to test items but rather to more global elements of the edwational
environment such as teacher requests for particular task completion, general
social interaction or student activity directed towards a particular student
initiated project. To an extent, this lack of fit is unfortunate since there are many
excellent data analysis procedures available for those assessment data that do fit,
and there is a dearth of systematic procedures for the classroom assessment we
observed.
Onc path to resolve this incompatibility is to change what is going on in the

classrooms - make the data fit. This is not an acceptable route given the
philosophy of the Primary Program. Another path is to disregard the inconsistencies and apply the data analysis procedures available. Another is to disregard
the need for systematic data analysis procedures and assume that individual
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teachers will always "do the thing right:* Neithec of these Mites is aRrolniate
in our view.
A path we view as most appmpriate is tO further our understanding of
classroom assessment procedures and their underlying philosophies. Then,
working from the principles articulated above, modify available analysis and
interpretation procedures, amd develop procedures as required to build a solid
analytic base for classroom assessment practice.
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Classroom Assessment: What Research Do Practitioners
Need?
Iris McIntylv
I F M Research and Evaluation Inc.

Abstniet
The purpose of this paper was to present the views of field-based educators

in =pease to the question: What research do practitimers need? Comments
were gathered from a number of teachers and district administrators in British
Columbia through a series of informal interviews. The results were summarized
within three categories: (1) need for better links betweon researchers and
practitioneng (2) need to build on positive attitudes towards classroom
assessment; (3) need to develop new evaluation techniques to match the major
cturriculum changes anticipated in B C. Although the focus was on classroom
assessment, discussion included issues related to curriculum and instructional
tractices.
Classroom Assessment:

What research do practitioners wed? The apparent disparity between
research on educational measurement and classroom assessment activities has

received attention in the literature (Anderson, 1989: Bateson, 1990). The
national study by McLean (1985) concluded that teachers acquired their skills
from other practitioners much as a craft is learned through experiare. Recent
research by Wilson, Rees & Connock (1989) found that teachers beyond the
primary levels use evaluation to generate marks for grading purposes but seldom
to monitor student progress or their own instructional strategies.

There is clearly a need to provide opportunities for teackrs to gain
know ledge about student evaluation (Stiggins, 1988). This is important not only
to improve the quality of classroom assessment but also to ensure appropriate
interpretation of test results. In light of external monitoring of student progress

at provincial and district levels, teachers should be beuer informed about the
way tests are developed and used (Rogers,1990). Because of the impcwiance
given to marks and grades, teachers need to have confidence in their own
judgements about student perfccm ance and be able to communicate clearly with
students and parents (Gonnan, 1989).
At the same time, there has been a call for improved assessment techniques

beyond the item fcanats traditionally used for large-scalv testing (McLean,
1990; Stiggins, 1990). Work done in the United Kingdom (Black & Dockrell,
1980) and elsewhere describes new approaches to evaluation.
In order to find out the views of field-based educators on such issues, the
question: What research do practitioners need? was posed to a number of
teachers and people who work with teachers in the British Columbia school
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system. Mime people wore selected because of duir direct involvement with
provincial or district committees and who were therefore able to give opinicam
based on experiame with groups of teachers. The interviews welt loosely
structured in order to allow kkas to surface without prompting.
On the whole, practitioners feel very remote hum research. both research cm
educational topics in general and tesearch specific to assessment. Whereas
research bolates partieular sections of education for investigation, teaching
deals with the continuous dynamics of schooling in which it is hard to think of
the pans as separate from the whole. Teachers see a real need to bridge the gap
between research and mactice, especially in view of the sweeping rhanges
contained in the British Columbia Ministty of Education document tided: Year
2000: A Framewcak for Learning (1990). They would lilte to believe that
research could guide classroom practice, but in the absence of such knowledge
they must tiy to make sense of things on their own. This paper will attempt to
group the Lemberg' comments under three headings.
Need fur mare direct Links between teachers and researchers

How --go teachers fmd out about research? As Ornstein (1989) pointed out:
"Iteacheis] have little motivation for reading the research, lack research knowledge and are unable to understand the data, or feel that reseatch is not relevant

to the practice of teaching" (p. 95). Most of the practitioners interviewed
mentioned that they had little cc no direct contact with the litcrature except when
actually engaged in graduate work. Motivation to read basic mouth in primacy

sources is much reduced once a teacher is outside a university environment.
Even when research journals ate available through local teacher libtaries or

resource centres, these journals ate not borrowed so often as periodicals
containing practical "how to" articles, according to district libiarians. Teachers
say that they most often hear about research second-hand from a workshop
presenter, or even third-hand from someone else such as a supervisor who has
attended a conference. Reviews of research are less likely to be read than anicles
in educational magazines where research is cited or alluded to in support of the

writer's personal opinion. Teachers are presented with research findings,
prepackaged and prefaced: "Research says..." without opportunity to check the
statements for accuracy.
A basic need of practitioners is to have more frequent links with people who

could help them sort out the salient points from all the infonnation they are
bombarded with at times. They need a kind of consumer report service to
provide them with objective evaluations of cunent educational issues, clarify
the relevance of certain resea,ch findings to their own situations by commenting
on the quality of the research methodology, and point out the limitations of the
studies.

The most direct links occur when teachers have an opportunity to work
directly with researchers, though these opportunities are all too few. However,
some teachers would like to be involved in replication of studies done elsewhere
to see how the results hold up in a local setting.
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Need to build on mere positive attitudes toward classroom assessment
Although twain view educational research as something remote from
dmir classroom situations, they do hold researchers in regard as engaging in
inftendent, autonomous, and a-political activities. By contrast, for sew
teachers, the word assessment is laden with connotatices, some of which are not
acceptable to them.
The most positive attitudes toward externally-developed achievement tests
ale found among.% the growing cadre of teachers in B.C. who have had an
opporamity to be involved in test-development activities themselves through
serving on one or other of the various provincial or district committees in
mumection with the B.C. Learning Assessment Program since its inception in
the mid-seventies (Mussio & Greer, 1980).

A recent example occurred during the 1989-90 school year the Student
Assessment Branch facilitated a process for the exchange of locally-developed
immanent materials. In one case, four districts had already set up a coopmative
item-development project of dwir own and were seeking Ministry assistance to
continue their work. A group of Mathmnatics coordinators and their secondary
teachers had started to develop a pool of math items some of which had been
used in schools as unit tests or year-end tests. Other items had been written by
group of teachers meeting from time to time for after-school in-service sessions
and occasionally with release time puvided by the districts. The coordinators

had some experience with item-writing through their own involvement on
various Ministry math projects such as provincial exams, classroom achievement tests, and provincial math assessments (Taylor & Robitaille, 1987).
This is an example of a project initiated by the users themselves which in tum

contauted toward a Ministry-initiative, the development a provincial itembank (Carbo1,1987). The pmject gathered momentum due to the enthusiasm
generated by the math coordinators and the teachers.
Need to plan assessment to match new programs
The new direction in B.C. is toward ways to measure the student's individual
level of attainment on specific learning objectives. The math project described
above grew out of the traditional experience of measuring individual achievement against group performance. Given the nature of the subject matter in
mathematics and the explicitness of the curriculum guide, it is likely that the test
items can still be used by teachers to describe individual performance in terms

of concepts and skills mastered. For other subject areas, and indeed in
anticipated interdisciplinary approaches to learning, the development of assessment techniques will be more challenging.
How will teachers be able to evaluate their students in the new context for
learning? How will they be able to meet the requirements of the new approaches
to curriculum while at the same time dealing effectively with pressures from
parents to report student progress? When parents ask: How well is my child
doing? they usually mean: How well is my child doing in relation to all the other
students? Even with the best information campaigns that the Ministry, districts
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and schools can design, it will be a kmgsimebefoicpaienlsfullyundeisIandand
accept new ways of muting student performaime. These will be enormous
pressure on individual teachers to prme that their judgements ate fair and just.
In addition, teachers themselves will have to readjust to new appmaches to
the teaching/team* situation. Ironically, in recent years, many districts have
spent a good deal ci their professional development and staff deayekipment
budgets introducing teachers to classroom mannement and Instructional techniques that assume a teacher-centered and tearber-dir=ted classroom. Most of
the existing teacher-made and teacher-selected test materials are based on the
assumption that a whole class (or at least a group of students) has learned a
particular unit of work.
In the new situation teachers will need to be sensitive to the stages in the
learning process and be able to recognize indicztors ofprogress. The path along

which an individual student's learning progiesses may be conthnious and
sequential, or at times discursive or even regressive. In turn, this calls fix
curricula !ha are set forth with sufficial specificity to allow teachers to tell
whether the student is at least heading in the right direction. No longer can the
teacher be assumed to be in possession of the "right" answer as in die teacherdirected classroom.
With the introduction of the new Primary and Intermediate progiams in
British Columbia with their interdisciplinary approach to learning, it is likely
that the language arts: reading, writing, listening and speaking, will receive
emphasis in all areas of the curriculum. With this in mind, some teachers are

looking toward evaluation in the language arts for clues to help with new
directions in classroom assessment.
So long as measurement practice leant mainly toward multiple choice and
other readily scorable item formats, language arts and English teachers were

skeptical about the usefulness of such tests. But many teachers have been
introduced to new approaches to teaching and evaluating student writing
through curriculum implemented during the 1980s, and reinfotced through the

very successful Young Writers' Program. During the regular provincial
assessments of written expression teachers have been involved in developing
and scoring student writing using both holistic and analytic marking scales.
With adequate training and monitoring, teams of teachers at the district level can
also produce reliable results using such scales (McIntyre, 1987).
Crucial to this process was the development of valid criteria, specific to each
writing topic. Although markers were often in agreement when asked to rank
order papers, they differed about the masons for assigning scores. The process
of developing criteria was, in fact, a valuable in-service experience during
which the teachers gained new insights about teaching and even modified their
long-held personal beliefs.
The introduction of the writing process as a method of teaching writing
meant that the teacher's role in the classroom changed from the-one-whomarks-the-papers to someone who advised, coached, modeled, encouraged,
commented, and gave editorial advice. Teachers who had served on district or
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provincial marking arms said *la the experience gave them greater assuage°
when they returned toil** classrooms. With the new Primary and Intermediate
proffams thaw will be minty situations when the teacher cannot fall back on
the"right" answer but will have to demcestiate fairness and consistency. With
a generathm of parents Imought up on accountalAlity, it is not likely that we shall
see a Mum to a permissive period such as the late sixties when teachers could

choose an idiosyncratic approach to evaluation. Instead, teachers will need
opponunities to work together on a faidy regular basis to deveiv a common set
of criteria in order to validate their own judgements of student work.
Ditsrict admininnuors pointed out that policy makers have to be convimed
that the cost of releasing teaches's to develop evaluation materials is justified. It
should be understood that such work reaches far teyond the immediate "Fodtact" whatever form that product may take. Wiwn a group of knowledgeable,
experienced, articulate teachers get together on a project they argue, discuss,
criticize,explore, create. What they are doing is describing wry finely what they
ace teaching (curriculum content); how they teach (instructional practices); and

how they know what the student has learned (evaluation). During such
discussions they can focus cm the formative purposes of evaluation because they
are notrequired to think about grading. Both teachers and administrators found
benefit from woddng together at evaluation project& It makes economic sense
to encourage these opportunities which enable teachers to be more aware of the
connections between curriculum, insmiction and evaluation in the classroom.

Summary
The teachers and administrators interviewed all agreed that increased
ccatact between researchers and practitioners would be beneficial, particularly
in light of the new curriculum changes in B.C. They see three ways in which
educational measurement could assist them: (I) providing in-service on
evaluation to make teachers more knowledgeable in selecting appropriate
evalue. at materials and in interpreting test results; (2) assisting teacher groups
in dewloping new evaluation materials to match the new cuniculx and (3)
involving teachers in research projects in local settings. In these ways teachers
could become more familiar with the language used in research studies, more
able to judge the relevance of results to their own situations, and more confident
in the practice of teaching and evaluating their own students.
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Emerging Needs of The Practitioner in B.C. Classrooms
Alan R. Taylor
Coquidam School District
Background
Change has become the norm in today's society, for it seems that people
scarcely have time na mljust to ow innovation before the next arrives on the
scare. No where is this phenomenon more evident than through the knowledge
explosion curremly undesway. It is evident, for example, that the amount et
technical and scientific data is growing at an exponential rate. At present it
doubles in less than five years and it is predicted by 1996 it will double every
twenty months (MeKerlich, 1987).
In dealing with this deluge of intonation, the importance in the curriculum
of data processing skills (the ability to fmd informathm, retrieve it, classify it,
interpret it and report it) has become dramatically evident. Other changes, with
implications for the development of new curricula, have resulted in the ftglowing shifts in focus: from teacher to learner, content te process, and Passive to
active learning. Each has tremendous implications few the educational system
in terms of its organization and the delivery of its product.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the emergent needs of the
practitioner which can be met by research in dealing with these changes. In
addressing this issue, it rust establishes the framework within which they have

evolved. Given that context the paper proceeds to identify those aspects of
chan which relate to cuniculum and student evaluation. Second, it foc uses on
a number of specific questions which need to be addressed in the area of student

evaluation. An appoach, in which the teacher plays a meaningful role in
research, is suggested as a means to address these questions at the classroom
level.

Setting the scene fur change
Changes in technology, the environment, and family structures and priorities, in a rapidly changing world are among the factors which gave impetus to
the government and the educational community in British Columbia to reflect
on the purposes and outcomes of schooling. In response, the Province of British
Columbia in 1987 initiated a Royal Commission on Education. Recommendations from that Commission dealt with a wide range of issues, a number of which

related directly to the curriculum and student evaluation (Sullivan, 1988).
Among those with implications for researchers and with direct application at the
classroom level, were the following:
... developmental criteria, rather than chronological age, be used in selecting

the educational placement of children entering school (p.28).
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... enable schools and school districts to estabiish ungtaded primary
divisions (p28).
... a common curriculum include four categmies of subject matter (p29).
... teachers use an interdisciplinary approach in their traichhig (p.31).
... provide learners ... with access to multigrade/or cross-grade classroom
groupings, and assess learner progress individually (p.31).

Further t9 these recommendations, the report suggested that, "The Ministry

of Education should provide guidance on standards and criteria for
teachers to employ In evaluating Auclaits° performanceXp.111).
In tesponse to the Commission's fmdings, the Ministry of Education
developed the Year 2000 Paper (Ministry ofEducation, 1989) to articulate plans
for follow-up activities. It proposed a curriculum and assessment framework for
tlw British Columbia school system based on a mandate and a description of the

"educated citizen". The document, whkt is still in draft form at the time el
writing, attempts to translate many of the intents of the Commission's fmdings
into an operational context.
Many of the changes propesed in the paper require further development at

the hands of the classroom practitioner and the researcher bat= effective
implementation is possible. A list of these, grouped under two categories:
curriculum features, and evaluation and reporting, are listed below.

1. Cuniculum Features
It is proposed that the curriculum :
- be learrwr focussed- to be "developm entally appnwropriate and sequential,
allows for continuous progress, provides for self direction, and is individualized
as much as possible" (p.10).
- be organized according to four strands -humanities, sciences, fine arts and
practical arts

- include a common component which incoiporates elements of all four
strands
- emphasize intended learning outcomes rather than learning activities

2. Evaluation and Reporting
It is proposed that the evaluation and reporting of student progress include
the following features:
- be criterion referenced
- include a variety of assessment methods
- include continuous progress
- focus on learner profiles
Similar directions also llved from studies undertaken in several other
jurisdictions. The State of 1,..innesota, for example, established an Office of
Educational Leadership in 1989 to establish an agenda for youth into the 218t
century (Office of Educational Leadership, 1990). Many of the elements in the
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Columbia. At the school
plan it &welt:cod were similar to those in British
been devektied by
district karel, complehensive plans with similar results have
(1989) in
Halton
Board
of
Education
a number of boards, among them the
Columbia.
Ontario and the Coquitlam School Board (1990) in British
Questions to be Addressed
of eda Year
As teachers attempt to implement extensive change flowing out
Although
2000 Paper, additional infmmation is essential in a number of areas.
some are not new, the extent of proposed change and the articulated expectations, cause them to be more pressing now than ever. These items and questions
instruction, and student
are grouped undo* two categesime curriculum and
evaluation and reporting.

1. Curriculum mid Instruction
in the area
It is essential that changes proposed by the Ministry of Education
of curriculum and instniction be based cm solid research findings. Althoutp

there
work has been done in some areas in which change is contemplated,
remains nnwh moo to cki in order to gain a clear understanding and direction.
Many of these bat= wen, listed by Costa (1989), in his Foreword to the 1989
ASC13 Yearbook on current cognitive research. He identified the following
questions as most pressing:
Which of tools of inquiry are important and why?
and in
Why are modes of inquiry and thinking important in understanding
teaching school subjects?
How do modes of thinking intersect with the knowledge base in a subject?
What instructional processes best develop subject matter concepts in students?
How much time should be spent teaching various concepts and at what

developmental ages are they best taught?
How are these concepts and modes of inquiry organized to be reinforred
throughout the curriculum and the school?
How can we help preservice and inservice teachers understand the concepts,
modes of inquiry, and thought processes, and how to teach them?
other
Which of die modes of thinking and tools of inquiry are generizablc to
subjects and to daily life?
How can we measure and report growth in thinking abililities? (p.vii)

2. Student Evaluation and Reporting
As a result of the proposed shift toward the student as a learner, many
questions also remain to be answered in the area of student evaluation and
of
reporting . For example, implementation of continuous pre?ress, the use
student profiles, and reporting on what students can do, all have significant
implications for procedures and practices in this area. In an attempt to come to
grips with some of these, a discussion of issues related to criterion referevced
measures, methods of authentic measurement, and varieties of measumment
techniques follows.
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(i). Criterion Referenced Meant=
Movement away from nonn referenced measwes and towtud expected
standards of performance is consistent with the concept of student focused
learning. Inherent in this shift, however, is need for more effective techniques
by which ea set standards, for it is essential that teed= be consistent and fair
in their reporting of student progress. Far example, clearly defined descriptors
which describe student progress along a continuum need to be developed and

articulated; effective methods of ongoing teaches articulation need to be
established; and procedures which ensure consistency in ratings among teachers

determined. The apprcyriate use of nonnath,e information also needs to be
incorporated into this process, othetwise teacher judgments are in danger of
atraying apart from those of their colleagwes. Once techniques and instruments

are developed, there remains a crucie need for the training of teachers and
administrators in assessment practices. (Stiggins, 1990)
(ii). Methods of Authentic Measurement

In a recent article, McLean (1990) defined authentic measurement as
"performance on meaningful tasks in a recognizable context"(p.78). He
provided as an example, use of a student ?ortfolio which can be used to provide

a cumulative record of student achievement for a wide variety of activities.
Other examples could include the use of interviews, step-by-step camases
employed by students, and "on the job" assessments for students engaged in
activities out of the classroom. There is need in this area for tlw development
of a number of ways to measure student activities in different settings and for
a variety of purposes. As these techniques are tkveloped, several ancillary
products are needed, among them appropriate instruments for the collection of
information, procedures for interpretation of that data, and methods of reporting
it.

(iii). Variety of Measures
For years teachers have been encouraged to use a variety of measures when
they collect information about students. Most of this information, however, has
been related only to intellectual development. In the pmposed changes teachers
will also be expected to report to parents in meaningful ways on the progress of
their chikhrn in human and social development and in caroer development. This
expectation gives added emphasis to the need for better methods of evaluating
attributes of the affective domain. In addition, more work is needed on process
evaluation and critical thinking. Some of this work may be done through the
refinement of ooservational techniques and the use of holistic measures.

From the gractitionees perspective, direction related to the preceding issues
is essential . For example, in the new program it is expected that inquiry methods
are taught and evaluated; teaching for thinking occurs; a variety of instructicmal
techniques to match needs of the learner are employed; and an interdisciplinary
approach is used in teaching of the cutriculum.

b
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Need for Qpilaborative Invo ivensent of Teachers

The extent of proposed curriculum change is staggering. Not only does it
involve change in content and higher levels of cognition, but it also has
implications for classroom organization, grouping of students and the use of
different eaching suategies.
To effectively impitment change of this magnitude the classroom practitioner is in desperate need of encouragement and direction. Yet research seldom
meets these needs. For example, Perry-Sheldrat & Allain (1987)1:attend that
since the immediacy of day-to-day work calls for quick decisions by teachers,
they tend to make decisions based on their own experiences and common sense
rather than on thaw of experts or the findings ofresearch. Cross (1987) contends
it is not the case that tuchers do not or will not apply findings frum research in

their practices, but that they cannot. This perception is supported in findings
from Carr and Kemmis (1986) who suggest that teachers tend to view research
as an esoteric activity having little to do with everyday matters.
At issue is the effectiveness of the top-down model currently employed in
much of research. This model may be ineffective duelo the isolation of teachers
in the classroom, who often work without contact with colleagues or frequent
supervision. Tye and Tye (1984), for exampe, contend that
.... We continue to mandate changes, even though available evidence
overwhelmingly indicates that reforms imposed from the top are ineffective in
bringing about desired changes in schools.
The need for the direct and meaningful involvement of teachers in research
was also called for in recent work done by McDonald (1989), Gage and Berliner
(1989), and Atkin (1989). In a rixent article, Atkin (1989) claimed that teacherconducted research must be seen as an important responsibility of the teaching
profession. In taking this position, he states that

The progress of meaningful reform will be stalled until teachers emerge
from their marginal positions in the research community and become full
partners in the conception ancithe conduct of educational inquiry.(p.205)
What direction can research gain from these observations? To begin, it is
suggested that to have an effect, researchers should be as concerned with the
implementation of their findings as they are with the study itself. Cross (1987)
believes that the active involvement of teachers in research related to their own
pratices is essential to bring about improvement in learning. This position was
supported by Tikunoff and Mergendoller (1983) who saw the involvement of
teachers in conducting reseach as imperative. Based on this information it is
recommended that grader attention be given to the collaborative planning and
implementation of research between the researcher and the practitioner.

Summary
As reported earlier, the purpose of schooling is shilling in an attempt to meet
new sets of needs and expectations. Basic skills, for example, have expanded
from those only related to numeracy and basic communication to incl ude critical

thinking, decision making, flexibility, and understanding and tolerance of

others. In ravens° to these changes the devebpers of curtiadmn have redesiped their product. The curriculum has become more process oriented than
canton specific; it focuses more on thinking *ills than subject maga; it is more

selective in terms of the. sptOct matter contained in i4 and it emphasizes
conceptual development and process-oriented activities.
Student evaluation is an integral component of the educational process and
mug be fair, conaistent and supportive. As such it mug be respcmgve to related

changes in the curriculum. It is important also that student self-esteem be
protected through the inclusion of tasks that students can be awcessful at.
Gorman (1989) emphasized the hnportance of this feature in saying,
Evaluation is a two-edged sword that can whence and be constructive to
student learning and personality development or it can be destructive to student

learning. The choice is ours. (p.15)
Shifts in the curriculum, however, have left a void through the absence of
appropriate teaching strategies, and evaluation techniques and instruments with

which to measure student progress for many of the intended outcomes. This
paper identified a number of needs in these areas faced by the classroom teacher

in attempting to implement change. The role of research in this matrix is the
development and validation of appropriate procedures, techniques and instrument.s. Among them, more effective means by which to measure higher order
thinking skills and atu-ibutes of the affective domain; development of appropriate criterion methods to assist teachers in determining and articulating common
expectations; and more effective techniques in process oriented evaluation.
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Grounded Authentic Assessment and Teacher Education
Thomas O. Maguire
University of Alberta

Introduction
During the past two &caries there has been a subgantial increase in the
amount of externally imposed assessment of student learning. Most provincial
departments of education have instituted testing programs using various combinations of formative and summative tests to monitrf whievement, to provide
indicators of educational quality and to provide ad of school certification.
Recently, the Council of Ministers of Education has called for tenders to create

a cross- country assessment of literacy. Beyond the provincial and national
exams, some regions have participated in the periodic administration of international assessments. As we move into the 1990's a resurgence of top-down
testing with its concommitent comparisons of students, teachers, jurisdictions,
provinces and countries is refocussing our educational efforts. In this paper I
will remind you of some of the negative consequences of this, and suggest some
strategies for renewal.

Among the several research strands in the contemporary literature on
achievement measurement that relate to both the consequences of provincial
assessment policies, and to the suggestions for change, two were featured in last
year's Victoria conference on classroom testing. The "grass roots" researcher
represented by Wilson's (1990) paper, seeks to understand assessment through
investigations of current teacher practice. In the next section of the paper, I will
use these investigations to show how provincial activities influence instruction.

The "improvement of practice" research, focusses on the validity issues of
achievement assessment. One form is discussed in McLean's (1990) paper as,
"authentic assessment". I shall use this line of research in the second section
of the paper to explain what assessment ought to be like. In the final section of
talk about implications for teacher education.
the paper,

The First Part - Influences of Assessment Practices on Classrooms
In his study of teachers in Ontario and British Columbia, Wilson (1990)
found that his modal teacher used completion, short answer or essay questions
rather than multiple choice questions, they borrowed or adapted from other
sources if they were in elementary schools, or built their own instruments if they
were in secondary schools, and they carried out assessments for three main
interrelated reasons: to determine marks, to check student progress, and to have
students practice what they had learned. Near the end of the paper Wilson links
teacher practise to government activity: "What actually happens in our sample
of teachers is a tendency to imitate the provincial government in virtually every

instrument." (p. 16) And later, "The evaluation of student achievement by
teachers in classrooms occurs within a policy and procedural framework that is
largely determined by outsiders" (p16). Wilson's findings support the widely

held belief that provincial testing programs have a profound influence on

bI
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teachtT wake.
A quick snapshot from the ATA Magazine (a publication of the Alberta
Michas' Associatkm) will gives flavcar of the Alberta context. In the March/
April issue, Noneth and Samiroden (1990) gave nine problems (Figure 1) with
standardized provirmial examinations. These were extracted nom interviews
with teachers, classroom observations, and fmm the opinions expressed by
teachers and academics fmniliar with the Alberta scene. In their conclusion, the
authors state,"By no means should the results of such testing be publicized or
used as indicatows of school or teacher performances. " (Interestingly enough
the paper was written prim to the Edmonton Public School Board's decision to
publish test results for each schooL) Nenwth and Samimden's thesis is that the
provincial assessments and in particular the grade 12 diploma examinations
represent a political approach to improving the quality of education, and what
is really needed is an educational approach. They acknowledge (implicitly) that
the amassment expertise of many classroom teachers is not high but that it could
be improved, and in ibis improvement lies much of the solution to the validity/
authenticity problem.

1. Diploma exams contradict the belief in continuous formative
evaluation.
2. For a centralized testing program to work, tests must be !loaned.
Nomiing assumes similar classroom experiences that span, in this
case the province of Alberta.
3. Because there is pressure for teachers to teach them, Diploma
Exams guide the curriculum and detennine what is important at the
expense of other goals.
4. Diploma Exams substitute content for context.
5. Test blueprints that are prepared for Diploma Exams have content
area and cognitive level as their main dimensions. This classification
is determined by the examiner, but the kind of thinking required is
actually determined by the student.
6. Diploma Exams test for a very limited portion of the curriculum.
They are geared to measure those piems of knowledge most easily

measuri4
7. Diploma Exams do not correlate from year to year because the
questions are revised, some new new questions are added, and the
students from year to year differ.
8. Comparisons between individuals and jurisdictions are impossible.
Two students who receive the same score do not necessarily
understand the materials equally. Often they do not answer all of the
same questions.
9. Test results only correla xith future results on similar tests; they
are not accurate predictors of future success.

Figure 1. Problems associated with diploma exams (From Nemeth and
Samiroden, 1990)
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Pm these nasals Diploma Exam results are not good indicators of the
quality of education.
In British Columbia the recently completed study on the impact of provincial
examinations on education (Anderson, Muir, Bateson, Blackmore and Rogow,
1990) collected opinions from teachers and studans fawn across the province.
Although the analysis was curstay, the trends seemed to indicate that externally
imposed exams are viewed as constraining teaching and learning practice, hi
ten= of what is taught, how it is taught and how it is assessed. In short, the B.C.

data are generally consistent with the less trams! Alberta probe described
above.
What are we to conclude from this information?
1. Provincial assessment programs and in particular summative programs
have an important influence on instructional activities including classroom
assessment practice and these directions are not always beneficial to students.
2. The assessment skills of many teachers are restricted at least insofar as
they demonstrate use of a variety of techniques.
3. Despite observation 2, there is an intuitive base possessed by teachers
upon which better assessment practice could be built .
4. While educational assessments at all levels seem to be purposeful, they
are not obviously driven by any theory beyond the important appeal tc social
concern (for example, accountability).

The Middle Part - Grounded Authentic Assessment
In this section of the paper I would like to briefly reexamine and reinforce

the school of thought that makes validity the fundamental concern of all
achievement assessment activity. Much has been written about how the
construct validity of achievement tests can be improved. A lot of this material
is written from a cognitive psychology perspective (see Snow and Lohman's
excellent review in Litm, 1989), but there are also important directives in the
curriculum literature. Haertel, (1985), refers to these as competence theories,
and although be classifies them as psychological I would call them curricular
because they ," ...always involve a detailed analysis of specific curricular content

().28)."
In his paper, McLean (1990) reminds us that to be "authentic," assessment
instruments must reflect, "the knowledge and the processes that form the basis

of the subject matter," and the, "conditions under which the achievement
normally takes place." (p80), Although not mentioned by Mclean, the entry of
cognitive psychologists into the achievement assessment field (for example,
Embretson, 1985) can be seen as an important step toward authentic assessment.
It is a breath of theoretical freshness in a field dominated by the mathematical
mustiness of item response theory.

Because authentic measurement must reflect the context of instruction,
McLean warns us that it is"...impossible to produce measuring instruments that
can be used in the same way across a country, or even a province(p.81)." This
warning flies in the face of the political forces that seek to implement and extend
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cranpantive testing pmgrams at the intraptovindal, intaprovincita, or international levels.
In a recent paper, Nancy Cole (19)01 points out that there are philosophical
issues that underlie the valid assessment of achievement. She refers to Broudy's
(19 ), The Uses o 'Schooling as an example of how philosophers of education
have important messages for people in our field. Prompted by Cole, I read
Brcedy's monograph and became convinced that authentk assessmatt is not
sufficient if we are going to restrict the tam to "faithful reflection" of the

knowledge and processes of the sub*t matter. It seems to me that valid
assessnwu is authentic assessmait grounded in a philosophy of education and
in the psychology of development, learning and instructice. This view is
consistent with Messick's (1989) exiCIL0011 of construct validity to include the
consequential basis for interpretation.
In outlining his argument for general education, Broudy (19 ) lists four
uses of schooling: replicative, applicative, associative and interpretive. The
replicative use of knowledge refers to the use of facts and principles just as they
have been learned. In our parlance we would tie this to Bloom's (1957)
knowledge objectives. Broudy points out that there is much that we learn in
school that is soon forgotten in the form in which it was learned. Replicative use
of learning depends to some extent on the individual. For example, Ino longer
=ember much of the Russian vocabulary that I learned in order to satisfied the
requirements for the Ph.D. On the other hand I have used the multiplication table
so much that it has become overlearned.
The applicative use of schooling refers io the direct application of facts or

principles to new situations. Much of technical training and apprenticeships,
and some of professional education are directed toward the applicative uses of
schooling. Attempts are made to show students how to structure, categorize or
recognize situations where facts and principles can be applied as learned.
The other two uses, associative and interpretive, refer to how we use the
associations and connotations that are built up around concepts and principles,
and how we make translations and abstractions in order to live our lives. Broudy
points out that the real value of education lies in the latter two uses of schooling
and much less on the former. However he justifies the former by showing how
they contribute to what he calls the "all usionary base," the conceptual storehouse of implicit knowledge that each of us possesses. As he notes (p. 21), "The
associative resources provided by schooling and experience plus the interpretive repertoire of concepts and images consititute the allusionary base. The
resources of the allusionary base are not used by simple replication of this or that
school learning, and their adequacy cannot be judged by tests of replication or
application. On the contrary, the success of general education is to be measured
by the depth and quality of the allusionary base."
The paint of describing Broudy's ideas is that if you accept them as a basis
for genetal education, there are direct implications for the practices of assessment, both at the classroom level and externally. The philosophy should drive

the instruction and assessment, and conversely the choice of assessment
instruments should give clues as to the philosophy in operation. The complaint

of teachers and tim observidons of classroom researchers is that our tests larsply
neglect the associative and intequetive uses of schooling. They (the teas) paint
a picture of schools that are dedicated to the replicative and applicative uses of

education. Our untkrgraduate measurement texts are at best loosely tied to a
1956 view of educational objectives, (Bloom et al, 1956) and at went based on
the sparse logically positive dictates of the behavioral objectives movement.
The research agenda of the cognitive psychologists and rakes is to extend
the range of assessments. But what is the basis ci this extension? There is a
philosophy that is implicit in this trend, and I believe that it must be explicated.
I remind you that assessment, even authentic assessment, is not valto neutral.
Different philosophical starting points ykki very different authentic measures.

We must encourage assessment constructors at all levels to make their
foundational beliefs and assumptions public. Authentic assessments that are
derived from such a network could then be described as being grounded.
Consistent with the need to ground authentic assessment in a philosophical
framework, is the importance of designing assessments that save instruction,
and using the assessment process to promote useful and responsible selfevaluation.
In a recent review of the research on the impact of classroom evaluation
practices on students, Crooks (1988), reminds us that the quality of student
learning is greatly influenced by the nature and frequency of our assessments.
The thrust of his argument is that assessment must contribute to and not be apart
from instruction. In our terms, grounded authentic assessment should encour-

age deep learning, it should provide effective feedback, it should promote
appropriate standards, it should encourage independent learning, and it should

reflect the important goals of schooling. In short, Crooks tells us to seek
instructional validity in our classroom assessments. Clearly, there is a coherence among the voices of Broudy, Crooks, Cole and McLean.
To summarize the middle section of this paper, grounded authentic classroom assessment must be surrounded by and derived from an approach to
education that is based upon a philosophy that is supported directly by the
educators and indirectly by the socio-political views of most of the nation's
citizens (social fidelity), it must be authentic, it must support instruction, and it
must encourage individuals to take responsibility for their own learning.
It is clear from part one, that provincial assessments have been weighed by
many in the educational establishment and found wanting. I am not convinced
that the picture within classes is much better. What can teacher education do
about it?

The Last Part - Implications for Teacher Education and Teacher
Educators
I believe that there is a widespread feeling of powerlessness among teachers

when it comes to dealing either with measurement issues in general or with
externally imposed assessments in particular. This is in spite of the fact that I
have never heard of a Canadian teacher being fired for the test performance of
h;s or her studems, and in spite of the fact that provincial exams are usually
4.) I
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=awl by repre.stsuative tetchers. If this feeling of powerlessness is as

_

pavasive as I think it is, that we need to do something to empower teachers
beginning within our teacher education programs.
In many institution, education students are not required to take a course in
classroom assessment so it is not surprising that they know vesy little about
concepts like grade equivalence, validity and errcr of measurement With a
proper knowledge base, smne well-honed analytical *ills, and a little confideuce, teachers could lead the debate on assessment and standards, and not find
theinstives reacting to the impositions of othas.
We should begin by helping our education students to develop provisional
operaticsal philosophies of education. Aida Cole (1990) provides a good
illustration of how the persatal philosoOies of four beginning teachers
developed during their first year of teaching. It seems to me that their collection
tut use of assessment information should be based on this personal philosophy.
Teachers with well explicated foundation can respond effectively to external
infccmation, they can work with parents, and they can make their assessments
more meaningful to students and to instruction. At present, where measurement

courses exist, they urn to be steeped in the technology of educational
measurement. While this is important, I do mit believe that it is the best starting
point.
We need to teach students grounded authentic measurement strategies. One

example of such a strategy that is consistent with Broudy's philosophy of
general education (although it is not based on it) is Biggs and Collis's (1982).
taxonomy for categorizing student responses to various educational tasks called
the Structure of Learning Outcomes (SOLO). Under this system, learning
outcomes are assessed by placing them into one of five levels: prestructural,
unistructural, multistrucumil, relational and extended abstract.
The categories are defined in terms of the amount of memory capacity
requited in order to make the response, the kind of relating operations that are
required to produce the response, and the degree of consistency and quality of

closure displayed in the response. Preoperational responses require little
memory. They may be a denial of the question or simply repeat the information
contained in it. Often the responses reflect a lack of engagement between the
student and the task. Unistructural responses concentrate on one relevant aspect
of the task or concentrate exclusively on one part of the solution. Closure is
premature. Students making multistructural responses treat aspects of the task

independently, and although the memory demands are higher than at lower
levels, no attempt is made to integrate the dimensions of the problem. The result
is a response that may contain inconsisitencies or in which inconsistent information is ignored. Students who provide relational responses attend to various
aspects of the task in relation to each other. Integrating themes may be used to
organize the result. Inconsistencies are addressed, but no attempt is made to go
beyond the boundaries specified by die task. At the extended abstract level the
task is treated in a context that goes beyond the immediate information.
Generalizations may be made to other situations of this type, but care is taken
to describe the domain of general izability. Conclusions may not be definite, but
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may be qualified to allow for logkally possible alternatives.
If, like Broady, we hold associative and implicative uses of schooling to be
important, then we would like our students to operate at the relational and
extended abstract levels of the taxonomy. Moreover, as teachers we would

constantly try to move our students kart lower levels to higher levels of
operation by showing them how they can use their allusionary bases to produce
higher levels of discussion. From the sualent perspective, the SOLO taxonomy
gives a structure for self evaluation. It provides them with a scale that they can
use as mciacognitive tool to raise their level of thought relative to a particular
topic.
The SOLO taxonomy is not a panacea, rather it is an example of an aproach
to measurement that could be applied in many circumstances from province to

classroom. Provincial asses! .7nts that reported results according to level
would act in a manner that is co. sistent with classroom instnaction, and not be

as foreign to it. Criticisms of external examinations that are based on the
constraining features of these exams would be less supportable because students
with a wider knowledge base (or deeper allusionary base if you prefer Broudy)
would have a greater likelihood of performing at a higher level. So it is in the

interests of both tmcher and student to develop a wide experiential base. Yet
knowledge of a common set of specific facts would not be highly reinforced.
An example of the use of SOLO in assessing skills in high school science is
provided by Collis and Davey (1986). I have used it to evaluate variations on
a program for gifted students (Maguire, 1988,1989). Riggs and Collis (1982)
provide examples of use in history, geography, mathematics, English and

modern languages. They show how the taxonomy builds on instructional
theories and how instruction can be built from it. In shon it provides a reasonable
example of an approach to authentic assessment that fits within a philosophical
framework and contributes to the instructional process.

Conclusion
There are competing demands for achievement in forniation. We must begin
to develop trust among all levels of the system so that our practices are consistent
and lead to appropriate student growth and development. Obtaining an effective
evaluative thrust begins with making agendas public. If achievement testing is
to be used to change teaching practice, then let us say so; if it is to be used as a
basis for funding, then this too should be made clear; if we want to encourage
the equitable distribution of scholarships through our diploma exams, then this
should be made clear. At the piesent time, I believe that there is much suspicion
about the purposes of external exams. If we can make purposes public, then we
can begin to direct developmental efforts towards agreed upon goals. Trying to
make single assessments serve many masters (some of whom appear after the
fact) is simply not working.
A final word must be said about "accountability." There seems to be
2 belief that external examinations are an instrument of eccoun tabil ity. The term
itself is now so over used that it has lost much of its specific meaning. Moreover,

there are chirns thai the public demands accountablity in education, and that
these demands can be satisfird by exttsoal examinations. I believe that this is
largely overstated. The results of theEdmontonPublic School Board's deciskm
to publish school resuks was indifference. It generated two letters to the editor.
Them ate few people who are interested in the "accountability as achievement"
phenomenon but their apparent success has been due to their ability to make it
seem as though they represent a grass toots movement. We have uncritically
acrepted studies of American schooling as being applicable here. I see no
evidence of a great popular conceal. If they are not asked, the members of the
public seldrnn raise the issue. Our participation in international studiesprovides
interesting fodder for the inner pages of the newspapers, but once we know that
we stand above Burkina Faso and below Japan, a good tire rue can knock us off
the page. Most of the pressure for external assessments in Canada comes from
within the educational establishment. We can change this. If we can strengthen
our teaching population by providing them with better assessment strategies,
and we devote more of our time to research and developmeat of grounded
authentic assessment instruments, then we will end up with a more facilitating
system of assement. I think that we have the ability to do it. Do we have the
will?
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What Skills Do Teachers Need in Educational Testing?
Ronald K. Hambleton
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Educational testing in the 1990s is going to look very different from the
twilit,/ of the last couple of decades. In the 1990s, more educational mats are
going lobe performanee-based and will be more Mcely to measure higher-order
cognitive grills than their pred....mssors. Multiple-choice testing is not Rely to
be disamtinued in American or Canadian schools (nor should it be), but, this test
formal is HWY to be bahmed in school, state or provincial, and national testing

programs by more direct massures of assessment such as writings tasks,

pesfonnance tests, projects, and portfolios.
Our predictions will baldly come as a surprise to teachers and administrators. The educational journals have been filled recently with debates about the
merits of current testing mgzums; many school districts and provincial/state

departments of edueation have been =halting their testing programs (e.g.

Valencia, et al., 1989; Roeber & Dutcher, 1989); and the major test publishers,
themselves, appear to be following the trends by including more advanced skills
in their standardized achievement tests. Import U.S. nafional testing programs,
such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)., anticipate
Mole use of open-ended item foimats and the assessment of higher-order skills

in the 1990s to fall in line with new eliffic AIM specifications (Collis &

Romberg, 1991; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989). The
directions for testing in the 1990s seem clear.
Where is the impetus for change in testing prw fices coming from? Undoubt-

edly, the impetus for changes in testing as well as in school organization,

curricula, teacher training, and so forth, is coming from the widely hold view that
schools are not doing the job they should be doing. Consider some of the recent
headlines from U.S. newspapers: "Educators say public schools need overhaul,

not reform," "U.S. ;outh fail math test," and "American schools perpetuate
failure." Or consider the fmdings in a recent international study of eight grade
mathematics and science skills where American students placed last (Lapointe,
Mead, & Phillips, 1989).

The six national educations goals prepared by President Bush and the
governors in 1989 area response to the problems that have been identified in the
United States and are intended to improve education substantially by the year
2000. The goals are (a) to prepare preschoolers for learning by improving their

health care and nutrition, (b) to increase the high school graduate rate, (c) to
make Americans the best in the world in science and mathematics, (d) to reduce
the adult rate of illiteracy to zero (from the current level or 13%), (c) to make
every school free of drugs and violence, and (f) to require students in grades 4,
8, and 12 to demonstrate competency of higher-level cognitive skills in history,
math, science, geography, and English. These goals are ambitious, and, to
achieve them (especially goals and D, one of the main recommended activities
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is to assess students way their ability to memtnize facts and details hut by thek

reasoning and problem-solving skills. As a result, educed= testing in the
United Sista; will need to change: change what is measured (to reflect
curriculum changes) and toe an expanded number of item formats to enhance
the validity of educatimud assessments. Similar changes can be seen in the
testing programs in many Canadian provinces.
The new era in testing has been labelled authentic assessment. Though we
dislike the term itself because we believe it denigrates 80 years of important
advanco in psychomeftic research (we, for example, Linn, 1989; Hambleion
& Zaal, 1991), many of the ;4eas underlying the new toning movement appear
to be sound, and the results will be better educational assessments for policy
makers, school administrators, teachers, students, and their parents. Objective
testing, as reptesented by the multiple choice and true-false formats can carry
a significant part of the aesessment load (see, for example, Farr, Pritchard, &
Smitten, 1990), but certainly not all of it. As more and mote use is being made
of test results in educational accountability (e.g., evaluating teachers, schools,

programs, and even states - see, for example, the 1990 NAEP Trial State
Assessment at Grade Eight), those affected by the results will want to be sure that
the tests themselves are fair and accurately measure what students are learning.

Even the most ardent supporters of standardized achievement tests would not
claim that these tests measure more than a fraction of what schools expect
students to learn or that the tests can measure, with the multiple-choice fonnat,
all of the important higher-order cognitive outcomes.
If teachers are going to teach to the skills covered by tests (and there is
substantial evidence that they do already), current thinking is that tests should
measure what is really important in a curriculum (Madaus, 1988). Then,
teaching to the test is constructive and desirable. Shepard (1989) has even
argued that assessments should approximate the learning tasks of interest, so
that, when students practice for the test, some useful learning takes place. The
same argument was made for criterion-referenced tests in the 1970s and 1980s.
Load up tests with the skills that students are expected to learn. Teaching to the
test, then, is equivalent to teaching the curriculum. What distinguishes the

current movement for authentic testing from the earlier one for criterionreferenced testing are two features: (1) curriculum specialists are arguing for the

teaching and assessment of integrative skills, e.g., whole language, that are
typically broad and higher-order, rather than the narrower and lower-level
discrete skills (i.e., behavioral objectives) that have been popular in the last 20
years, and (2) there is more emphasis in authentic testing on direct measures of
the skills of interest. Criterion-referenced testing and authentic testing are not
at odds. In fact, authentic testing is simply a "fresh face" on criterion-referenced
testing which highlights the need for the assessment of higher-order cognitive
skills with more direct measures of assessment.
The remainder of this paper is divided into sections: in the first, the term

authentic testing is designed and the case for this type of assessment is
considered. In the second part, the testing skills teachers and administrators will
need to implement authentic testing successfully are considered.
,
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Aar Skagit Tlatfiis
Ws bedinkfliodni 00 a Aisle definition of authentic test* has not been

*Pat up alf

in* Shwas. Faloody. the Man Rohm of most

cuatmly mate definitions me clear (see. for mom*. 11041011. 1991)

Alihentictesuarehrandedtoessessabraft hrthlistudentsknom***
do, 'Oh the ereihreds ondliobe.
,

2. Authendc tali *sad mew methods of assterment (e.g., wrb*

simples to assess Warts, and oral preslitadons to emu qmaking Mk)

wheliverpossd*.
&WM offaajiam about theft That irk
3. Authen* tests Amid knee
Its reedirgaliessamats, soften wouldbeexpected toned reason* IMItiqt
pelisses (perhaps several pages) prim to wawa* (pea tions, and, in mathemetics test% suulents would be expected to work with Mae, protractors,

calarlliers, and sa for*

arb*Mathenunics problerark

a**

4. Apartado taus Wight isettiva
ad** fciF wakb that
*arm (h) massing Stoups auherthan hulividuals(e.g. a group putting on a
WOodnif tbravmuldamtimmoverinextendedperkrd of timestw(d) self
collides of performances, micas, and so forth.

The fast fedme is nor unique to when* tuft. le fact, it hr a ceatml
feature of oritedonokrenced ludas (see, for °sample, PoPham, 1978). The
second feature is net unique, oftlar, though it would be correct to say that
authentic testing advacmaraspire to an a great deal mom use of perfoniuumes

asselintats tho has been **norm (see Line, 1994 am, Baker., & Dunbar, in
ems). Ferexmnple, kr British Columbia, at the lowergade leveismany of the
importamobjectivesor school outliliesere being meowed with patterns=
assessments. Foams tali information observations, qualitative analysis of
student perfornumcee lid inducts, oral questioning, turd analysis of =dent
nmordsarejusta few oftheother assessment methods thathave been suggested
in the measurement %mature.

The thirifrailve is very imporiont. The goal is to make testing mme like
htsmactkmal activities tharlikehighly structured tasks in whirl answerclmices
am provide& Sono changes can be made to muldple-choice testing by

ramrods* stimuli mhos longer. more Wanting, and thceghtprovoking passagei, endeavour more"applicationolknowledgerqueithms,
but there are practical limits as to what can be done. Tim use of non-multiplechoice faints holds more promise for assessing higher-order thinking skids.
Authentic Orli might requhe students to prepare a march peeer, conduct ao
experiment, participate in a debate, and so forth.

The fourth feature is the amst pmblearadc because it makes it nearly
impessible toot:dm stanthmdzed directhmt, scodng, and imespratatatiom
Such a featuremay brattahmblewithht classroom testing ',swages (if tethers
me fully Pained in performance testing amthods) but it will be difficult to
achieve in school, and cestainly in provindadstate amt national testing programs. The kasibilky ofmareperfomuume-based tesdng at ate pmvincialistato
and nadonal kivel is a body debates topic at the nutmeat.
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Teeing Compatatehls for Teachats
The topic of whet to Una %Wm dud lasting has finally become abig
issue in education (e. g., Schafer, 1991). The issue is big enough dist the two

*gat teacher mkt= in the Ill, the National *Waft Assocision (NEA)
and the Amerkan Itelmatka of Teachers (API), joined with the Waal
Council ob Ithnieurconent in Educed= (NCME) to produce the AFT, NCME,
MIA Sonar* far Teacher Come:Mx in Rtiscatianal Aseessateat f&a.
dents (19901 The Seatdanir were prepared to service a number of porposere

aguldeforteadierethicakusuthedesignanerrapplove teachereducation
Imars1314

b. a basis fa teachers condtuting a self-evaleatkm of dock educational
testing
c. a guide fry the design of tenth% workshops for machos.
4. a tilmettve to educatkmal mamma speciallsts mid teacher trainers to

broatkatheirconcepthmofoulentassessumtandconvey thistuoaderalacepdon In the& nmosnib, wdting, and teading.
The Standar* ate mons powerful than enimr efforts to develop testing

gukklines (e.g., Popham & Ibmbleton, 1990) because they have dm full
backing of the two teacher unions. Also, unlike sweat the ober eands. these

Sunda:* were widely eiradMed and reviewed prior to their publication and
were comtnehmehte in tko Jesse that a bmad delinhion of strident amassment
was Weaned. Also, die Andante cover the annplete set of teacher activiiks
whae oaks assemmtents done. These activities arm (e) activities pdor to
instruction, (b) activides occulting dud% instructiem, (c) activities occulting
after the regular stigma* of lunation, (d) activities with a teacher's involve.
(e)twilvities associated
mart in sethool and school district decidon-makkg,
wht a teacher's involvement In re wider community of educators.
Tim testhigeompetencies for teachas were organized by AFT, NCME, atal
NEA Into seven braid anms, with each mea further described by a set of skills
that teachers wouldneed thbe prodeleat(see APr,NCME, &NEA, 1990). The
competencies arc

1. Teachers *mad be skiftd in diming assessment methods`
ktr indructional decisions.
2.Timeltemshouldbe *Media developingassmennes methods appmpriate
for instructional decisions.
3. 'Mechem lama be skilled ht administaing, coring andinterpeting the

mats ofboth mentally produced and wher.pneinced assessment mothork.
4. Teachers shotdd be skilled in using ass:soma results when making
decisions about inravidual students, planning teaching. and developing mutiu.
lum and school hnpmvement.
5. Teactmrsshadd be skilled in develophig valtsd pupil gneding pmcedures
whkh use pupil assessments.

6. Tenants duudd be drilled in communicating assessment results to
students, menu, Nita lay audiences, and other oducatms.
7 Teachers shouldbe skilled in recognizing unetidcal, illegal, and otherwise
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inappmpriam ammo methods mid noes of assesunew intiumaion. OFT,

NC4411, NAB, 1990)

By iumtingwith broad (andloptopisOdermitioicistiKkuwassessatew
Amenities& kdcdined as the moss at" infenumion that is used
to make eihicational decisions about students, to give feedback iodic student
ak* ids or lier Progaw, suestias, Pal weakneam nip* inouctional
effiztivoneas and auricular adequacy, and to inform policy (Apr, NOW,

NBA. l9904/ 1).
AMMO, and NEAmakethestrong caseformauthende testier without
the *eerie Whleit is Men emaciated with the plea. No "put-down" ofnormreferenced testing, no criticism of corn testing practices, and no direct
challenge to the muldpie-choice format or other o Nective item &mats is
offend. But-thecae fora Wader set °them famws inschool testing is clawly
atikulteed in all riche compaencks
espectgly
CA (A auf (4).
Ofteursikaiguingfeithecompeteatiesisculypartofthesohithm. Twining
teachers to meet **competencies kink* lobe difficuk and thweensuming.
Clearly then, sigiwasuial changes in-the ine-savice
it teachers are
called for to meet the niquitements of these new &Wants.
t

Sumanasy

Them is a need in ethwation for new educetimial assesunents to measure
important skllb that cannot be weaseled sell by With:mai kerns of amem-

mat At dm same time, alternative forms of assessment perm, will mu be

neciusauly be useful. Tlmir existence certainly does not eqmite to usefuhiess.
Thesainebask magus kir teetstandannimion, iellabilhy, and vartrEty are still
operative. Pahaps educators would be wise to identify those testbig shingle=
where authaitic assessment can strengthen their testing pmgmnn then to
allocate ancient time and resources to theirdevehipuent to insure that these
new tests will have the psychometdc eharaderiwics mime* the expected um%
and. also to Mocatesniftlent tinum2.1 resources for test admhiishation and test
scruing to insets these essernial jobs are done IRA Finally, it is lictped that the
test* competrades =amended by AFT. NEA, awl NCME will be taken

seriously so that wad= will be mimed to =nano successfully to dm
authentic testing movement.
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Makin Assessment Training Rekvant fc'sr Teachems
RichanIL Minims
Northwest Reginald Educational Labosatcup

InastudyrecaulycomplmodbyNWRIILwefixurdthatkmhanlialfofthe
law undogradmme and graduate macho' training programs in our alx-state
regketoiliartheoptioodastemmeuttrahangtotheirondems.
Finther,lessthan
a goner Mho= ProPlaterettrire the successild campktionofthis cow* ay
their students Main and Conklin, 1989). Thus the vast augority of the
leachess coming auto f diemmoms and Om to we& in the Classrooms
of
our mike; de so having received viumlly no gala= whatever in assessing
Mudentschievemers--an Whit), that will command as muchus a third toe half

of their' tine.

This is not a new probiem. We have known kw *fades that teachers and
administrates alike am inadequately pained in assemment.
Yet &wife
teseenth-bosod ;mind= °Ms thetabout masonry ten years for the fast 10
years, nothing has changed. 1 submit that this does not rent= a probbun of
benignneglect. Raherhsuggests &whereat:purposeful fatesat
work within

and ouSsithrti the educadon community to prevent
assessment habil% frmn
becoming parlor the profendonal prepare:Am of adman.
Since I tavespeculatedelsewhereaboutthenature aflame fines (Stiggins,
in Ines* 1 wW not Wrote, all of them iu detail here,
except to sky that I am
convinced that oneof the primarycansesof :Inaba= ofassessnent training
in the teacher trebling curriculum has been tiM clmmic
and deep-seated
minium* between whm archers need to know about
assesment and the
content °hammer'', courses when they are offend. In other words, I submit
that we in the measurement community have Med to convince
those who
manage and direct teacher and administrator training program dun we have

anything dale:fano to sham with predawn.
For this ream" my colleagues and I have seamed upon, researched.

developed midfield mod various staitegks for enhancing the relevance of
our
assessmem training. In the course of canpletirg this work, we have 411=0catty analyzed the task demands of classroom assessment, ccnstructed a wide
vadmy of workshops fir teachers, presented those training sessloot
to tens of
thousimds of educators, experimented wkk various modes of presentation
(Winding video), and followed up to determine auctions to and impactof
our
training. Out of these various activities, I have gleaned several keys to
successful assessment training fbrteschere *impose in
(*paper is to sham
r4est of those keys to success.
Clussmom amassment training will be mimosa and iwipful
for leachers
when the following standards am met (in order of importance):
1. the trainer understands dm realities of classroom
2. anchors come to understand that Ordeal academic and
personal wellbeing hinges on the quality dike teacher's own classmom assessment*,

0

i the miner undentande the achievaneat thrsets teadustmust Mims.
4. the other tradership& the Widest pose* rw otavallthle assessmem methods edam align them appmprimly with. Wrist
5. the Diner can compromise tow/ends real and the klea in &fining and
helping teachers came Olefins With lanes easacramem quality,
6. detraining reveals bleachers the fact that systems* classmom anew
men can make theirjoh Wu, caster amt betiervin drat order,
7. the miner mhos on lastructional tuategies drat Involve teachers in
developing sind nada:dog assesaments rraher that hearths about them, and

boththeliainerandtheushilmibsemidio he effeedvoboth leprosy:vice

and brawl= lathing =Ms.
Lot mo expand coach of these, detains spacing:oily how to mee* each of
the

ssalwhyklac dtkal to do so.

1. Know Mamma
The gainer must undersells, the reallthis

lifr In the classroom as those

realities MO seal and etpafaical by testim The trailer Mt tone Into and
smudge tig comfits tug very detitandhat esiesuneatrequkentents aced by
teachers, whomay betcochkis from Mho 200students *day, making decisions
at the taw of es ;way WM to lbw minutes, end are matins to fiher though
lb: constant flood si infennallon comity from students to find those bits of
Infonnallo0 itud deserVe the leadiets USW rahralkal linThet, taigas mat

undushavi the NB range of uses of dun= ararannent, ranging fr0111
declaim makkg to lansucdonal uses to classroom mansgemem USCS. They
must umlentsad the irappenionel facets td'oluamom assessment, the opponunkka of femdby the =gement coraext where 99.9% (gall school assessment
takesplace, and how chranuom suessnentdifferi (sem framer° vial000nnint
larieNode* standradieed legit%
'Daiwa must paws this working knowledge of assessment life in class-

rrammlnordertofmmaclearondhighly4fferentlatedvblonofwhatitisahout
assessment that teachers need to ktmW. Bla mare lateratatalittmbass wboesa

demominne aesatIvIty to life in dauroonts can establish cnuallity with
teaches, as a knowledgeable source Of seontio flank* kless about how to
managoelaaroom assessment awkonmentsefferalvely. Without thatcredibilIty, the winces message simply will not get thmugh.

2. Establish the importance
Thiinersmastapped toteackustocareaboutquallty Annum amassment
This can be accomplished find by appealing to teachers' feelings about the well

being of gudents, mg second by involving Owlish and other supervisors,
who evaluate the performance of teaches's.

With =pea to student well being. umbels respond to the argument that
they aro in fact at the =tad the assessment moon that feeds vinually all of
the decisions that oxen the greatest influence of Icandng and academic self
concept. To Illustrate, teackus themselves use the results of day to day
assessments to diagnose student needs, group students, grade students and
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mdosicinctim. Olniousb,,emsededskasareaiticaitcrinudeotlemning.

In &Mon, the tones ciseumnn assetsments provide the Mutation
samients use *male sumeauchd dechtimufat and abort theinselves, salt as
sating their own atimmtimis ofthent
and &Meg What to study, when
tostittlytwittswimmtostmlymbetherMstudy,indeedwhethertectusaboutand
expecttobesuecemiulinadmot Andontv of thea epatentssely on Ow Uttkiw

denim= assosmestresub to worn) (WO= anon what expectations *
communiatetotbdreitiKwbethersedhawtommistthechild width:newt*
malestehlithsuppastottemsathooneondhowteallecatefamilyremumetfor
edneatitm. Mien topsher.tiecitthmsmatieby elsatertstudestmul peat *he
the tesehisOemnituipmcess by detaminiqg witatkkis kam anew/ Ihey Ikel
about it. Ali album decisions =ton tbe timidity of the teacher's (by* day
assmamentsristudemachievement. ilmehent can ameciate this fact wheal'
is Waled cut to than. And when they do mike 114 they ammo clew and
willing students of mend dissmom msessment Inethork.
Hoimveriffurthermodvationtocamabotalt

num-

mem kneetkul kambelpmenatedbyinvehingpshmipthoroentrsupervisom

in the plucessciptemodug sound assessments. Instnictional leaders need tobe

inaposition coked in all wets of the humuctional proms, including Skoog
that commamisas mudt ass Mini to &bailee Wad= available poiessicrtal
thna assmennart. Principal!' meresponsthlefcrenduatingthe performance of
Mechem and Rigatoni:dog theprufmrsknud dewelopmerdefthose waders who
need toenbancetbdrsitti& Madam see that theirsupervisorscareabout and
intend to mudnate clamour assissment cempeteirm ibe umbers will see the
value of exprandhig their capabilitim in this important performance arena.
The well-being aoudads rants on the quaky of teachers' assessmems of

student achievement nachos am not =flintily pained te maximian that
quardy. They macaw about this and make qualitya priority if quality is to be

*Mimed.

3. Knew the Togas
Fbr decades mow, the measurement immunity has &sated the fonnat of
ammstnent in schools. The tmditional dictum has been "This is the assessment

method, edncatmsthe multiple-chola, emt item. Now arab your sows rd
this methotL" Rom* however, ethos= have cane to maths that num of
the achievement tatgets they hold as vahralde for their strdmis simply cannot
be translated into the "accepted" format. Iinw they have twin testy lad( to
the mennuement walnut* "Them ma mtr acidevenumt targetsthey are
many and &vase and cb not fit the trailkiind method. Clive us methods that
fit my targets." To be effmtive in offering itivassment training to tr whets,
tudnemmustmulastandthosetaromml know how theyatign with assessment

Many kinds of targets are valued. Omaha want their charges to maw
substantive subpct matter knowlettip% demonstutte that they can use that

knowkdge and their htgiter older thinking skills to solve pmblems, obit*
=lain kinds of achievement-related behaviors, Mite achievement-related

affecti*
attain
trahnruidermindseadsofihme.
awl* itestaxentfulebtomom
ousel istaithigmading,speaking.dokig
Morespecifkally.ifthe
good scienck doing good omit, e1 e. the qualified sonmsema Woes *Mt
posomistleast awarkkgkortWledgoisf itch targets iftheirrne *twist teseaten
at nuking those targets to wind
VestainlY, it is notterammble to eitpan, risessmetn. Ws* to Odd= ail
praducteitit possess =Isla

attributak,

leadtinpoesibUhy *WINO* of

relevant swig& Methods anatomist

at eapestmeessmentepeciallgs
Macherprepomtion. However. kis
and Malteds insuvcion to work Ina close partnership attain teachers toassess

all relevant tarp&
4. Know the Methods
The asiessment of student achievement in the shostoom respires the
application of I widO variety Of measurement *sheds including paper and
pencil instrunseam. perfilmmucespeaunaus (assesmeam burden obser*
lion saikulgmer4 and pound commtmicitioit With steeents. Funher, each
of these methods Whales both rAdectivelyiemed ant sabjectivelY.scored
akesmaives, many of widch cone to the teacher with the (cutback sod moor
which ens developed by the teaches. lo fact, Molders haw aurally dozens of
asesiment options at their disposal for assesslog student steamed ci valued
achievement targets.

Attenuant Maiming ispropedy focused whenthetoduerundestantkall
these optionsio terms of *DO* of targets etch mat refieet.the strengths find
limitmloos of each, the keys to their eilbetive devekpment end use, and the
pitfalls tomamd mamma in each case. Asmannent curbing is made relevant,
When the tram can conummkate these options to teachers effiletively in
pmctical tants. WM; language mei illustrations teachert can tradesstand.
Without knowledge of all availithle =seamed mols, it is hupossible for
teachers to match flair assessment medurds to their valued targets on a day to
day basis.

5. Ontwomise on Quality
High-quality assessment is critical to student wellbeing. Accepted psychometric guidelines for treating issues of assessment quality hold that the mammy

(a) undastand the rblinitions of various kinds of validity and reliability, (h)
know how to maximize the quality of their assessments (Le. control for sources

of invalidity aryl unreliability), and (c) know how to manta statistical
estimates of quality, so as to be able to defend (kir assessments as meeting
waved standar& These guiskslines represent the ideal wkur it comes to
addressing quality control issues in assessaunt.
HOWevert given the demands c4 fife In demeans, dm highly-technical
manta of the definitions and statistkal estimation proceduns mentioned above
and the erommely limited amount of time avredge for assessment training, it

simply is not realistic to hold teachers accountable fru meeting all of these
guidelines. Assessment training is made nlevant for teachess when the mina
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Pah km, mid lledgemeets that mike hacks ohms= of the essamient
world mound tb:miliat is nuke them critical consumerserf the serecsmems
that go* the Nan of the students mound thea. These arategles eNtage
teaches&

.

Fortheri, th VOW° aid imilasmdsile MUM* comes, where the
hew mot *0 assess, valuate aid glade the aelievemat of teachers or
pempective teachers, it is also lay usehl to me COM prefects and exands*
tionsasopponenidestomodelmanydifferentkirmsotassessment1 hithiswey,

trathars canesperkace bah thedoke oftheaseamatt and die effects oft*
tanks on than mistuIsuis . 'Daiwa do well to &laid deasexperimes with
their charges, drawing inferences fee teachers to cany back to their own
chessmen& Such sanitizing experiences make Wait* relevant.

S. Attend to Preservict and Inservice
his completely Wpm/Mate fcccompetent daemon) assessment halals
to think of their work as 'avoiding only the improvement, of eniveraphased
assessment course& WI* this is a very high priority and *add command a
smat deal of ourattenthm and energy, we must also fare the fact that the vast
msfority ti teachers curratly practichs in schools graduated item programs

thatoffereddannosssessnenthainin. Essentially. we have= enthenational
faculty in need of relevant, helpful assessment training. Our limited training
mama man be distributed to serve both pmservice and inserite training

piWdes.
This relates to die Woe of making training adman ibr tend= because h
forces thornier*. out imo die real wall and faces them todevelopprofessional
&Weimart experiences thin weak hi dm insavice market---a WO place to
succeed by any steadied. Consider the challenges we faeces inserviai trainers
Establish our =edibility as a source of useful *as by pleandng training on a
topic diat teachers (*al bow little ablaut, mc vay 4104000 about sod that is

dsky for mochas, in Met tot predictive wodtshops presenad after what
when teachers am exhausted. Panties, we mint make die training events work,

in the sense that they actually do change teschas' asement values and
mactices. Titillate; developed to work in this mast can welt anywhere, So
this represents an excellent place to stan.

Conclusion

We live in a society that has become obsessed with the attainment of
edussional outcome. Evidence of that obsession abounds. National ad
international assessments ofoukomes that were unheardofafew years agonow
am commanding hundreds of millions of dolims of our education resources.
Statewide assessments have grown in number ova the past decale to include
wally every state awl to claim total costs that threxceed *yeasts ofthenalional
and interallional assessments. The use of standadized achievement Wales
in local district wide assessment Frogmen centimes to grow to recotd levels.
In this kind of environment, it is both paradoxical mei very troubling to
realize that we also are a society that is almost completely illiterate with respect

I.
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anheassesimentof the: noun* we value an mid'. That Money inebedie

precikionent ear Obismonm,buildisii Win* &evict offices, and toss*:
loam wn nre 11) teeck ca* good of Wing all *Wane aitalsient Maya
eslocational euieense% we *in develop AM pram Meant, helpful spew
onining far
beginning wish imbue.

Remo=
Snout, RI (in prems). Relevant clasartann asseannent mining few otschen.
EthuatkarilWeemenetz hum old Passim
Stratus, Rj. di ConJft, Wailes (1989). Teacher Training in Anesunence An
unpublished paper. NAM, CM Northwest Regional Educstianal lutoratosy.
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OLD SCONA IS HEADS ABOVE
PUBLIC SCHOOL COUNTERPARTS
(Ponett April

1990)

TEST SCORES MISLEADING
PRINCIPALS SAY
SCHOOL RANKINGS IRK EDUCATORS
oducatfon is not served by amid* schools arandiag to the results

dun Moderns achkve on diploma exams, says an &known high school

Owl*.

Other mincipals offend similar sentiments in roomse to an ankle in

Tuesday' amend that ranked high schook on the basis of fast year's diploma
errant nubs. (Panzed, Apra 18. 1990)
At last year's Confennice on Chismoom Testing hohl at die linivenity of
Victork, 1 conclurks1 my mai with the following partgraplu
Despite this stromg support ibrtesths and assessment in *hi* Columbia,
the wing community in this povince as ekewhere (sce Madsi 19$3) must
continually monitorthe way in which 103111me developedand used. We should

rennin mhulful of theconmas raised by those who qitestion the 'overuse" d
tests. For example, we saw two of the advisory research teams to the Royal

Cumulation &swoon the continued use dandy 12 government =minadons. This apparent contradiction is centered on the widesprad concerns that
the contentd the emenhadons lurd unduly influenced the curriculum and that
teachers teach only *he consklered Rely to be tested. la them= vehi. tests
am frequently aidgized for apparently forming only en that which is my to
test recall of factual informatirm, application of routine algorithmic prowduns, and the Me We need to be aware ofsuch commas We must beprepand
to give the consumers the protection they deserve by belw mindful of testing,
assemment, and evaluation as practiced and to reassert the fallibility of measurement even in the face of those who are obsessed with die InfallIbIlity of
numbers. (Rogem, 1990, p.63)
The focus (I the present paper is upon this call for consumer protection.
More specifically, what steps need to be taken to provick protectkm ageing
pownlial mkt= of testing and test results?
But before addressing this question, is Moto Masa for dale

I ti
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TEACHERS, PRINCIPALS CRITICIZE
DECISIONS TO MAKE SCORES PUBLIC.
(P1/4nreri, Ar1123, 1990)

illustration 1.

This headline and the ones quoted at the Cesinnin of *hipper sawn dud
thetemay indeed because fatalann. On Apri117, 1990Theirdasmon Menai
publisis i the Bud blunted marks, defhed as the avenge ci the 1989 Alberta
provincial 4iploma examhtation nom and the grub awarded by the school,
atilevedt. ach of12ligh tickets in theEdIMM1011 Public School system. The
thud marks fa the seven subject mess testeti (English 30 and 33, and Social
Swan, Mathematics, Biol4y, atemistiy, and Physics 30) wen =winded
by their corresponding ranks (Peozeri, April 17, 1990). Six days later the
irageag publisiald sdund-by-school malts of the 8119 Alberta provimial
adikevement testeadminhaend at Oradea 3 (Unease Arta)1 6 (Social Studies),
and 9(Sckace). In thiscasethemam peetvnt imd =thudminims who wrote
the examined= wen listed few oath public school in Edmonton with miens
at the conesponding grade levels. Unlike the situation for high schools, sclmoi
mks were not reported (Panted, April a 1990)1 Other than dm following
statement which appeared at die top of the table in wMit the achievementinsults
ma reputed, no odim ildbnaation or data wen reported:
Edmonkra public er.hool-by-school results tetk41989 Albena achievement
tests. Achievement tests are no" used ogre& either teachers cu. students. They
me used as a mean= of whether the curricuktin has been ta4lit and learned in
the areas tested If the number of stinks% in parentheses, hi less than 25, tie
results should be intertuated with caution. (Panted. April 23, 1990).
As published, thisreponing of the schtel-by-selmel results to the public fails
tomcat ihe stamtuds formatting sef bah in theStandartitforEducation( and
Psychologkai Testing (American Psycludegical Associadon, 1985) and in the
Co& ofFair Testing &entices in Education (American Psychological Association, 1988)1 part of which is shown in Table 1. What is the evidence to support
his claim?
1. Despite the statement by Albena Education, the test developer, that the
nsults of its PrOVilnial Diploma Testing Program and its Achievement Testing
hogram am not intended to be used to make comparisons among schools
(Allauts Educallim, 1909s, p. 107; 198%, p.3), the test user employed the test
results for this specific purpose. Concerned with trends that showed their public
schuols performed consistently below provinclal averages, the central school

administration of the Edmonton Public School system announced in early
January, 1990 that they would release provincial examination scores on a
school-by-school basis in an attempt to MOM this trend. Prior to this time
individual schools had provided to their parents the results obtained by the
school.
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Ulf
Repotting Standards

A.

Simulazdthilidasaliloggisidludalasisalnift
(Amerisan Psychological Moo Men. 198S)

Stendard 1540 These respenall* for testing minims dumbd pawl& apptiplieg
intammatiens when teat seore infonumlon is relessed to studenti,
poetess fermentative machete, or dm toga. The intespretations
should densthe in simple hognage whet the tmt covers, what moms
me" common etlihnemsetatians of test moms, and how ways

will he used. (Monty) (p.84)

CalludAdasibuinaiskadaZdisalign
(American Psychological Associatke, 1911S, p.2)

ITat develapem rhos* kip men

Test users should intennet NOM

ammo*

WOWS& /MOM CiOrMaY

Test Veen Mouth

Tog fievdepers Shedd:

9.Dhsain informal= about dte scale used for
molest team, the eharacterisdes of any

Provi* timely ind easily understood
sane repasts the damns° ten

performs= dearly and accurst*.

nom of comparison smogs) and the

Also explain the rimming and
limitations of repotted seetec

lfinitatiens of the scams,

10. Describe the population(s) sepsesanted
by my nonns or comparison group(s),
the dates the dos wale foamed, and
the process used to select the samphse

of leo Wm.

10.1ntemmt scams intim into account any
mejor differences beam= dm norms or
compadsen vows and the actual test
takers. Also take into exeunt any
differences kr test arbnisdmation practices
Or far/amity with the specific questions in
the test

11. Wam users to ovoid specific, seasonably 11.Avold using tests for purposes nm
specifically recommended by the tem
anticipated misuses of lets scores.
developer unless evidence is obtained to
support the Wended use.
12.

Provide infonnstion that will help users 12.11splain how any passing scores were set
sod gather evidence to stuppost the
follow reasonable procedures for setting
spropdatenen of the tomes.
pausing scores when it le appropriate to
to use such scotes with the test.

13.

Provide infosmatkm that will help users
gather evideoce to show that the lest h
meeting hi intended putpose(s).

13.0btahr evidence to help show that the test
is mating its intended purpose(s).

-I to
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With the wend staffarmeneement; school malts would now beluervided
as a tot ',Wowing the initial annotmannent and in vhaw risen opposition
from Mechem and pdncipali, them followed it period of intense oiscus6:m and
debate involvingtantees,centrid district staff, principals, made"

month= of

the media, and hemmed parents end members te the public. Of camera was
the peon/101hp and validity of such a relent". Folbwing receipt of a lewd
opinion that the School Act (Fmvinceof Alberta, 1988) granted authority to
Board to release whorl tenths, the Board in kull, 1990 authorized
dm ;ukase,
school-bpschool, of the 1989 blended diplcene marts and the 1989 whimment test MU&
2. The malts as published in thole/001in COMO do not even some their
intended purpose, which is to ten hsnv well or poorly indivklual schools me
Foaming. Whin, then, is nilssing or wrong?
First, and of paranummt hnponance, is the ourtaknurble validity of the use
of Afton ma& and achlevemem test worts to make comparisons amen
schools. The tests used were not designed to OM an the data
needed to make
complete and milk" comparisons. Schooling is MOTO gum the relatively
natrow
range of learning outcomes assessed by the tests considered. Although these
outcomes should be taught and learned, schools am responsible for learnim
outcomes that extend beyond those assesnd by current provincial testing
prmtuns in Aborts. Simply put, as the only source of information current
examMations tell only elandthe stay; telling hdonnation on other prescribed
Palming macaws hi Wising.
Second, vend bummed= ofeschool wank requires consiftation ofotha
factors (inchuling various denmgraphic and opponunity-to-leam variables)
which lave been shown in other
es of Wiwi effectiveness to be related kr
school peefomumce. These intapretations are funher complicated when school
comparimms are being nude due wrinevitable differences between schools on
dose Won. An accounting of these factors and their haw= upon the
comps:ism made is missing from the repcos appearing in the Journal (Note
1). In their absence, one principal commented:
"My Wisest concern is dun people believe the scores mean mere than they
do. To accutately compare schools, you need a huge amount of information
because them an so many parameters, and I tkr not think we am clam to having
all that". (C. Lund, personal canmnuientian, May 9, 1990).
Third, the report is remiss in not repotting or otherwise ignoring the
variability inherent in the data. If taken into account, as grown in Figure I for
English 30 the converskm of marks to the school ranks reported in the kunwl
is not supportable. As suggested earlier on page 2,
proper account must be made
of the fallibility inhesent in test scams.
District pessonnel, educational leaders, the media, and
the Publicand Plums
need complete, valid, and accurate information if discussions about
education
and schooling ate to produce positive changes in schools. Information that is
incomplete in farm and content will be counterreductive to any educational
etTon.
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beneficial when the tegtsker has knowledgeof paniculartest malting behaving

or knowledge of particular testing makes gained flan past ape:Imes with
tests similar in purpose aml fame!.

Altheuet it might be waged that stanthrdhed tests developed by pagesstoma woad be religively immune toted-Mamas, mamma condoned la Um
United States suggests that this is not diocese (Bangert-Drnwns, Kul* & !Calk
1983; Benson, 198* Samacki, 1979; Sliwk & Porter, 1980; S10.11,1984 These
(bangs make hem more hvortant to examirm the influentx of teg-wiseness
an roving'sl government examinations, particularly in view of the serious
decisions that am made based on scores flan dmse examinations.

Table 2
Summary of TesteWisentss Analysis

rest-wise SuscePtible Items

Nensmamtsideitem

Provincial

Examination' s

k

Mean

SD

rola

Died 12

736

21

67.9%

13.9%

ftsbni 12

361

25

621%

15.6%

Otovipki 12

1$ 6

42

KS%

liktoey 12

20$

30

ILI*

Shaw 12

261
174

37

644%

28

10.694

Chembuy 12

k

Mean

SD

.30

1

5&8%

19.7%

.20

.71

33

49.1%

14.7%

.73

11.8%

.67

16

43.1%

14.0%

.48

16.7%

.83
.80
.76

10
15

58.2*

.46

20

59.8%

241%
18.1*
17.6*

15.6*
154%

50.11%

m12

.51
.69

Noir. The differenee between the mesa performance on susceptible test-wise items
and the mean performance on the neasusceptible items is significant at the .01 level for
each examination (correlated I test 4f=
Internal consistency (Hoyt, 1941).

Shown in Table 2 me preliminary results of a study of the inflame of testwiseness upon student performance on the Grade 12 provincial examinations
administard in British Columbia (Rogers & Batmon, 1991). Clearly thereaella
speak for timmselves. Provided in Table 3 am fourexamples of flawed tea items
from the Algebra 12 examinadon which contain test-wise cues.
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Tibia 3
Sample kerns Susceptible roTestWiseness

- 267

Alpbm

Use dm following diagram to answer question 7.
V

(2,4)

7. Which of the following could be the equation of the function whose graph
is shown above?
phh

A.

x+6=6

B.

7-1

3.7

-.19

24.20 Absurd option

y=112

16.1

-.30

26.35

C.

y2 = Sx

10.1

-.21

26.70

D.

xy = 8

70.0

,45

34.27

0

Table 3 (Continued)

n. Which of the followlmi is an mithmetic sequence?
A.

B.
C.

ft

6,12,24
6,3,0
6.8,12
6,105

5.6
90.3
3.0
1.1

45
.26
-.11
.01

23.20
32.54
26.63
32.67

Similar option
Similar option

24. Determine the valuta of dte common ado for the sequence

-8.4.

p

r016

A.
B.

-4
-2

0.0

000

12.7

-.03

0.00
25.94 Opposite option

C.

-112

86.9

.29

32.76 Opposite opdotn

D.

12

0,4

-.07

sten-option
22.00

Use the following graph to answer questkra 37

37. Which of the following functions is partially illustrated by the
above graph?

A.
B.
C.
D.

ycax
y csx yr
y = sec x

prlan x

11.6

5.2
3.7
79A

-.16
-.16
-.14
.28
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2819 Opposite option
26.36
26.60
33.01 Opposite option

lens Nod for Measwentent Standards in Cent&
V* two illustrations brieltylessibed in Otis popes

wholesome'

eventuate
oboutthqracticeofmeasotement%Cannia.
Thestuadon
Nos v411)11 one consitiess dm inclose in tesdng
takhiplaceinCoada lofty.

nil Dotty that themanbet of orovinces_ widipsovindslenvadous
sts or wade levels will Woo or be opoded. Ile Council of Miolstass of

Madan isattnismomentosessingthemoposolsitincelvedlnrespOsetoits
13- smd lee yesvold students. These ornans the
of
Stow and soma fordtedevelopmentusailvaildationolpon-Cowilantests
sequestforpoposolifor
t
poullie introdoodan of $ Wool schalositip caminsda="11903=
his Ott yes/ solonee,
or teciunial. Several
will be goilcipating in the second intesgsdalla Assommot et
Propos; eadier this moth provinces were sated to consider orticipation la
Third laternational Study of Madtematics of tile international lAssociation for
dte Soluation of fidocaiional
What tbtott results levee is timt the scores achieved on the trovistelat.
Asaminadon ean not be simply and valley intergreted as a measure of the
;071sUnetof interest. lasteadAte morose( many of thesmdentsace confounded

by the mono of test-vMenos.
Aehlossanr (10). Tnislisthts does not tcmcb upon testing condocted
by school connselossitaol psychologists, and avonhologisolt or by school

distitAschoolndsolstowa'andclassroorn
tescherlakWition,199%
Wight
of situadoolikedlosedescrined above, can webe
sure that the testieginecticos
of these inundations snd people yield selinbie (dependable) and valid WOOS

and scoreliterPetations? I third' not.

A Strutter for ImProving Toting PrOttie. itt Canaan
.. , at teregligatiVeS of
The call of this poet is that a commiute
perdnipols in the testing prong* formed in Canada to establish standards

pfingirles goodly accepted by trofcialialat associations as Wicatio° of
fes teaching and evaluation motto in Canada. Such a
sound practice
committee should wok (*behalf of pesos and imps Involved in delivering
eduestiontd sesvices. Us purpose* should include %tornados MOMS end
teaming by *WO* tuticuladngs and promoting the ossitstilation of measurement and testing standards which allow those Involved in commissioning,
ng, and dissetninnting educational evaluations to use dmir
conducting,
lodgment and erosivity sesponsibly, but within the boundaries ot "acceptable
and sound measurement anti evaloden practice."
folotkrordp. The organizations represented on the committee calied for
should include associations whose members conunission and us° education
testing and evaluations, associatims whose members develop and disseminate
tests and testing propsras. od asaociadons whose membem ate affected* or

whose wok is dm subjectof, testing ode:dodos. Dueregantroustbe given
toboth English andfrench representation. In Canada, theseaseociadons might
include the Council of Ministers °flat:cotton, Canadian Educational Associa-

___-----
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tion,Canadian SchoolTrusteof Associatiat,CanadianSocietyfortheStudy of
Eduagion, Canadian Ottithinco and Comselfing Association, Canadian Psy-

chological Associathm, Condign Coodl kw Special Education, and the
Canadian 'Richer? Pecks:Won, for example (Note 2),
Conclusion

The call of this paper is fora commhtee repagentative of the participants in
thetas ingproctus inCanada to establisignorlards for the testing and evaluatket
practice in Canada. lidtgadonal and psychological tesdng can and has played
a EdgnNicantatd Important Wein improvhat teaching and learning. The proper
useofwelconsugeted and wdidated testing practices providesa beim basis ke
making hnportant cbscisions about hulivkluals and pograms dun would otherwise beavalkible. Inconshkradra ofrecentaidcisms (McLean, 1990, Rogers,
1990), the Ube= 13 afivoy teeing inaction such as time illusuated tether,
and tha increase In testing prosody =ming in Canada, the intent of such a set
of tondo* should be to provide a bads for evaluatin the quality of testing
practkvas as they affect the various parties involved.

Does the group of huilviduals here support this call?

Refine= Notes
1. Although arunsting obtained test scores for the infltgace of demographic

and opponunky-to-learn Was aal then comparing sdwcds is a flequendy
used technique ibr identifying effective and lag effective schools, arch a
procedure may mask desired kerning mama For example, students from
less a(fluent families should achieve at the sane high level on the achievement
testsas students from more affluent families (Brookom, 1987: Cluskey & Ki for,
1990)-

2. The Standard:a/Educational and Psychological Testing wee produced
by a committee appointed by the duty vonsoting agencies. The Americo
Educational Research Associathm, the Arnett= Psychological Association,
and dm National Camel tm Measurement in liducatitm.
The Code ofFair &nig Practices in Edmcollow was developed by theloint

Committee tm Testing Froth= ongonad by the Anwrienn Educational
Research Associathm, American PsycholEgical Assochnion, Nationl Commit

on Management in Erhugelon, Angrican Amiga= for Counselling and
DevelopmentfAssociation for Measurement and Eyebolt= in Ctunselling and
Development, od the Amen= Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
Them is in the Utited States aJolnlCommittcom Standards for Educational
Evaluation. Establiged in 1975, this Joint Cookie@ is curremdy sponsored by
fifteen profaning! educational associations hteluding the Canadian Society few
the Study of Education with the assistance of the Faculty of Education at the
University of Alberta, to promote cancan for evaluation of high quality. The

mutt of this ecounittee resulted in the publicadon of The Stsedanis far

Eva1odosupfehtecalona1Progranu,PrniertsandhfatetkdsodThePetwon.
net iftratitation Standards. The Caroni*e is now beginning to develop
stentituds for the evaluation of students.
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